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2ZusammenfassungDiese Dissertation beschreibt verbesserte Methoden und Algorithmen zur Bewer-tung von Markt{ und Kreditrisiken und pr�asentiert deren Anwendung im Rahmenvon sowohl standard als auch innovativen Marktmodellen. Die Methoden und Algo-rithmen zur Analyse des Marktrisikos komplexer Portfolios ben�otigen eine genaueKenntnis der Optionssensitivit�aten, der sogenannten ,,Griechen". Eine Analyse derSymmetrien in den Finanzm�arkten zeigt Beziehungen zwischen den Griechen auf,die ihre eÆziente Berechnung erm�oglichen. Diese Relationen werden haupts�achlichim Black Scholes Modell erl�autert, jedoch gelten einige dieser Beziehungen auch inallgemeineren Modellen, zum Beispiel im Heston Model.Im allgemeinen werden Portfolios von vielen Basisinstrumenten beeinusst, daherist es notwendig, ihre Abh�angigkeiten zu charakterisieren. Es ist �ublich, solcheAbh�angigkeiten durch Korrelationsmatrizen zu beschreiben. Jedoch sind die gesch�atz-ten Korrelationsmatrizen in der Praxis durch statistische Fehler gest�ort oder sindaufgrund fehlender Daten singul�ar. Ein schneller Algorithmus wird vorgestellt, dereine verallgemeinerte Cholesky Zerlegung einer gest�orten Korrelationsmatrix liefert.Der Vorteil der verallgemeinerten Methode besteht im Gegensatz zum standardCholesky Algorithmus darin, dass sie auch auf semi{positive, Rank de�ziente Ma-trizen angewandt werden kann. Au�erdem liefert sie eine approximative Zerlegung,falls die Eingangsmatrix inde�nit ist. Ein Vergleich mit anderen bekannten Algo-rithmen, die �ahnliche Eigenschaften aufweisen, wird vorgenomen und es stellt sichheraus, dass der neue Algorithmus in den Situationen zu empfehlen ist, in denen derRechenaufwand besonders kritisch ist.Die Bestimmung der Gewinn{ und Verlustverteilung (P&L) mit Hilfe der klassi-schen Fourier Invertierung der entsprechenden charakteristischen Funktion ist einewichtige Methode, die jedoch bei nicht{integrablen charakteristischen Funktionendivergiert. In dieser Arbeit werden zwei S�atze aufgezeigt, die die Fourier Inver-tierung nicht{integrabler charakteristischer Funktionen erlauben, indem die unbe-kannte Verteilung durch eine Verteilung mit bekannter Dichte und charakteristischerFunktion approximiert wird. Es wird au�erdem gezeigt, dass der FFT Algorithmusdazu geeignet ist die Invertierung durchzuf�uhren, wenn die zugeh�orige Dichte einenkompakten Tr�ager besitzt.Diese Methoden spielen eine entscheidende Rolle bei der eÆzienten Bestimmung derP&L gro�er Portfolios. Der sogenannte ,,Delta Gamma Normal" Ansatz wurde derIndustriestandard f�ur die Einsch�atzung von Marktrisiken. Es wird gezeigt, dass dieAnwendung der vorgestellten Methoden zur substantiellen Reduzierung des Rechen-aufwandes dieses Ansatzes f�uhrt. Die gleichen Optimierungen lassen sich auch aufdas Delta Gamma Student Modell �ubertragen.Ein standard Modell zur Bestimmung der P&L eines Kreditportfolios ist CreditRisk+.Dessen Verteilung ist diskret und kann mit Hilfe der Wahrscheinlichkeit erzeugendenFunktion bestimmt werden. Daf�ur wird eine numerisch stabile Methode vorgestelltund als Alternative wird ein neuer, auf der Fourier Invertierung beruhender Algo-rithmus, pr�asentiert. Ferner wird eine Verallgemeinerung des CreditRisk+ Modellsentwickelt, die auch Marktrisiken ber�ucksichtigt und deren zugeh�orige Verteilungmit den vorgestellten Fourier Methoden eÆzient bestimmt werden kann.



3AbstractThe central theme in this thesis concerns the development of enhanced methodsand algorithms for appraising market and credit risks and their application withinthe context of standard and more advanced market models. Generally, methods andalgorithms for analysing market risk of complex portfolios involve detailed knowledgeof option sensitivities, the so{called \Greeks". Based on an analysis of symmetries in�nancial market models, relations between option sensitivities are obtained, whichcan be used for the eÆcient valuation of the Greeks. Mainly, the relations are derivedwithin the Black Scholes model, however, some relations are also valid for moregeneral models, for instance the Heston model.Portfolios are usually inuenced by lots of underlyings, so it is necessary to cha-racterise the dependencies of these basic instruments. It is usual to describe suchdependencies by correlation matrices. However, estimations of correlation matricesin practice are disturbed by statistical noise and usually have the problem of rankde�ciency due to missing data. A fast algorithm is presented which performs a ge-neralized Cholesky decomposition of a perturbed correlation matrix. In contrast tothe standard Cholesky algorithm, an advantage of the generalized method is thatit works for semi{positive, rank de�cient matrices as well. Moreover, it gives an ap-proximative decomposition when the input matrix is inde�nite. A comparison withknown algorithms with similar features is performed and it turns out, that the newalgorithm can be recommended in situations where computation time is the criticalissue.The determination of a pro�t and loss distribution by Fourier inversion of its cha-racteristic function is a powerful tool, but it can break down when the characteristicfunction is not integrable. In this thesis, methods for Fourier inversion of non{integrable characteristic functions are studied. In this respect, two theorems areobtained which are based on a suitable approximation of the unknown distributi-on with known density and characteristic function. Further it will be shown, thatstraightforward Fast Fourier inversion works, when the according density lives on abounded interval.The above techniques are of crucial importance to determine the pro�t and loss dis-tribution (P&L) of large portfolios eÆciently. The so{called Delta Gamma normalapproach has become industrial standard for the estimation of market risk. It isshown, that the performance of the Delta Gamma normal approach can be impro-ved substantially by application of the developed methods. The same optimizationprocedure also applies to the Delta Gamma Student model.A standard tool for computing the P&L distribution of a loan portfolio is theCreditRisk+ model. Basically, the CreditRisk+ distribution is a discrete distribu-tion which can be computed from its probability generating function. For this anumerically stable method is presented and as an alternative, a new algorithm ba-sed on Fourier inversion is proposed. Finally, an extension of the CreditRisk+ modelto market risk is developed, which distribution can be obtained eÆciently by thepresented Fourier inversion methods as well.
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IntroductionDuring the last decades, there has been an impressive development in �nancialmarkets, especially the turnover in exchange traded �nancial derivatives has beengrown tremendously.

Figure 0.1: Annual turnover of options and futures traded atexchange boards. The data are estimated and provided by theBank for International Settlements, http://www.bis.org.Due to this development a broad range of derivatives is liquidly traded. An advan-tage of derivative instruments is, that they can be used by any company or privateinvestor to get an insurance against market uctuations. On the other hand, �nan-cial products become more and more diÆcult and typical portfolios include lots ofsuch instruments. So it has become diÆcult to get an adequate assessment of �-nancial risk, the possibility to lose money due to uncertainty. There are spectacularexamples of bankrupts which occured, because the risk has been estimated wron-gly. One well{known example is the collapse of the Long Term Capital ManagementFund (LTCM) in 1998, which occured just when I started my research in the areaof mathematical �nance. This crisis was so serious that the federal reserve bank hadto intervene to avoid a breakdown of the global �nancial markets. So there is a needto monitor �nancial risks reliably.Under the leading of the Bank of International Settlements a �rst agreement hasbeen founded in 1988 [4] (with several modi�cations thereafter), which demands thateach bank has to deposit its �nancial risk with capital resources. In this context therisk measure \Value at Risk" (VaR) has been established, which is de�ned as theqth loss{quantile of the pro�t and loss distribution of a portfolio at some future7



8 INTRODUCTIONtime horizon T . Usually, q is one percent and the length of the future period T isgiven by ten trading days, hence with a probability of 99% the amount of moneylost within ten days will not exceed VaR. Meanwhile there is some criticism on thisrisk measure, because it does not tell something about the losses, which occur inthe worst one percent cases. However, the VaR is quite good for regularity purposes,since it is relatively easy to see ex post by the supervising institutions, whether thereported risk was correctly determined.Partially due to lots of mathematical complications (e.g. complex derivatives, largedimensionality, estimation of model parameters) the Basel agreement was changedin 1995 [5] so wisely, that banks get the possibility to use their own models, the so{called \internal models", for determination of their �nancial risk. This internationalagreement was put into national legislation in almost all nations, for example inGermany 1997 (became e�ective in October 1998) [25] in the \Grunds�atze �uber dasEigenmittel und die Liquidit�at der Institute" which is an addendum of the \Gesetz�uber das Kreditwesen".In general, \risk" is the possibility to sustain a downside from an activity or anomission due to uncertainty. In the context of �nancial markets the activity is an in-vestment, the possible downside is loss of money and the uncertainty is the unknownbehaviour of asset prices in the future. But how did it come to such an explosivedevelopment in derivative instruments, which led to very complicated questions forrisk management? Besides the human greed of trying to gain pro�t by speculations,in 1973 Black and Scholes [10] initiated the development of a mathematical theoryfor pricing and hedging derivate products.Long before Black and Scholes, a �rst approach was given by Louis M. Bachelier in1900, who suggested to describe asset prices by Brownian motions [3], but his workwas ignored for some decades. Later in the 1950s Jimmie Savage rediscovered Bache-lier's ideas and made them known [9]. From an economic point of view Bachelier'sapproach has two disadvantages. Firstly, stock prices can become negative in thismodel, which is unrealistic in practice. Secondly, rather than absolute returns, rela-tive returns of assets are of interest. Therefore Osborne suggested to model relativereturns of a stock by a Gaussian process with identically, independent distributedincrements, leading to a geometric Brownian motion process for the asset price itself[65]. Osborne's model has become a standard model in the �nancial communityunder another name: the Black Scholes model.With their famous work \The Pricing of Options and Corporate Liabilities" [10]Black and Scholes constitute the �eld of mathematical �nance. They showed byarbitrage arguments that the price of a European call option is uniquely determinedas the initial investment of a self{�nancing portfolio in the stock and a riskless bond,such that the option payo� is perfectly replicated at maturity by this portfolio. Thisapproach was such epoch making, that Scholes and Merton, who put the Black andScholes method on a more rigorous base [60], received the Nobel price of economics1for a new method to determine the value of derivatives in 1997 (Black died in 1995).Black and Scholes used a special market model for their analysis and so the questionarose, whether an extension of their approach could be applied to more general1The oÆcial title of this price is \The Bank of Sweden Price in Economic Sciences in Memoryof Alfred Nobel". Source: The Nobel e{Museum http://www.nobel.se.



INTRODUCTION 9market models. Harrison and Pliska extended in [48, 49] the Black and Scholesarguments to general complete markets. In fact, they discovered a mathematicalexistence and uniqueness theorem as interpretation of economic properties of a rathergeneral market model. In their setup they consider a system of price processes X on aprobability space (
; P;F). They showed, that the economic arbitrage property, thatone cannot gain a free lunch from a zero investment is equivalent with the existenceof a measure Q equivalent to P such that X is a martingale under Q. Moreover, ifQ is unique, then any contingent claim can be replicated by a certain combinationof the basic assets and the market is called \complete". Generalizations of thisFundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing can be found, for instance, in [21, 22, 23].While the mathematical theory for the pricing and hedging of �nancial derivativeshas been settled meanwhile, the question how to measure risk of a large portfolioboth reliably and eÆciently still remains. In principle, the pro�t and loss distributioncontains all the information. However, for risk management purposes only a certainfunctional, or risk measure of the pro�t and loss distribution is relevant. In practice,this measure is usually the VaR. The VaR is most popular, because it is requiredby the supervising authorities. In spite of its popularity, the VaR{measure has thedisadvantage of being non{subadditive in general: The VaR of two merged portfoliosmight be larger than the sum of the VaRs of the individual components. In thisrespect, Artzner, Delbaen, Eber and Heath established in 1999 a system of axiomsfor a coherent measure of risk [2], which ful�lls economic reasonable conditions.In this thesis Mathematical Methods for the EÆcient Assessment of Market andCredit Risk are presented. These methods can advantageously be applied to port-folios, which are typically large and contain rather complex structured products.In this context an important issue is to model the �nancial markets as realistic aspossible, however, such that their computational treatment remains feasible. Sincethe obtained results are very important for risk controlling departments, this work ismore or less intended as a reference guide, therefore relevant, known mathematicalresults are included for convenience. The thesis is divided into two parts. Part 1 con-centrates on Mathematical Methods whereas part 2 deals with Applications in RiskManagement. In the appendix some Properties of common continuous Distributionsare recalled.In the �rst chapter the EÆcient Computation of Option Price Sensitivities, the so{called \Greeks", is studied. Relationships between Greeks of �nancial derivativesare established by utilizing symmetries in �nancial markets models. These relationsare very useful to determine the Greeks eÆciently. An interesting special case is theEuropean contingent claim in the Black Scholes model. It is shown in theorem 1.11that knowledge of two rather arbitrary Greeks is enough to compute all the othercommonly used ones. Several examples are given. Further it is shown that somerelations are valid beyond the Black Scholes model, e.g. in the Heston stochasticvolatility model.In chapter 2 A generalized non{square Cholesky Decomposition Algorithm is develo-ped. This algorithm (algorithm 2.7) is in fact a generalization of the known LDLTdecomposition of semi{positive symmetric matrices. For positive symmetric matricesalgorithm 2.7 yields the usual Cholesky decomposition. For semi{positive symmetricmatrices S it essentially returns a decomposition S = CC>, with C being a non{



10 INTRODUCTIONsquare column{regular matrix, with rank equal to the rank of S. For an inde�nitesymmetric input matrix the presented algorithm returns the Cholesky decompositi-on of a semi{positive approximant and an upper bound of the approximation error isestablished in theorem 2.9. A canonical application of the presented algorithm { notonly in the context of mathematical �nance { is the decomposition of a disturbedor rank de�cient correlation matrix. The algorithm will be compared with severalother algorithms in this context which are known in the literature. From this com-parison it turns out that the presented method is advantageous in computationallydemanding situations.In chapter 3 the Fourier Inversion of Characteristic Functions is studied. For theconvenience of the reader basic properties of the Fourier transform and features ofcharacteristic functions are recalled. The characteristic function contains all infor-mation about the distribution of a real{valued random variable. It is well knownthat if the characteristic function is integrable, the random variable has a densitywhich can be obtained by Fourier inversion of the characteristic function. However,if the characteristic function is not integrable a straightforward Fourier inversiondoes not work. For this situation, two inversion theorems (theorems 3.22 and 3.25)are obtained, which are based on the idea of approximating an unknown distri-bution by a known distribution with the same �rst moments. Another, at a �rstglance surprising result is that one can even obtain an approximative density froma non{integrable characteristic function by the well{known Fast Fourier Transform(FFT) algorithm, if the underlying random variable has a distribution with boun-ded support. This result is explained in section 3.5, where also some techniques forsmoothing FFT results are suggested.The fourth chapter is concerned with Assessment of Market Risk using QuadraticApproximations. The mathematical methods developed in part 1, are bundled toimprove the Delta Gamma normal approach for the estimation of market risk. As aresult, the crucial Fourier inversion algorithm in section 4.1 to determine the pro-�t and loss density has been substantially improved with regard to computationaleÆciency. By a study of two simple examples it is shown that the usual quadraticTaylor approximation can give very bad results. An alternative approach is sugge-sted, which is motivated by a certain interpolation. In practice asset returns areheavy{tailed rather than normal (or lognormal) distributed. In this context, a qui-te interesting method is the Delta Gamma tf approach presented in [43]. It turnsout that all improvements developed for the Delta Gamma normal algorithm cansuccessfully be applied to the Delta Gamma tf model also.Chapter 5 is dedicated to CreditRisk+ and an Extension to Incorporate Market Risk.The computation of the loss distribution in the CreditRisk+ model is treated insection 5.2 by Fourier inversion methods, in particular without the introduction ofa basic loss unit as in classical approach [19]. It turns out, that this method isquite exible in the sense that it can be used also for several generalizations of thestandard CreditRisk+ model, for instance in the case of dependent sector variables.In the classical approach of the CreditRisk+ model, the distribution is obtained byintroduction of a basic loss unit, leading to an integer{valued loss variable whichmay be computed via its probability generating function. In [19] it is proposed tocompute the probabilities by Panjer's recursion, which turned out to be numerically



INTRODUCTION 11instable, however. Recently, a new method for computing the respective probabilitiesby \nested calculation" is suggested in [38]. But, in [38] the stability of this algorithmis left as an open problem. In section 5.2, the numerical stability of this algorithmis proven. The CreditRisk+ model describes the loan portfolio at one certain futuretime. In section 5.4 this model is extended as a process of cumulative losses whichcan be studied in continuous time. This is considered to be an important step sinceit enables the combination of market and credit risk. In this respect in section 5.5 amodel is constructed which covers both the CreditRisk+ model in continuous timeand the Delta normal market risk model as special cases. Furthermore, an algorithmto compute the pro�t and loss distribution of this combined model, which uni�esmarket and credit risk, is presented.The research on plain credit risk modelling continues to be an important issue. Thenew Basel Capital accord [6] intends that in the future banks have to deposit theircredit risk with own equity, where the amount essentially depends on the creditnominal and the rating of the obligor. As a shortcoming of this plan, the diversi�ca-tion of a loan portfolio is not taken into account. The methods resulting from thisthesis and further research on credit risk models could be a key for suggesting moreadequate rules to the banking supervision.The presented mathematical methods to assess �nancial risks may contribute toimprove risk management techniques in �nancial institutions. The model presentedin section 5.5 permits an eÆcient valuation of the pro�t and loss of a portfolio, whichis inuenced by market risk as well as credit risk. Although yet only plain credit riskportfolios are traded, e.g. asset{backed securities, it seems very likely that optionson more complex portfolios will be traded in the future, and so an increasing demandfor models which unify market and credit risk can be expected.
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Chapter 1EÆcient Computation of OptionPrice Sensitivities1No practitioner software can survive without providing derivatives of options priceswith respect to underlying market or model parameters. The common option pricesensitivities, the so{called Greeks, are listed. The computation of these sensitivitiesis often cumbersome and this chapter provides methods to avoid di�erentiation asmuch as possible. The results are applied to European style options and multi{asset options (rainbow options) as well as to plain vanilla options priced in Heston'sstochastic volatility model. In all this examples time{consuming computations ofderivatives can be avoided.Due to model{independent, fundamental symmetries in �nancial markets, manyGreeks are related among each other. Homogeneity properties of �nancial marketssuch as the homogeneity of time and the homogeneity of the price level of a �nancialproduct are exploited. As a consequence, a mathematical rigorous de�nition of theterms \strike" and \barrier", which are loosely used in practice, are established.Based on this de�nition, a natural representation for strike{de�ned options is intro-duced, which can help to save computations in the case that a closed form solutionfor the option price is given.The basic market model widely used in practice is the Black{Scholes model withstocks (currencies) paying a continuous dividend yield (a foreign interest rate) andwith a riskless cash bond. This model supports the homogeneity properties thatare valid in general, and its structure is so simple that one can concentrate onthe essential elements. In this framework there are additional, model dependentrelations for the Greeks of European options, e.g. the partial di�erential equationthe value function must satisfy and relations implied by the assumed distribution ofthe underlying.As a special case, the Greeks of European options in the one{dimensional Black{Scholes model are taken under consideration. It turns out, that one only needsto know two not quite arbitrary Greeks in order to calculate all the other Greekswithout di�erentiation. A detailed analysis of the combinations of which two Greeksare suÆcient is given in theorem 1.11. By the example of a path{independent barriercall the power of this insight is presented.1This chapter is a collection from the papers I wrote together with Uwe Wystup (CommerzbankAG) and which are published in [94], [95] and [96].14



CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES 15Another interesting example is a European derivative security depending on twoassets. For such rainbow options the analysis of the risk due to changes in thecorrelation of the two assets is very important and in turns out, that this sensitivityis related to simultaneous changes of the two underlying securities, the cross{gamma.To illustrate the relations which hold in this case, the call (put) on the minimum(maximum) of two assets is studied.Since there are fundamental relations which hold in general, it is worth to treat oneexample beyond the Black{Scholes model. By the analysis of the Greeks of the plainvanilla options in Heston's stochastic volatility model [50], the extension of this workto more general models is also discussed.Related work about the computation of Greeks includes Carr [18], who views Greeksas values of suitable derivative securities and then computes them using risk neu-tral valuation. The computation of Greeks using Monte Carlo simulation has beendiscussed by Broadie and Glasserman [12] and Glasserman and Zhao [44].The homogeneity relations discussed in this chapter have several advantages:1. Time saving in computing derivatives.2. Robust implementation compared to Greeks via di�erence quotients and com-putation of Greeks for Monte Carlo based values.3. Checks on the quality and consistency of Greeks produced by �nite{di�erence,tree, or Monte Carlo methods.4. Evidence of relationships among Greeks that wouldn't be seen merely by loo-king at di�erence quotients.To elaborate these statements, recall the computation of Greeks in a recombiningtree (see �gure 1.1). Following Pelsser and Vorst [66], one can compute some Greeksby the construction of one binomial tree.
�������HHH0 �������HHH1�������HHH2

�������HHH3�������HHH4�������HHH5
�������HHH6�������HHH7�������HHH8�������HHH9

�������HHH10�������HHH11�������HHH12�������HHH13�������HHH14 : : :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : :Figure 1.1: A usual recombining binomial tree. Assume, that the node 4represents the actual spot and valuation date, then some Greeks canbe computed within one tree. These Greeks are Delta (use knots 3, 5),Gamma (3, 4, 5), Theta (0, 12) and Charm (1, 2, 7, 8).As it will be shown in theorem 1.11, the knowledge of the Delta and the Gamma



16 CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIESis suÆcient to compute all other common Greeks of a European option. Hence forEuropean options all Greeks can be determinated by construction of one binomialtree only and so the homogeneity relations provide a method for a fast computationof the sensitivities. Since Theta can be determined either from the binomial tree orby application of the theorem 1.11, there is also the possibility to check the qualityof the Greeks.The notations of the market parameters and the commonly used Greeks and theirsymbols are listed. The list of the Greeks is not claimed to be complete, since onecan always de�ne more derivatives of the option price function.Notation of Market ParametersS stock price or stock price processr risk free interest rateq dividend yield (continuously paid)� volatility of one stock, or volatility matrix of several stocks& correlation in the two-asset market modelt date of evaluation (\today")T date of maturity� = T � t time to maturity of an optionv(: : :) value of an optionK strike of an optionB level of an optionvx partial derivation of v with respect to xThe GreeksDelta � vSGamma � vSSTheta � vtRho � vrRho q �q vqVega � v�Kappa (correlation sensitivity) � v&Leverage/Gearing �, 
 Sv vSVomma �0 v��Speed vSSSCharm vStColor vSStCross vS�Dual Theta Dual� vTStrike Delta �K vKStrike Gamma �K vKKBarrier Delta �B vBBarrier Gamma �B vBBBeta2 �ij �i�j &ij2Indeed, this Greek is not a derivative of the option value, but this de�nition of \Beta" is quitecommon, especially between a stock and an index.



CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES 171.1 Fundamental Properties1.1.1 Homogeneity of TimeIn most cases the price of the option is not a function of both the current time t andthe maturity time T , but rather only a function of the time to maturity � = T � timplying the relations � = vt = �v� = �vT = �Dual�: (1.1)This relationship naturally extends to the situation of options depending on severalintermediate times such as compound or Bermuda options.1.1.2 Scale-Invariance of TimeThe principle of the scale{invariance of time holds in general. In a market model,parameters may be quoted on an annual basis. This idea is presented in a Black{Scholes framework, in which the volatility is such a model parameter. The same ideacan easily be applied to other market models.One may want to measure time in units other than years in which case interest ratesand volatilities, which are normally quoted on an annual basis, must be changedaccording to the following rules for all a > 0:� ! �ar ! arq ! aq� ! pa� (1.2)The option's value must be invariant under this rescaling, hencev(�; r; q; �; : : :) = v(�a; ar; aq;pa�; : : :) (1.3)Di�erentiate this equation with respect to a and obtain for a = 10 = ��+ r�+ q�q + 12��; (1.4)a general relation between the Greeks theta, rho, rhoq and vega. The same principlealso holds for a derivative based on multiple underlyings:v(�; r; q1; :::; qn; �11; :::; �nn) =v(�a; ar; aq1; :::; aqn;pa�11; :::;pa�nn) (1.5)This proves theTheorem 1.1 (scale invariance of time)0 = ��+ r�+ nXi=1 qi�qi + 12 nXi;j=1�ij�ij; (1.6)where �ij denotes the di�erentiation of v with respect to �ij.



18 CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES1.1.3 Scale Invariance of PricesThe general idea is that the value of securities may be measured in a di�erentunit, just like values of European stocks are now measured in Euro instead of localcurrencies. Option contracts usually depend on strikes and barriers. Rescaling canhave di�erent e�ects on the value of the option.Essentially one may consider several types of homogeneity classes. Let v(S;K) bethe value function of an option, where S is the spot (or a vector of spots) and Kthe strike or barrier (or a vector of strikes or barriers).De�nition 1.2 (homogeneity classes) A value function is K-homogeneous ofdegree n if for all a > 0 holds:v(aS; aK) = anv(S;K): (1.7)We call an option whose value function is K{homogeneous of degree 1 a strike{de�ned option and an option whose value function is K{homogeneous of degree 0 abarrier{de�ned option.The value function of a European call or put option with strike K is then K-homogeneous of degree 1, a digital option which pays a �xed amount if the stockprice is higher than a barrier B is B-homogeneous of degree 0. The path-independentbarrier call option paying (S � k)+IfS>Kg is (k;K)-homogeneous of degree 1. Apower call with cap paying min(C; ((S � K)+)2) has a homogeneity structure ofv(aS; aK; a2C) = a2v(S;K;C).Such a scale invariance can be used to determine some relations among the Greeks.This is explained by two examples, �rst the strike{de�ned option and second thebarrier{de�ned option. The generalization to options with more parameters like thementioned path{independent barrier call or power{call can easily be done. For thebarrier call one can use the results for the multi{dimensional strike{de�ned option,what is explained below in 1.3.2.Example: The barrier{de�ned optionFor a barrier{de�ned value function holds for all a; b > 0v(S;B) = v(abS; abB): (1.8)Take the derivative with respect to a at a = 1:0 = vS(bS; bB)bS + vB(bS; bB)bB: (1.9)One may set b = 1 to get the relation�x +�BB = 0: (1.10)Di�erentiation of equation (1.9) with respect to b and evaluate the result at b = 1:0 = vSSS2 + 2vSBSB + vBBB2: (1.11)On the other hand we can di�erentiate the relation between delta and barrier{deltawith respect to B and get vSBS +B�B +�B = 0: (1.12)Together with equation (1.11) one can concludeS2� + S� = B2�B +B�B: (1.13)



CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES 19Example: The strike{de�ned optionFor a strike-de�ned value function holds for all a; b > 0abv(S;K) = v(abS; abK): (1.14)Di�erentiation with respect to a at a = 1 yields:bv(S;K) = bSvS(bS; bK) + bkvK(bx; bk): (1.15)Di�erentiate with respect to b and obtain for b = 1:v(S;K) = SvS + SvSSS + SvSKK +KvK +KvKSS +KvKKK (1.16)= S�+ S2� + 2SKvSK +K�K +K2�K: (1.17)Equation (1.15) evaluated at b = 1:v = S�+K�K : (1.18)Di�erentiate this equation with respect to K and obtain�K = SvKS +�K +K�K; (1.19)KSvSK = �K2�K: (1.20)Together with equation (1.17) one concludes:S2� = K2�K: (1.21)Conclusion for higher dimensionsIn general one obtains in a similar mannerTheorem 1.3 (price homogeneity)v = nXi=1 xi�i + mXj=1 kj�kj (1.22)nXi;j=1xixj�ij = mXi;j=1kikj�kij (1.23)for strike-de�ned options and 0 = nXi=1 xi�i + mXj=1 lj�lj (1.24)nXi;j=1xixj�ij + nXi=1 xi�i = mXi;j=1 lilj�lij + mXi=1 li�li (1.25)for barrier{de�ned options.



20 CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES1.1.4 The Natural Price Representation for Strike{de�nedOptionsLet v(S;K) 2 C2 be the value of a strike{de�ned option, hence v(S;K) is homoge-neous of degree 1. Furthermore, let the option price formula has the structurev(S;K) = Sf(S;K) +Kg(S;K) (1.26)From the Euler theorem on homogeneous functions [13, p. 262] it is known:v(S;K) = SvS(S;K) +KvK(S;K) (1.27)This raises the question:Can we conclude f(S;K) = vS(S;K) and g(S;K) = vK(S;K)?The answer is: No, not in general.De�nition 1.4 (Natural Representation) Let v(S;K) be C2, i.e. a two timescontinuously di�erentiable function, and let v be a homogeneous function of degree 1.Then the representationv(S;K) = Sf(S;K) +Kg(S;K) (1.28)is called a natural representation if and only ifS2@Sf(S;K) = K2@Kg(S;K) (1.29)Theorem 1.5 (Existence and Uniqueness of the Natural Representation)Let v(S;K) be C2 and homogeneous of degree 1. Then the natural representationof v(S;K) exists, is unique and given by:v(S;K) = SvS(S;K) +KvK(S;K) (1.30)Proof:The representation v = SvS + KvK exists by assumptions on v and is a naturalrepresentation, since one obtains by application of S@S and K@K on the statedrepresentation: S2vSS +KSvKS = 0 (1.31)K2vKK +KSvKS = 0 (1.32)The di�erence yields S2vSS = K2vKK, hence v = SvS +KvK is a natural represen-tation.To prove the uniqueness, let v(S;K) = xf(S;K) + kg(S;K) be a natural represen-tation. Since v is homogeneous of degree 1, f and g are homogeneous of degree 0and hence by the Euler theorem:SgS(S;K) +KgK(S;K) = 0 (1.33)Together with S2fS(S;K) = K2gK(S;K) one can conclude:SfS(S;K) +KgS(S;K) = 0 (1.34)On the other hand, di�erentiation of v(S;K) = Sf(S;K) +Kg(S;K) with respectto S yields vS(S;K) = f(S;K) + SfS(S;K) +KgS(S;K) (1.35)Hence f(S;K) = vS(S;K) and therefore the natural representation is unique.



CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES 21The question rised at the beginning can now be answered more exactly. If the pri-ce formula of a strike{de�ned option is given in the natural price representation,then one can read o� the Deltas directly from this formula. Of course, one has todi�erentiate in order to check, whether a pricing formula is given in its natural re-presentation, but usually this di�erentiation is done much easier then computingthe Deltas. The application of this technique will be presented in 1.5.2.Of course, the natural representation can easily be extended to higher dimensions,i.e. strike{de�ned options with several strikes or several underlyings. But in practice,the case with one strike and one underlying is most relevant since it is unusual tohave a closed form solution for the option price in higher dimensions. Thereforeoptions with only one underlying and one strike have been focused in this section.1.2 European Options in the Black{Scholes Mo-delThe n-dimensional Black{Scholes model is given bydSi(t) = Si(t)[(r � qi) dt+ �i dWi(t)]; i = 1; : : : ; n (1.36)Cov(Wi(t);Wj(t)) = &ijt; (1.37)where r is the risk-free rate, qi the dividend rate of asset i or foreign interest rate ofexchange rate i, �i the volatility of asset i and (W1; : : : ;Wn) a standard Brownianmotion (under the risk-neutral measure) with correlation matrix &.Let v denote today's value of the European option with payo� f(S1(T ); : : : ; Sn(T ))at maturity T . Then it is known that v satis�es the Black{Scholes partial di�erentialequation, which is a relation among the Greeks:0 = �v� � rv + nXi=1 si(r � qi)vsi + 12 nXi;j=1�i�j&ijsisjvsisj ; (1.38)where si denotes Si(0).1.2.1 Relations among Greeks Based on the Lognormal Dis-tributionThe value function v has a representation given by the n-fold integralv = e�r� Z f �: : : ; Si(0)e�ip�xi+�i� ; : : :� g(~x; &) d~x; (1.39)where �i = r � qi � 12�2i and g(~x; &) is the n-variate standard normal density withcorrelation matrix &. Since one does not want to assume di�erentiability of the payo�f , one de�nes a change in the variables yi := Si(0)e�ip�xi+�i� , which leads tov = e�r� Z f(: : : ; yi; : : :)g : : : ; ln yiSi(0) � �i��ip� ; : : : ; &! d~yQ yi�ip� : (1.40)



22 CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIESProperties of the Normal DistributionSome properties of the multivariate normal density function g will be collected.Suppose that the vector X of n random variables with means zero and unit varianceshas a nonsingular normal multivariate distribution with probability density functiong(x1; : : : ; xn; &) = (2�)� 12njCj 12 exp��12xTCx� : (1.41)Here C is the inverse of &, the covariance matrix of X. Then the following iden-tity published in [67] can be proved easily by writing the density in terms of itscharacteristic function.Theorem 1.6 (Plackett's Identity)@g@&ij = @2g@xi@xj : (1.42)In the two{dimensional case this reads as3@n2(x; y; &)@� = @2n2(x; y; &)@x@y ; (1.43)which can readily be extended to the corresponding cumulative distribution function:@N2(x; y; &)@� = @2N2(x; y; &)@x@y = n2(x; y; &): (1.44)Correlation Risk and Cross{GammaUsing the abbreviation gjk := @2g@xj@xk , the cross{gamma and correlation risk are@2v@Sj(0)@Sk(0) = e�r� 1Sj(0)Sk(0)�j�k� Z f(: : : ; yi; : : :)gjk d~yQ yi�ip� ; (1.45)@v@&jk = e�r� Z f(: : : ; yi; : : :)g�jk d~yQ yi�ip� : (1.46)Invoking Plackett's identity (1.42) saying that g&jk = gjk leads toTheorem 1.7 (cross{gamma{correlation risk relationship)@v@&jk = Sj(0)Sk(0)�j�k� @2v@Sj(0)@Sk(0) : (1.47)Interest Rate Risk and DeltaA similar computation yieldsTheorem 1.8 (delta{rho relationship)@v@qj = �Sj(0)� @v@Sj(0) ; (1.48)@v@r = ��  v � nXj=1 Sj(0) @v@Sj(0)! : (1.49)3See A.8.1 for the de�nition of the bivariate normal density n2 and distribution function N2.



CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES 23Volatility Risk and GammaThe �rst and second derivative of the density g satisfy:gj = �g nXi=1 xiCij; (1.50)gjk = g nXi=1 xiCij nXi=1 xiCik � gCkj: (1.51)For the j-th vega one �nds thus�j @v@�j = e�r� Z f � g � nXi=1 xiCijx�j � 1! d~yQ yi�ip� ; (1.52)x�j := ln yiSi(0) � (r � qi + 12�2i )��ip� = xj � �jp� ; (1.53)where the arguments of f and g are omitted to simplify the notation.For the cross{gammas one obtains:�j�kSj(0)Sk(0)� @2v@Sj(0)@Sk(0) = e�r� Z f � g �Bjk d~yQ yi�ip� ; (1.54)Bjk := nXi=1 xiCij nXi=1 xiCik � Ckj � nXi=1 xiCij�kp�Æjk: (1.55)Multiply by �jk, sum over k and remember that & is the inverse of C to obtain:nXk=1 �jk�j�kSj(0)Sk(0)� @2v@Sj(0)@Sk(0) = e�r� Z f � g �Dj d~yQ yi�ip� ; (1.56)Dj := nXi=1 xiCijxj � 1� nXi=1 xiCijxj + nXi=1 xiCijx�j : (1.57)In summary, this proves theTheorem 1.9 (gamma{vega relationship)�j @v@�j = nXk=1 �jk�j�kSj(0)Sk(0)� @2v@Sj(0)@Sk(0) : (1.58)Remark 1.10 In one dimension, the gamma{vega and delta{rho relationships arealso mentioned in [75]. Shaw shows there that v����S2(t)vS(t)S(t) satis�es the Black{Scholes partial di�erential equation and is hence identically zero for path-independentoptions. Note that the gamma{vega and the delta{rho relationships do not hold forbarrier options, that are path{dependent options.



24 CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES1.3 The One{Dimensional Case1.3.1 Results for European Claims in the Black{ScholesModelThe relationships among the Greeks for European options in the one{dimensionalBlack{Scholes model are listed below.0 = ��+ r�+ q�q + 12�� scale invariance of time (1.59)v = S�+K�K price homogeneity (strike) (1.60)S2� = K2�K price homogeneity (strike) (1.61)S� = �B�B price homogeneity (barrier) (1.62)0 = B2�B +B�B � S�� S2� price homogeneity (barrier) (1.63)� = ��(v � S�) delta{rho relationship (1.64)� = ��v � �q rates symmetry (1.65)rv = �+ (r � q)S�+ 12�2S2� Black{Scholes PDE (1.66)qv = �+ (q � r)K�K + 12�2K2�K dual Black{Scholes (strike) (1.67)rv = �+ (q � r + �2)B�B + 12�2B2�B dual Black{Scholes (barrier) (1.68)�q = ��S� delta{rho relationship (1.69)� = ��K�K by (1.60) and (1.71) (1.70)� = ��S2� gamma{vega relationship (1.71)An interpretation of equation (1.71) can be found in [79]. There are surely morerelations one can prove, but the next theorem will give a deeper insight into therelations among the Greeks of European options.Theorem 1.11 If the price and two Greeks g1; g2 of a European option are givenwith g1 2 G1 := f�;�K ;�B; �; �qg; (1.72)g2 2 G2 := f�;�K;�B;�;�g; (1.73)then all the other Greeks (2 G1 [ G2) can be calculated. Furthermore, if � andanother Greek from G2 is given, it is also possible, to determine all other Greeks.Proof:The relations (1.59) to (1.66) are independent of each other. and equations (1.67)to (1.71) are conclusions. The next table provides an overview of all these relations.A X or an O denote that the Greek appears in the relation. Relations marked by Xprovide a connection between the Greeks of G1 and G2. The relations marked withO concern only the Greeks of one set.



CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES 25Greeks 2 G1 Greeks 2 G2equation v � �K �B � �q � �K �B � �(1:59) X X X X(1:60) O O O(1:61) O O(1:62) O O(1:63) X X X X(1:64) O O O(1:65) O O O(1:66) X X X X(1:67) X X X X(1:68) X X X X(1:69) O O(1:70) O O(1:71) O OLet us now assume the option price and one Greek from the set G1 are given. Thena look at the table shows that all Greeks of the set G1 can be evaluated. If allGreeks of the set G1 are known and additionally one Greek of the set G2 is given,all other Greeks can be determined. On the other hand, only eight equations areindependent, so the knowledge of two Greeks is also the minimum knowledge oneneeds to determine all ten Greeks. This is the proof of the �rst statement.If � and another Greek from G2 is given, then it is always possible to determine oneGreek of the set G1 and one applies the part of this theorem already proved. If �,�K or �B is given, one can use one of the Black{Scholes equations (1.66) to (1.68).If vega � is given, one can use (1.71) to get �.Concluding this section, the example of a path{independent barrier call is studiedto illustrate, how the theorem 1.11 can be used to organize the calculation of theGreeks.1.3.2 A Path{Independent Barrier CallValueThe payo� of a path{independent down{and{out barrier call is given byf(ST ; k;K) = (S � k)+ � IfST>Kg (1.74)Let k < K { otherwise it would be a plain vanilla call { and therefore the payo�can be written as (ST � k)IfST>Kg. Intuitively one would call K a barrier, but dueto the scaling behavior f(aST ; ak; aK) = af(ST ; k;K) and the de�nition in section1.1.3, the parameter k and K are strikes. Hence the path{independent barrier callis a strike{de�ned option. Using the abbreviationd� := ln(S0K ) + (r � q)� � 12�2�p�2� ; (1.75)



26 CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIESthe value of a path{independent down{and{out barrier call is given by [84]:v(S0; k;K) = e�r� Z 1K s� ksp2��2� exp �(ln( sS0 )� (r � q)� + 12�2�)22�2� ! ds= S0e�q�N (d+)� ke�r�N (d�): (1.76)The common Greeks of this option will be determined by using the theorem 1.11.One can see, that this theorem is quite useful for an eÆcient computation of theGreeks.GreeksDelta. Since di�erentiation cannot be avoided entirely, let us compute the deriva-tive with respect to k, which is obviouslyvk = �e�r�N (d�): (1.77)Di�erentiation of the integral representation of v with respect to K yieldsvK = e�r� k �KKp2��2� exp �(ln(KS0 )� (r � q)� + 12�2�)22�2� != k �KK 1p�2� e�r�n(d�): (1.78)In Theorem 1.11 only one strike was assumed. In this example there are twostrikes, and therefore one needs two Greeks from the set G1 to determine allother Greeks of this set. From the price homogeneity the relationv = S0vS0 + kvk +KvK (1.79)in known, whence one obtains for the spot deltavS0 = e�q�N (d+) + K � kS0 1p�2� e�r�n(d�): (1.80)Rho. Using the relations (1.64) and (1.69) one obtainsvr = �ke�r�N (d�) + � K � kp�2� e�r�n(d�); (1.81)vq = ��S0e�q�N (d+)� � K � kp�2� e�r�n(d�): (1.82)Gamma. Now all Greeks 2 G1 are calculated. To determine some other Greeks wi-thout di�erentiation we need at least one Greek of the set G2. In the theoremabove was assumed, that the option has only one strike, but this option de-pends on two strikes. So one has to di�erentiate thrice to get all dual gammas.vkk = 0 (1.83)vkK = 1K 1p�2� e�r�n(d�) (1.84)vKK = � kK2 e�r�p�2� n(d�) + k �KK2 e�r��2� n(d�)d� (1.85)



CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES 27The extension of (1.61) to the case of one stock and two strikes is the equation(1.23) with n = 1 and m = 2. In this example this relation is given byS20� = k2�kk + 2kK�kK +K2�KK: (1.86)From this relation, which follows from the homogeneity of v, one obtains forthe spot gamma without di�erentiationvS0S0 = ke�r�S20p�2� n(d�) + k �KS20 � e�r��2� n(d�)d�: (1.87)Vega. From (1.71) one getsv� = p�ke�r�n(d�)� (K � k)e�r� 1�n(d�)d�: (1.88)Theta. By the scale invariance of time (1.59) one obtainsvt = �v� = �rke�r�N (d�) + qS0e�q�N (d+)�(r � q)K � kp�2� e�r�n(d�)� �2p� ke�r�n(d�)+ 12� (K � k)e�r�n(d�)d� (1.89)1.4 A European Claim in the Two{DimensionalBlack{Scholes Model1.4.1 Pricing of a European Rainbow OptionRainbow options are �nancial instruments which depend on several risky assets.Many of them are very sensitive to changes of correlation. Let us call kappa (�)the derivative of the option value v with respect to the correlation &. Extensivecomputational e�ort is needed to compute kappa, even in a simple framework, butin the Black{Scholes model with two stocks and one cash bond, the cross{gamma{correlation risk relationship (1.47) can easily be used to �nd kappa.Let the stock price processes S1 and S2 be described byln S1(�)S1(0) = (r � q1 � 12�21)� + �1W 1� ; (1.90)ln S2(�)S2(0) = (r � q2 � 12�22)� + �2&W 1� + �2p1� &2W 2� : (1.91)W 1 and W 2 are two independent Brownian motions under the risk neutral measure.The probability density for the distribution of S1(�) is denoted by h1(x) and is givenby the log-normal densityh1(x) = 1p2��21� 1x exp�� A22�21� � ; (1.92)A := ln� xS1(0)�� r� + q1� + 12�21�: (1.93)



28 CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIESThe equation for the second stock price process can be written asln S2(�)S2(0) = (r � q2 � 12�22)� + �2&�1 �ln�S1(�)S1(0)�� (r � q1 � 12�21)��+�2p1� &2W 2� : (1.94)The conditional distribution of S2(�) given S1(�) is thus log-normal with densityh2j1(yjx) = 1yp2��22(1� &2)� exp�� B22�22(1� &2)� � ; (1.95)B := �ln� yS2(0)�� r� + q2� + 12�22� � �2&�1 A� : (1.96)The joint distribution of S1(�) and S2(�) is given by the product of h1 and h2h(x; y) = h1(x) � h2j1(yjx): (1.97)A European option with maturity � and payo� f(S1(�); S2(�)) will be priced byv = e�r� 1Z0 1Z0 h(x; y) � f(x; y)dxdy: (1.98)This integral has exactly the structure of the integrals studied in section 1.2.1. Usingthe results provided above, one can collect several relationships for the Greeks inthe two-dimensional case. Additional, the fundamental symmetry \scale invarianceof time" is valid too. Since we concentrate on European options, the two dimensionalBlack{Scholes partial di�erential equation also holds.1.4.2 Relations among the GreeksThe relationships among the Greeks found in n dimensions will be specialized tothe case n = 2. To simplify the notations, the abbreviations �i := @Si(0)v and�ij := @Si(0)@Sj(0)v are introduced. Some results are:0 = �q1 + S1(0)��1; (1.99)0 = �q2 + S2(0)��2; (1.100)0 = q1�q1 + q2�q2 + 12�1�1 + 12�2�2 + r�r + ��; (1.101)0 = �� rv + (r � q1)S1(0)�1 + (r � q2)S2(0)�2+12�21S1(0)2�11 + &�1�2S1(0)S2(0)�12 + 12�22S2(0)2�22; (1.102)� = �1�2�S1(0)S2(0)�12; (1.103)0 = &�� �1�1 + �21�S1(0)2�11; (1.104)0 = &�� �2�2 + �22�S2(0)2�22; (1.105)0 = �1�1 � �2�2 � �21�S1(0)2�11 + �22�S2(0)2�22; (1.106)�r = �� (v � S1(0)�1 � S2(0)�2) ; (1.107)0 = �v + �q1 + �q2 + �r: (1.108)



CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES 29Of course one can get more relations by combining the relations above. The relations,which are chosen to be presented, are either similar to the one-dimensional case orhave another natural interpretation:� (1.99) and (1.100). These relations are a justi�cation for the rough way to dealwith dividends. One subtracts the dividends from the actual spot price andprices the option with this price and without dividends. This relation is note�ected by the two-dimensionality of the problem.� (1.101). This is the two-dimensional version of the general invariance undertime scaling.� (1.102). This is the Black{Scholes di�erential equation. This relation musthold, because we concentrated on European claims. It turns out, that thedynamic of an option price is described by the market model and that theprice of the option is de�ned as a boundary problem.� (1.103). This is the cross{gamma correlation{risk relationship; it is remarkable,that this relationship has such a simple structure.� (1.104) and (1.105). These are the gamma{vega relationships. Notice thatone can determine � only by knowledge of some derivatives with respect toparameters which concern only one stock. Of course, there is no di�erencebetween the �rst and the second stock. These relations are valid in the one-dimensional case with � � 0.� (1.106) follows from (1.103).� (1.107). This is the delta{rho relationship. The interest rate risk is well knownto be the negative product of duration and the amount of money invested.The term in the parentheses is exactly the amount of money one would haveto invest in the cash bond in order to delta{hedge the option.� (1.108). This relation is the two-dimensional rates symmetry, an extension ofequation (1.65). It follows from (1.99), (1.100) and (1.107).In the following one example will be treated in full detail. Further examples such asoutside barrier options and spread options are available in [84].1.4.3 European Options on the Minimum or Maximumof Two AssetsLet us consider the payo�[� (�min(�S1(T ); �S2(T ))�K)]+ : (1.109)This is a European call (� = +1) or put (� = �1) on the minimum (� = +1) ormaximum (� = �1) of the two assets S1(T ) and S2(T ) with strike K. Its value



30 CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIESfunction has been published in [78] and can be written using the bivariate normaldistribution function N2(�; �; �), see A.8.1, asv(t; S1(t); S2(t); K; T; q1; q2; r; �1; �2; &; �; �) (1.110)= � �S1(t)e�q1�N2(�d1; �d3;��&1)+S2(t)e�q2�N2(�d2; �d4;��&2)� Ke�r� �1� ��2 + �N2(�(d1 � �1p� ); �(d2 � �2p�); &)�� ;�2 := �21 + �22 � 2&�1�2; (1.111)&1 := &�2 � �1� ; (1.112)&2 := &�1 � �2� ; (1.113)d1 := ln(S1(t)=K) + (r � q1 + 12�21)��1p� ; (1.114)d2 := ln(S2(t)=K) + (r � q2 + 12�22)��2p� ; (1.115)d3 := ln(S2(t)=S1(t)) + (q1 � q2 � 12�2)��p� ; (1.116)d4 := ln(S1(t)=S2(t)) + (q2 � q1 � 12�2)��p� : (1.117)GreeksDelta. Space homogeneity implies thatv = S1(t) @v@S1(t) + S2(t) @v@S2(t) +K @v@K : (1.118)Using this equation one only has to di�erentiate twice in order to get all deltas.It turns out, that the value function is given in the natural representation,which is presented in the appendix, and one is allowed to read o� the deltas:@v@S1(t) = �e�q1�N2(�d1; �d3;��&1) (1.119)@v@S2(t) = �e�q2�N2(�d2; �d4;��&2) (1.120)@v@K = ��e�r� �1� ��2 + �N2(�(d1 � �1p�); �(d2 � �2p�); &)�(1.121)Gamma. Computing the gammas is actually the last situation where di�erentiationis needed. Use the identities@@xN2(x; y; &) = n(x)N � y � &xp1� &2� ; (1.122)@@yN2(x; y; &) = n(y)N � x� &yp1� &2� ; (1.123)and obtain



CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES 31@2v@(S1(t))2 = �e�q1�S1(t)p� � ��1n(d1)N ��� d3 � d1&1�2p1� &2�� ��n(d3)N ��� d1 � d3&1�2p1� &2�� ; (1.124)@2v@(S2(t))2 = �e�q2�S2(t)p� � ��2n(d2)N ��� d4 � d2&2�1p1� &2�� ��n(d4)N ��� d2 � d4&2�1p1� &2�� ; (1.125)@2v@S1(t)@S2(t) = ��e�q1�S2(t)�p� n(d3)N ��� d1 � d3&1�2p1� &2� : (1.126)Kappa. The sensitivity with respect to correlation is directly related to the cross{gamma @v@& = �1�2�S1(t)S2(t) @2v@S1(t)@S2(t) : (1.127)Vega. Using the equations (1.104) and (1.105), one obtains the following formulasfor the vegas:@v@�1 = &v& + �21�(S1(t))2vS1(t)S1(t)�1 (1.128)= S1(t)e�q1�p� �&1��n(d3)N ��� d1 � d3&1�2p1� &2�+ n(d1)N ��� d3 � d1&1�2p1� &2�� ; (1.129)@v@�2 = &v& + �22�(S2(t))2vS2(t)S2(t)�2 (1.130)= S2(t)e�q2�p� �&2��n(d4)N ��� d2 � d4&2�1p1� &2�+ n(d2)N ��� d4 � d2&2�1p1� &2�� : (1.131)Rho. Looking at (1.99), (1.100) and (1.107) the rhos are given by@v@q1 = �S1(t)� @v@S1(t) ; (1.132)@v@q2 = �S2(t)� @v@S2(t) ; (1.133)@v@r = �K� @v@K : (1.134)Theta. Among the various ways to compute theta one may use the one basedon (1.101). @v@t = �1� hq1vq1 + q2vq2 + rvr + �12 v�1 + �22 v�2i : (1.135)



32 CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES1.5 Application to other Market Models1.5.1 Beyond Black{ScholesUp to now, the ideas for an eÆcient computation of the Greeks has been illustratedin the Black{Scholes model and in some part the speci�c properties of this modelhave been used. Nevertheless, there are some properties, which are so fundamental,that they should hold in any realistic market model. These fundamental propertiesare the homogeneity of time, the scale invariance of time and the scale invarianceof prices. For every market model one uses, one should ascertain, that the modelful�lls these properties. An example for a market model with a non{deterministicvolatility is Heston's stochastic volatility model [50]. This model also ful�lls thefundamental properties and the ideas for the eÆcient computation of the Greeks inthis framework will be studied.In such a more general model one needs to clarify the notion of vega. A changeof volatility could mean a change of the entire underlying volatility process. If thepricing formula depends on input parameters such as initial volatility, volatility ofvolatility, mean reversion of volatility, then one can consider derivatives with respectto such parameters. It turns out that the presented strategy to compute Greeks canstill be applied successfully in a stochastic volatility model.1.5.2 Heston's Stochastic Volatility ModeldSt = St h(r � q)dt+p�tdW (1)t i ; (1.136)d�t = �(�� � �t) dt+ p�tdW (2)t ; (1.137)Cov hdW (1)t ; dW (2)t i = & dt: (1.138)The model for the variance �t is the same as the one used by Cox, Ingersoll andRoss for the short term interest rate, see [20]. �� > 0 is the long term variance, � > 0is the rate of mean-reversion and  is the volatility of the volatility process. One alsohas to introduce a parameter � and the quantity �� is called the market price ofvolatility risk. Heston provides a closed-form solution for European vanilla optionspaying [� (ST �K)]+ : (1.139)As usual, the binary variable � takes the value +1 for a call and �1 for a put, Kis the strike (in units of the domestic currency), q is the dividend yield (or foreignrisk free rate) of the asset ( or exchange rate) S, r denotes the (domestic) risk freerate and T is the expiration time.Abbreviations u1 := 12 (1.140)u2 := �12 (1.141)



CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES 33b1 := � + �� & (1.142)b2 := � + � (1.143)dj := q(&'i� bj)2 � 2(2uj'i� '2) (1.144)gj := bj � &'i+ djbj � &'i� dj (1.145)� := T � t (1.146)Dj(�; ') := bj � &'i + dj2 � 1� edj�1� gjedj� � (1.147)Cj(�; ') := (r � q)'i�+���2 �(bj � &'i+ d)� � 2 ln �1� gjedj�1� edj� �� (1.148)fj(x; �; t; ') := eCj(�;')+Dj(�;')�+i'x (1.149)Pj(x; �; �; y) := 12 + 1� Z 10 < �e�i'yfj(x; �; �; ')i' � d' (1.150)pj(x; �; �; y) := 1� Z 10 < �e�i'yfj(x; �; �; ')� d' (1.151)P+(�) := 1� �2 + �P1(lnSt; �t; �; lnK) (1.152)P�(�) := 1� �2 + �P2(lnSt; �t; �; lnK) (1.153)This notation is motivated by the fact that the numbers Pj are the cumulativedistribution functions (in the variable y) of the log-spot price after time � startingat x with some volatility �. The functions pj are the respective densities.ValueThe value function for European vanilla options is given byv = � �Ste�q�P+(�)�Ke�r�P�(�)� (1.154)The value function takes the form of the Black{Scholes formula for vanilla options.The probabilities P�(�) correspond to N (�d�) in the constant volatility case.GreeksOne can use the homogeneity of prices to obtain the deltas. But of course, one has toshow, that the price formula (1.154) is given in its natural representation. Therefore,the following strategy is used. First, assume that equation (1.154) gives the naturalprice representation, which is de�ned in 1.1.4. Under this assumption one can read o�the deltas, and from the deltas one may derive the gammas by di�erentiation. Usingthe de�nition of the natural representation (1.29) one can show, that the assumptionon the representation of equation (1.154) was true and hence the determined Deltasand Gammas are correct.Spot delta. � = @v@St = �e�q�P+(�) (1.155)



34 CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIESDual delta. �K = @v@K = ��e�r�P�(�) (1.156)Gamma. Under the condition, that the deltas are correct, we obtain for the gammasby di�erentiation:Spot Gamma. � = @�@St = @�@x @x@St = e�q�St p1(lnSt; �t; �; lnK) (1.157)Dual Gamma. �K = @�K@K = @�K@y @y@K = e�r�K p1(lnSt; �t; �; lnK) (1.158)Proof of the natural representation assumption From 1.1.4 it is known, thatthe initial guess for the Deltas is correct, if the relationS2t � = K2�K (1.159)holds. In fact, one may plug in the Gammas into this equationSte�q�p1(lnSt; �t; �; lnK) = Ke�r�p2(lnSt; �t; �; lnK); (1.160)and this statement is true. So the calculation for the Deltas and Gammas hasbeen �nished.Rho. Rho is connected to Delta via equations (1.69) and (1.71).@v@r = �Ke�r��P�(�); (1.161)@v@q = ��Ste�q��P+(�): (1.162)Theta. Theta can be computed using the partial di�erential equation for the Hestonvanilla option rv = vt + (r � q)SvS + 12�S2vSS+12�v�� + �Sv�S + [�(�� � �)� �]v� (1.163)where the derivatives with respect to initial variance � must be evaluatednumerically.



CHAPTER 1. EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES 351.6 ConclusionAs one can see, the use of very general fundamental symmetries in �nancial marketscan help to compute analytical formulas of Greeks for analytically known value func-tions of options in one and higher dimensional markets. The method helps savingcomputation time for the mathematician who has to di�erentiate complicated for-mulas as well as for the computer, because analytical results for Greeks are usuallyfaster to evaluate than �nite di�erences involving at least twice the computation ofthe option's value. Knowing how the Greeks are related among each other can speedup �nite{di�erence-, tree{, or Monte Carlo{based computation of Greeks or leadat least to a quality check. Many of the results are valid beyond the Black{Scholesmodel, as an example an analysis of plain vanilla options in Heston's stochasticvolatility model has been performed.For European options in the Black{Scholes model, which is the most common modelin practice, it turned out, that the knowledge of two (not quite arbitrary) Greeksand the option price is enough, to determine all other common Greeks withoutany further di�erentiation. Most remarkably some relations in this case are basedon properties of the normal distribution refreshing the active interplay betweenmathematics and �nancial markets.The computation of the Greeks is quite important, not only for trading aspects, butalso for risk management purposes. The relevance of the Greeks in risk managementwill be explained in chapter 4, where a standard approach to assess market risk isstudied in detail. This so called Delta{Gamma normal approach requires the know-ledge of all \Deltas" and \Gammas". Since all �rst derivatives are called \Delta"and all second derivatives are called \Gamma" in the context of risk management,the ideas of this chapter for an eÆcient computation of the Greeks turn out to bevery fruitful.



Chapter 2A generalized non{squareCholesky DecompositionAlgorithm1
In �nancial modelling it is quite common to describe certain risk factors by (log{)normal random variables and hence the dependence between these risk factors issimply given by a correlation matrix. In order to decompose these risk factors intoindependent risk contributions there is the problem to �nd the Cholesky factoriza-tion of the correlation matrix. But also beyond �nancial applications there is theneed to compute a Cholesky decomposition of a semi{positive symmetric matrix.The usual Cholesky decomposition (see e.g. [68]) is well known and widely used inpractice. It is a fast and numerical stable algorithm, if the given symmetric inputmatrix S is positive, i.e. it holds x>Sx > 0 for all vectors x 6= 0. But the usualCholesky decomposition algorithm fails, if the input matrix is not positive but semi{positive, i.e. it holds x>Sx � 0 for all vectors { although a Cholesky decompositionexists, which can be determined by LDLT decomposition.The LDLT algorithm will be extended in such a way, that it coincides for a semi{positive input with the LDLT decomposition. Based on this decomposition, a non{square Cholesky decomposition for a rank de�cient semi{positive symmetric matrixS can be introduced, hence one obtains a decomposition S = CC> with a non{squarematrix C. Some properties of semi{positive matrices and the LDLT decompositionare recalled, including an analysis of the existence and uniqueness of certain versionsof the LDLT decomposition. To obtain a numerical stable LDLT algorithm a pivotingstrategy based on [45] is recommended.There is no Cholesky decomposition if the given symmetric matrix is not semi{positive and in this case one may aim to approximate this matrix by a semi{positiveone and to compute the Cholesky decomposition of the approximation. This can beaccomplished by the generalized Cholesky decomposition algorithm which is basedon the LDLT decomposition. This algorithm performs an additional rescaling whichguarantees, that any inde�nite symmetric matrix with non{negative diagonal ele-ments will be approximated by changing o�{diagonal elements only. Hence, if thediagonal elements of the input matrix are non{negative, the approximation has thesame diagonal elements { a property which is quite important in the context of per-1This chapter is an enhancement of my paper [89].36



CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION 37turbed correlation matrices. The error of this approximation is studied and upperbounds for each step of the algorithm are established.There are other LDLT based algorithms which return a positive approximation of asymmetric matrix. One algorithm has been provided by Gill, Murray and Wright [39]from the context of numerical optimization and re�nements of this algorithm havebeen made by Eskow and Schnabel [73, 74]. The generalized Cholesky decompositionalgorithm is compared with this two approximation approaches. In contrast to thealgorithms mentioned before, the new algorithm gives a decomposition, which has alower rank. This gives the important opportunity to introduce a dimension reduction,if possible, and hence this algorithm may help to save computation time.The application of the presented algorithm in the context of perturbed correlati-on matrices is studied. There are two standard techniques to approximate a unit{diagonal symmetric matrix by a correlation matrix, i.e. a symmetric, semi{positive,unit{diagonal matrix. One method is based on spectral decomposition and the otherone is the linear shrinking approach. A comparison of these three algorithms withrespect to the computation time, the rank of the approximation and the approxi-mation error concludes this chapter.2.1 LDLT for Semi{positive MatricesLet us recall some basics about semi{positive matrices in the following lemma.Lemma 2.1 Let S be a semi{positive symmetric N �N matrix. Then the followingstatements hold:1. Sii � 02. jSijj �pSiiSjj3. If the N �N matrix S = � S11 s>s ~S � (2.1)is semi{positive, then the following statements are true:� ~S is semi{positive� If S11 > 0 then ~S � 1S11 s s> is semi{positive� If S11 = 0 then s = 0.Proof:1. Set xk = Æki and obtain:0 � x>Sx =Xk;l ÆikSklÆli = Sii (2.2)



38 CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION2. Fix k; l with k 6= l and set xi = Æik + �Æil. Then holds for all � 2 R:0 � x>Sx =Xi;j (Æki + �Æli)Sij(Æjk + �Æjl) = Skk + 2�Skl + �2Sll (2.3)Hence S2kl � SkkSll � 0.3. Set x = (�; y)>. Then holds for all � 2 R, y 2 RN�1 :0 � x>Sx = �2S11 + 2�s>y + y> ~Sy (2.4)With � = 0 one obtains the semi{positivity of ~S. Since (2.4) holds for all � wemay conclude s>y�S11y> ~Sy � 0 for all y and obtain the other two statements.There are several representations of the LDLT decomposition, three versions arestated in the next theorem.Theorem 2.2 Let S be a symmetric, semi{positive N �N matrix.1. Then there exists a decompositionS = L �D � L> (2.5)where D is a diagonal N � N matrix and L is a unit left-triangular N � Nmatrix.2. De�ne the head of a column i in a matrix L byhL(i) := minfjjLji 6= 0g: (2.6)If M is the rank of S 6= 0, then there exists a unique decompositionS = LDL> (2.7)where D is a positive diagonal M �M matrix and L is a N �M matrix withthe properties:� The head in each column is 1, i.e. LhL(i)i = 1.� The head of the ith column stands below the head of the (i�1)th column,i.e. hL(i) > hL(i� 1).3. Furthermore, if M is the rank of S with S 6= 0, then there exists a permutationP such that PSP> =: U = LDL> (2.8)with a positive diagonal M � M matrix D and L is a N � M matrix withLii = 1 and the decomposition of U is unique.



CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION 39Proof:The statements will simultaneously be proved by complete induction. For N = 1 aLDLT decomposition is given by S = (1)(S11)(1), hence D11 = S11. For S 6= 0 thisdecomposition is obviously unique, hence the three statements hold.Let us assume, that the theorem holds for dimension N � 1. Then for the decompo-sition of a semi{positive N �N matrix with N � 2,S = � S11 s>s ~S � (2.9)we distinguish three cases:1. Case: S11 6= 0 and ~S 6= ss>S11Statement 1. By the induction assumption there exists a LDLT decomposition~S � ss>S11 = ~L ~D~L> (2.10)and so a LDLT decomposition is given by� S11 s>s ~S � = � 1 0sS11 ~L �� S11 00 ~D � 1 s>S110 ~L> ! (2.11)Statement 2. Since rank(S) � 2, any decomposition has to satisfy the equation:� S11 s>s ~S � = � L11 0l ~L �� D11 00 ~D �� 1 l>0 ~L> � (2.12)= � L211D11 L11D11l>L11D11l D11ll> + ~L ~D~L> � (2.13)Since L11 is either 0 or 1, we �nd the necessary conditions L11 = 1, D11 = S11and l = 1S11 s. The remaining equation ~S � ss>S11 = ~L ~D~L> has a unique solutionunder the structure conditions on ~L by induction assumption and the matrixL = � 1 0l ~L � (2.14)also ful�lls the structure conditions.Statement 3. By induction assumption there exists a permutation ~P such that~P ( ~S � ss>S11 ) ~P> = ~L ~D~L>. Then de�neP := � 1 00 ~P � (2.15)and any decomposition must satisfyPSP> = � S11 s> ~P>~Ps ~P ~S ~P> � = � 1 0l ~L �� D11 00 ~D �� 1 l>0 ~L> �= � D11 D11l>D11l D11ll> + ~L ~D~L> � (2.16)Since we have the necessary conditions D11 = S11 and ~Ps = D11l, the givendecomposition of PSP> is unique.



40 CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION2. Case: S11 6= 0 and ~S = ss>S11Statement 1. The proof of the �rst case also holds in this case.Statement 2. The rank of S is 1 and any decomposition has to satisfy theequation � S11 s>s ss>S11 � = � L11l � (D11)(L11 l>) (2.17)which has under the condition L11 2 f0; 1g the unique solutionD11 = S11 L11 = 1 l = 1S11 s (2.18)and the structure condition is also ful�lled.Statement 3. Let P be the unit matrix, then any decomposition has to satisfy� S11 s>s ss>S11 � = � 1l � (D11)(1 l>) = � D11 D11l>D11l D11ll> � (2.19)with the unique solution D11 = S11 and l = s=S11.3. Case: S11 = 0Statement 1. By induction assumption there exists a decomposition of thesemi{positive matrix ~S = ~L ~D~L>. Since s = 0 in this case by lemma 2.1 aLDLT decomposition of S is given by� 0 00 ~S � = � 1 0l ~L �� 0 00 ~D �� 1 l>0 ~L> � (2.20)This decomposition is not unique, since any l 2 RN�1 �ts.Statement 2. In this situation the rank of S is equal to the rank of ~S andtherefore any decomposition of type 2 must have the structure� 0 00 ~S � = � l>~L � ~D �l ~L>� (2.21)The condition of the (1,1) element yields 0 = l ~Dl>. Since ~D is positive anddiagonal we obtain l = 0. The remaining condition is ~S = ~L ~D~L> which has aunique solution under the structure conditions by induction assumption andthe matrix L also ful�lls these conditions.Statement 3. Since S 6= 0 there is a j such that Sjj 6= 0. Let P be the permu-tation matrix which permutes 1 with j. Then there is a unique decompositionof the matrix U = PSP>, because U belongs to either of the cases studiedabove.



CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION 41In principle, this proof yields almost the LDLT algorithm, but to obtain a numericalstable algorithm, one must take care of some points. First of all, it is very criticalto decide numerically, whether a value is zero or not. So one de�nes an � > 0 andevery number smaller than � is assumed to be zero. For the choice of � one can takethe machine precision for example. If one works with the IEEE representation ofoating point numbers, the machine precision is a relative precision; for examplethe relative precision of a 8 byte double is about 1e-15. On the other hand several(at most N) computations are needed to determine Dii and therefore one must alsoconsider the roundo� for this number. So I suggest to take� = relative precision � maxi Sii �N (2.22)In general, the elements Dii are not bounded from below by a positive numberand therefore one has to use a pivoting procedure, which will be performed bysymmetric permutations on the matrix S. The permutation is chosen such, that thelargest diagonal element gets at the leading position. If the pivot is less then �, thecorresponding column of L (the arbitrary l) is set to zero.The following recursive algorithm for the LDLT decomposition of semi{positive ma-trices performs the permutations as in the third part of the theorem, but to keepthe algorithm more simple, it only deals with square matrices. In order to obtainthe decomposition as in part 3 of the theorem, de�ne M as the number of non{zerodiagonal elements of D and cut the last N �M columns of L and the last N �Mcolumns and rows of D.Algorithm 2.3 (LDLT for semi{positive matrices)1. If the dimension of S is 1, de�ne P = (1), L = (1) and D = S. Stop.2. Choose P̂ as the permutation between 1 and j, where j is such, that Sjj � Siiholds for all i = 1; : : : ; N . De�ne the N �N matrix U byP̂SP̂> =: U = � U11 u>u ~U � (2.23)3a. If U11 > � compute the LDLT decomposition of the (N � 1)� (N � 1) matrix~U � 1U11uu>: ~P ( ~U � 1U11uu>) ~P> = ~L ~D ~L> (2.24)De�ne L := � 1 01U11 ~Pu ~L �; D := � U11 00 ~D �; P := � 1 00 ~P � P̂ (2.25)Stop.3b. If U11 � �, then de�ne P = P̂ , D = 0 and L = 1, where 1 denotes the unitmatrix. Stop.



42 CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITIONFrom the algorithm 2.3 one can easily obtain the asymptotic computation timewhich is given by 16N3 + O(N2) operations, where one operation consists of onemultiplication, one subtraction and the expense for the loop management. Notethat a matrix multiplication costs N3 + O(N2) of such operations and hence thisalgorithm is as fast as the usual Cholesky decomposition.Remark 2.4 In step 3 the algorithm makes a case distinction whether U11 is nu-merically zero or not. Under the additional setting uu>U11 = 0 and 1U11 ~Pu = 0 in thecase U11 � 0, the part 3a is equivalent to 3b. You will not often �nd an equation ofthe form \Division by 0 = 0", but in the context of Singular Value Decomposition(SVD), one also gets such \equality" [68]. This is a remarkable connection betweenthe SVD and the LDLT decomposition.Remark 2.5 The LDLT algorithm can be used for several tasks in linear algebra:� It can be used to determine the rank of a semi{positive symmetric matrix.� One can obtain the pseudo{inverse of S (the inverse if S is positive) byS+ = P (L�1)> ~DL�1P> where ~D is diagonal with ~Dii = 1D11 if D11 > 0 and~Dii = 0 otherwise. So it is enough to invert the triangular matrix L.� The determinant of S is given by detS = NQi=1Dii.� With U := DL> this is the LU decomposition of PSP>.� De�ne C = LpD, then PSP> = CC>. So the LDLT algorithm provides anon{square Cholesky decomposition, which is the most signi�cant applicationof this algorithm. Hence in the following we may call the LDLT decompositionalso a Cholesky decomposition.2.2 A Generalized LDLT based Cholesky Algo-rithmFor semi{positive matrices the existence of the LDLT decomposition has been shownand an algorithm to perform this factorization has been presented. In the generalcase, i.e. for non semi{positive input, the LDLT decomposition may not exist:Lemma 2.6 In general, there is no LDLT decomposition for symmetric matrices.Proof:Consider the following example:� 0 11 0 � ?= � 1 0l 1 � � � d1 00 d2 � � � 1 l0 1 � (2.26)The �rst column of this matrix equation lead to the following two equations:0 = d1 (2.27)1 = d1l (2.28)Obviously, this system has no solution for d1.



CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION 43Due to the non{existence of a general LDLT decomposition the generalization ofthe algorithm is intended in the following manner. If the symmetric input matrix Sis semi{positive the usual LDLT decomposition shall be performed and if S is notsemi{positive, the LDLT decomposition of a semi{positive approximation of S shallbe returned. The approximation shall be done in such a way, that only o�{diagonalelements of S will be changed and therefore it is necessary that the input matrix Shas only non{negative diagonal elements, since there are no semi{positive matriceswith negative diagonal elements (see lemma 2.1). The corresponding algorithm willbe presented and an upper bound for the approximation error will be established.2.2.1 The AlgorithmNow the generalized Cholesky algorithm is presented, which yields in fact the LDLTdecomposition, generalized in the manner mentioned before. The idea of the algo-rithm is based on the boundary for the absolute value of an o�{diagonal element ofa semi{positive matrix, which is given by lemma 2.1. Therefore one checks at eachstep if the elements of the �rst column ful�ll this condition and each element whichexceeds the boundary will be set to the nearest value in this range.For the following algorithm, the symmetric N �N input matrix S must have non{negative diagonal elements. Again, one also has to de�ne an � > 0, for example by(2.22), to decide whether a value is numerical zero or not.Algorithm 2.7 (Generalized Cholesky Decomposition)1. If the dimension of S is 1, de�ne P = (1), L = (1) and D = S. Stop.2. Choose P̂ as the permutation between 1 and j, where j is such that Sjj � Siiholds for all i = 1; : : : ; N . De�ne the N �N matrix U byP̂SP̂> =: U = � U11 u>u ~U � (2.29)3. Rescale the vector u, that is de�ne the vector û:ûj := sgn(uj)min�jujj;pU11Ujj� (2.30)where sgn(x) = 1 i� x > 0, sgn(x) = �1 i� x < 0 and sgn(x) = 0 i� x = 0.4a. If U11 > � compute the LDLT decomposition of the (N � 1)� (N � 1) matrix~U � 1U11 ûû>: ~P ( ~U � 1U11 ûû>) ~P> = ~L ~D~L (2.31)De�neL := � 1 01U11 ~P û ~L � D := � U11 00 ~D � P := � 1 00 ~P � P̂ (2.32)Stop.4b. If U11 � �, then de�ne P = P̂ , D = 0 and L = 1.



44 CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITIONIf the input matrix S is semi{positive, one would never detect a violation of the boun-dary for an o�{diagonal element and in this situation step 3 of the algorithm is givenby û := u. Hence the algorithm yields the LDLT decomposition for semi{positiveinput. Since only o�{diagonal elements are changed by the rescaling (step 3), thediagonal elements are unchanged. Note that this rescaling guarantees, that the dia-gonal elements of the input matrix in the next recursion step remain non{negative.Since the computational e�ort of the rescaling technique is of order O(N) at eachstep, its total costs amount to O(N2), hence it does not e�ect the asymptotic com-putation time. The total computational e�ort of the algorithm 2.7 is again given by16N3 + O(N2) operations, where one operation consists of one multiplication, onesubtraction and the expense for the loop management.2.2.2 On the Bound of the Approximation errorIn the case of a semi{positive input, the algorithm 2.7 yields an exact decomposition.Only for non{semi{positive inputs there is the need to discuss about an approxi-mation error. So let us introduce the negativity of a matrix, which is the importantvalue in this discussion.De�nition 2.8 (Negativity of a square matrix) Let A be a N�N matrix. Thenegativity of A is de�ned by�(A) := minf� � 0 j A + �1 is semi{positiveg (2.33)The negativity is a non{negative, positive homogeneous and sub{additive functionalon square matrices; i.e. let A and B be N � N matrices and � > 0, then holds�(A) � 0, �(�A) = ��(A) and �(A+B) � �(A)+�(B). Obviously, the negativityof any semi{positive matrix is 0 and if a symmetric matrix S is not semi{positive,then �(S) is the absolute value of the smallest (most negative) eigenvalue of S.Since the approximation error of the algorithm 2.7 is 0 for semi{positive matrices,one might expect that the approximation error is bounded in some way by thenegativity. Indeed, this is the statement of theTheorem 2.9 Let S be a symmetric N � N matrix with non{negative diagonalelements. The error due to a semi{positive approximation by algorithm 2.7 is boun-ded by the negativity � = �(S) of the input matrix S in the sense, that for theapproximation error and the negativity of the remaining matrix holds:��������� S11 s>s ~S �� � S11 ŝ>ŝ ~S ���������2F � 2�(N � 1)(2S11 + �) (2.34)��� S11 ŝ>ŝ ~S �� � �+p�(N � 1)(2S11 + �) (2.35)�� ~S � 1S11 ŝŝ>� � �N if S11 > 0 (2.36)where S11 is the largest diagonal element of S, ŝ is the rescaled row and jjAjjFdenotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix A, which is de�ned by qPij A2ij.



CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION 45Before this theorem will be proven, some basic relations for general symmetric ma-trices are stated in the next lemma.Lemma 2.10 Let S be a symmetric matrix with the usual notationS = � S11 s>s ~S � (2.37)and let � 2 R. Then holds: S + �1 is semi{positive if and only if� S11 + � � 0.� s2i � (S11 + �)( ~Sii + �).� The matrix ( ~S � ss>S11+� + �1 if S11 + � > 0~S + �1 if S11 + � = 0is semi{positive.Proof:If S+�1 is semi{positive, apply lemma 2.1 on this matrix and the three statementsfollow directly.To show the other direction, �rst assume that S11 + � > 0. De�ne x> = (�; y) witharbitrary � 2 R and y 2 RN�1 . Then holds:x>(S + �1)x = � �y �>� S11 + � s>s ~S + �1 �� �y �= �2(S11 + �) + 2�s>y + y>( ~S + �1)y (2.38)= (S11 + �)(� + s>yS11 + �)2 + y>� ~S � ss>S11 + � + �1� y (2.39)� 0 (2.40)In the case that S11+� = 0, one concludes by the second condition that si = 0. Since~S + �1 is semi{positive by the third condition, the matrix S + �1 is semi{positivetoo.Proof of Theorem 2.9:Let � be the negativity of the matrix S. ŝi di�ers from si only if a rescaling has beendone and in this case one concludes via lemma 2.10:�si � sgn(si)qS11 ~Sii�2 � �(S11 + Sii) + �2 (2.41)Since this holds for all i, we obtain the important inequality:jjs� ŝjj2 � �(N � 1)(2S11 + �) (2.42)



46 CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITIONThe approximation error (2.34):The left hand side of this equation is 2jjs� ŝjj2, hence the statement follows directlyfrom equation (2.42).The rescaling impact on the negativity (2.35):Note that ��� 0 b>b 0 �� = jjbjj (2.43)where jjbjj denotes the Euklidian norm of the vector b, since the eigenvalues of thismatrix are given by �jjbjj each with multiplicity 1, and by 0 with multiplicityN�2.Together with the sub{additivity of � one thus obtains:��� S11 (ŝ� s + s)>ŝ� s+ s ~S �� � ��� S11 s>s ~S ��+��� 0 (ŝ� s)>ŝ� s 0 �� (2.44)� �+ jjŝ� sjj (2.45)� �+p�(N � 1)(2S11 + �) (2.46)The recursion impact on the negativity (2.36):From the Cauchy Schwarz inequality one concludes, that the matrix jjsjj1� ss> issemi{positive: y>(jjsjj1� ss>)y = jjsjj2jjyjj2 � (s>y)2 � 0 (2.47)Since S11 is the largest diagonal element, it holds jŝij � S11 and hence the matrix(N � 1)S2111� ss> is semi{positive. To prove the last statement of the theorem, onehas to show, that the matrix ~S � ŝŝ>S11 +N�1 is semi{positive. In fact it is, since forall y holds:y>� ~S � ŝŝ>S11 +N�1� y � y>� ~S � ŝŝ>S11 + � + �1� y+�y>�(N � 1)1� ŝŝ>S211 � y � 0 (2.48)
2.3 Comparison with known LDLT based Appro-ximation AlgorithmsThere are two other approaches of approximating a symmetric inde�nite matrix bya positive symmetric matrix based on the LDLT decomposition. The �rst method(GMW) is the algorithm by Gill, Murray and Wright [39], which comes from thecontext of numerical optimization. The idea is to choose a � > 0 and perform theusual LDLT decomposition step until a diagonal element is smaller than �. Once



CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION 47a diagonal element less than � occurs, it is set to � and then the LDLT algorithmproceeds. The value of � has to be carefully chosen to keep the algorithm numericalstable.In [73] Eskow and Schnabel give an improvement (ES) of the GMW algorithm.They also gave an error bound for the approximation error with respect to the spec-tral norm jjS � S 0jj2 using the Gerschgorin circle theorem (see e.g. [14]). In [74]Schnabel and Eskow enhanced their algorithm, which could run into computatio-nal diÆculties with the e�ect, that the approximation error was much bigger incomparison to the error made by the algorithm GMW.Both algorithms have the basic idea to approximate with respect to the spectralnorm2 and therefore to change (increase) only the diagonal elements, if necessary.In opposite to algorithm 2.7, the algorithms GMW and ES return the LDLT de-composition of a positive approximation if the input matrix is semi{positive butnot strict positive, so they are not able to decompose rank de�cient semi{positivematrices. Another di�erence between GMW and ES on the one hand and 2.7 onthe other hand consists in the elements changed in the case of an approximation,since GMW and ES increase only diagonal elements and 2.7 changes o�{diagonalelements only. To compare the di�erent algorithms consider the same example whichhas been analyzed in [39] and [73]:S = 0@ 1 1 21 1 32 3 1 1A (2.49)S is inde�nite since its eigenvalues are given by (5.113, 0.089, -2.202). Let us applythe algorithm 2.7 on S and compare the result with the results from the algorithmsGMW and ES. One obtains the following approximations:SGMW = 0@ 3:771 1:000 2:0001:000 6:015 3:0002:000 3:000 3:242 1A SES = 0@ 3:000 1:000 2:0001:000 3:220 3:0002:000 3:000 3:220 1AS2:7 = 0@ 1:000 1:000 1:0001:000 1:000 1:0001:000 1:000 1:000 1AIn the following table the approximation errors of these algorithms with respect toseveral matrix norms are listed3:Norm GMW ES 2.7jjS � S�jj2 5.105 2.220 2.236jjS � S�jj1;1 5.105 2.220 3.000jjS � S�jjF 6.153 3.722 3.1622The spectral norm of a matrix S is given by jjSjj2 :=plargest eigenvalue of S>S.3The de�nition of the 1, 1 norm is given by jjSjj1 := maxjPi jSij j and jjSjj1 := maxiPj jSij j.Since S is symmetric in this case, it obviously holds jjSjj1 = jjSjj1 what explains the notationjjSjj1;1 in the table. S� stands for the result of the corresponding algorithm.



48 CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITIONIn this example, the algorithm GMW is the worst one with respect to all threenorms. The algorithm ES outperforms 2.7 with respect to the 1-norm, but on theother hand the new algorithm is better with respect to the Frobenius norm. Notethat the algorithm 2.7 gives a similar spectral norm error like the algorithm ES,which is designed to minimize the approximation error with respect to the spectralnorm.Another great bene�t from the algorithm 2.7 is, that the corresponding LDLT de-composition gives a dimension reduction. So from the algorithm 2.7 one obtains:L2:7 = 0@ 111 1A ; D2:7 = (1) (2.50)Note that although S2:7 is degenerate, it is in this example the best possible appro-ximation with respect to the Frobenius norm under the condition, that the diagonalelements have to be preserved.The property of the algorithm 2:7 that the diagonal elements will not be changed,is quite important for some applications, one may think of correlation matrices, forexample. In such situations the algorithms GMW and ES cannot be applied. Ofcourse, there are more techniques | thereunder diagonal preserving methods | toapproximate an inde�nite symmetric matrix by a semi{positive one. Some commonmethods are the subject of the next section.2.4 Standard Techniques to obtain semi{positiveApproximationsIn practice, one often knows, that a given matrix must be semi{positive by theory,but due to numerical roundo�s or estimation errors one gets an inde�nite, symmetricmatrix. In this section some known standard techniques to obtain semi{positiveapproximations of symmetric matrices are recalled. There are some methods whichyield the best approximation with respect to a certain matrix norm without anyfurther constraint. Additional to this approach there are techniques which deal withthe auxiliary condition, that the matrix and its semi{positive approximation mustbe unit{diagonal. The standard methods in this context are presented.2.4.1 Minimal ApproximationsBest Approximation in the Frobenius NormThe most familiar approach to get a semi{de�nite approximation of an inde�nitesymmetric matrix S is given by a spectral decomposition. LetS = Q>DQ (2.51)with Q orthogonal and D diagonal. De�ne D� and SFN byD� := diag (max(0; D11); : : : ;max(0; DNN)) (2.52)SFN := Q>D�Q (2.53)then the following statement holds:



CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION 49Theorem 2.11 SFN is the unique best semi{positive approximant of S with respectto the Frobenius norm, i.e. for all positive symmetric S 0 6= S holds:jjSFN � SjjF < jjS 0 � SjjF (2.54)For the proof see N.J. Higham [52], theorem 2.1. The computation of this approxi-mant costs approximately 5N3 operations due to the computation of the eigenvaluesand eigenvectors, where one operation consists of one multiplication, one additionand the loop management. Recall that in this respect the multiplication of twosquare N �N matrices cost 1 �N3 operations.Best Approximation in the spectral normProperties of an optimal semi{positive approximation with respect to the spectralnorm can be found in Halmos [47], Higham [52].Theorem 2.12 Let S be a symmetric matrix and � = �(S) its negativity. Then thematrix SSN := S + �1 (2.55)is a best semi{positive approximation of S with respect to the spectral norm withjjSSN � Sjj2 = � (2.56)A straight forward way to detect the negativity is to perform an eigenvalue decom-position. On the other hand, one could also use some bisection algorithm to detect�. For each steps one must decide, whether S + �1 is semi{positive or not and theLDLT algorithm can be used for this task. For the details see again the paper ofHigham, where also an upper bound for � is given, which may be used to start thebisection approach.The optimal approximation of S with respect to the spectral norm is not unique,what can be seen by the following example. LetS = � �1 00 �2 � ; S1 = � 1 00 0 � ; S2 = � 0 00 0 � (2.57)then S1 is the approximant according to the theorem. On the other hand holds:jjS1 � S 0jj2 = jjS2 � S 0jj2 = 2 (2.58)2.4.2 Unit{diagonal ApproximationsIf the symmetric matrix S is for example a perturbed correlation matrix, henceSii = 1, one likes to get a semi{positive approximation S� with S�ii = 1. Somestandard algorithms to get such approximations, which may be quite important insome situations, are presented.



50 CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITIONHypersphere DecompositionLet the symmetric N � N matrix S be unit diagonal. The aim is to �nd a semi{positive, unit{diagonal approximation of S. Since any semi{positive matrix S� canbe decomposed into BB> by an lower triangular matrix B, it is enough to �nd theappropriate B to approximate S. The condition, that S�ii = 1 implies, that the rowsof B contain unit vectors. An elegant method by Rousseeuw and Molenberghs [71]to describe the matrix B is to use angular coordinates �i;j:
Bij = 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

0 if i < j1 if i = j = 1cos�i;1 if i = j > 1�i�jQl=1 sin�i;l� cos �i;i�j+1 if i > j > 1i�jQl=1 sin�i;l if i > 1 and j = 1 (2.59)
So for the ith row one needs i�1 angles to describe this row and the whole matrix Bis described by (N�1)N2 angles. Using this parametrization it is convenient to de�nean error measure, for example by the Frobenius norm:f(�) := NXi;j=1(S�ij(�)� Sij)2 (2.60)This method provides a way to �nd the best unit{diagonal, semi{positive appro-ximation of S with respect to the Frobenius norm, since one can �nd the optimalangular combination by an unconstrained minimum search using the steepest de-scend method or even more sophisticated methods like conjugate gradients.Rebonato and J�ackel pointed out in [69], that the hypersphere decomposition ap-proach has the advantage that one may use other error measures than (2.60). But forthe Frobenius norm it is known, that the best approximation is unique and thereforethe minimum search will be stable.However, one has to calibrate (N�1)N2 parameters and for each iteration of the mini-mizing routine one has to evaluate a matrix product. So one minimizes in a O(N2)dimensional space and the evaluation of the function costs about O(N3). Thereforethe computation time of the hypersphere decomposition algorithm is of O(N5) ingeneral, so it is a rather costly procedure for larger dimensions.Therefore some other techniques have been developed, which do not aim an optimalsolution of the problem. The condition \jjS � S�jj = minimal" is replaced by therelaxed condition \jjS � S�jj = small" and these methods can thus be seen as quickand dirty algorithms. The rescaling approach uses any semi{positive approximati-on, which may be not unit{diagonal, and rescales this approximation such that itbecomes unit{diagonal. The linear shrinking yields an approximation by a convexcombination of the unit{diagonal matrix and the unit matrix.Rescaling of a semi{positive ApproximationLet S 0 be a semi{positive approximation of the symmetric matrix S, which is notunit{diagonal. Such approximation could be obtained for example by spectral de-



CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION 51composition (2.53) or using theorem 2.12. In a next step one can perform the fol-lowing rescaling procedure, to obtain a semi{positive, unit{diagonal approximationS�: S�ij := 8><>: S0ijpS0iiS0jj if S 0iiS 0jj > 01 if i = j and Sii = 00 else (2.61)This rescaling technique needs O(N2) operations and the total computation time ofthis technique depends on the costs to obtain S 0. Mostly, this technique is appliedon the best approximation with respect to the Frobenius norm SFN and one obtainsa unit{diagonal, semi{positive approximation based on spectral decomposition bythis rescaling technique.Linear Shrinking ApproachThis method and some generalizations can be found in [26]. For a unit{diagonalsymmetric matrix S one de�nes� := max fm 2 [0; 1] j mS + (1�m)1 is semi{positiveg (2.62)and a unit{diagonal, semi{positive approximation of S is given bySLS := �S + (1� �)1 (2.63)where � is determined by the negativity of S and is given by � = 11+�(S) . To ob-tain the negativity of a symmetric matrix S one could compute all eigenvalues ofS. If one proceeds so, the asymptotic computation time is given by 23N3 operationsdue to the Householder reduction, since performing the QR algorithm to diagona-lize a tridiagonal matrix costs only O(N2) operations if one does not compute theeigenvectors.2.5 Application to perturbed correlation matricesConsider a perturbed correlation matrix S, hence a unit{diagonal symmetric matrix.Under some circumstances this matrix may have negative eigenvalues. In this caseone would prefer to approximate this matrix by a semi{positive unit{diagonal matrix[71].There are three algorithms with an computational e�ort of O(N3) which can beused to �nd a desired approximation. Let S be a perturbed correlation matrix. Thenone can perform a spectral decomposition and can rescale the thus obtained bestapproximation with respect to the Frobenius norm to �nd the �rst approximationSRSD. The second method is to use the linear shrinking approach which yields SLSand thirdly one can apply the algorithm 2.7 on S to determine the approximationS2:7, which is unit{diagonal too.



52 CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION2.5.1 Comparison of three diagonal preserving algorithmsLet S 0 be a (randomly chosen) correlation matrix. Dice an � 2 [0; 0:2] and a matrixT by the law Tij := 8<: 0 if i = j�1 each with probability12 if i > jTji if i < j (2.64)Then one may de�ne a perturbed correlation matrix by S := S 0 + �T . The threealgorithms are applied on each such diced 15� 15 matrices S to recover S 0 and theapproximations SRSD, SLS and S2:7 are obtained.In �gure 2.1, the deviation with respect to the Frobenius norm between the results ofthe algorithms and the original correlation matrix S 0 is ploted against the negativityof S for 200 diced matrices:

Figure 2.1: The approximation errors of the three algorithms with re-spect to the negativity of the perturbed matrix. In average, the SpectralDecomposition works best, the Linear Shrinking method is medium andthe algorithm 2.7 yields the worst approximations.For some applications the rank of the approximation may inuence the computa-tional e�ort of following tasks and a approximation with a lower rank could help tosave computation time in such situations [89]. So for each of the matrices studiedabove, the rank of the approximation is plotted in dependence of the negativity ofthe input matrix. The result is shown in �gure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The Linear Shrinking method yields almost no dimensionreduction, the Spectral Decomposition algorithm allows a medium rankreduction. The highest rank reduction is performed by the algorithm 2.7.The higher the negativity of S, the higher is the resulting rank reductionin average.
2.6 ConclusionA generalized Cholesky decomposition algorithm based on the LDLT factorizationhas been introduced. This algorithm can be used to decompose even semi{positiveand rank de�cient symmetric matrices, a situation in which the usual Cholesky algo-rithm fails. The asymptotical computational e�ort is identical to e�ort of the usualCholesky decomposition algorithm and hence the use of the generalized Choleskyalgorithm is recommended.The presented algorithm 2.7 can also be used to �nd a semi{positive approximationof a symmetric matrix with non{negative diagonal elements. The returned appro-ximation is a semi{positive matrix with an unchanged diagonal, and in general theapproximant is rank de�cient. The property, that the diagonal elements of the in-put matrix remain unchanged in the case of an approximation is quite important inthe study of perturbed correlation matrices. Hence a new approach in this contexthas been established and the generalized Cholesky algorithm has been comparedwith two other standard approaches. The results of this comparison are listed in thefollowing table.



54 CHAPTER 2. A GENERALIZED CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITIONRSD Linear Shrinking Algorithm 2.7Asymptoticcomputationtime in matrixmultiplications � 5 23 16Rank reduction medium none bestApproximationerror in average smallest medium largestOptimal use if the approxi-mation error ismost critical. A compromise bet-ween computationtime and appro-ximation error. Insituations where thecomputation time offurther processingdepends on the rankof the approximant,this method shallnot be used.
if computationtime is mostcritical, especi-ally if the rankreduction canbe used to savetime in furtherprocessing.

The feature, that the generalized Cholesky algorithm may return a non{square de-composition can be used to save computation time in several applications. In thecontext of Monte Carlo simulations for example, there may be the task to samplea N dimensional vector of multivariate normals with a given correlation matrix S.If the rank of S is M < N , then one only needs to generate M independent nor-mal random numbers to generate one such N{dimensional vector per Monte Carloiteration.In applications for risk management, one can expect a large dimension reductionin general. In practice, there are round about 1000 risk factors like stock prices orforeign exchange rates which has to be taken into account. Since the dependence ofthis risk factors is often described by a correlation matrix based on the estimationof a one year time series (approximately 250 trading days) and the rank of thecorrelation matrix can not exceed the length of the time series, a serious dimensionreduction can be achieved. As it is described in chapter 4, the computational e�ortof the Delta Gamma normal approximation to assess market risk partly consistsof an eigenvalue decomposition of a symmetric matrix, whose dimension is givenby the rank of the correlation matrix. In this respect, the generalized Choleskydecomposition algorithm improves the total computation time of the Delta Gammanormal method considerably.



Chapter 3Fourier Inversion of CharacteristicFunctions1Usually, the distribution of a real{valued random variable is given by its distributionfunction, or, if the distribution function is di�erentiable the distribution is describedby the probability density. But the distribution of a real{valued random variable canalso be described by the characteristic function. If the distribution has a density, thenthe corresponding characteristic function is the Fourier transform of the density. Inany case, the characteristic function can be expressed by an expectation.In this chapter, the inverse mapping is studied. If the characteristic function isintegrable, then the corresponding distribution has a density which can be obtainedby the Fourier inversion integral. But characteristic must not be integrable and insuch situations the Fourier inversion integral does not exist. Also in this case, thedistribution is uniquely described by the characteristic function and several methodsto determine the distribution from the characteristic function are presented.Two methods are presented where a Fourier inversion of the di�erence between twodistributions can be performed. These techniques are based on the two theoremspresented in section 3.3 and 3.4. For practical reasons, one usually compares anunknown distribution with a normal or the Gamma distribution. If also the �rst twomoments of the unknown distribution are known, the comparison should be donewith a distribution which has the same expectation and variance. Less theoretical,but quite interesting from a practitioners point of view, the Fourier inversion ofa (not necessary integrable) characteristic function by the Fast Fourier Transform(FFT) is studied and yields an approximating density of the unknown distribution.The presented techniques are quite important in �nancial mathematics, examplesare given in chapters 4 and 5. In these examples, the use of the characteristic functionis the key for successful computations. Since this work does not aim only mathe-maticians, but also practitioners with a less mathematical background who want toimplement eÆcient methods for risk management, the basic properties of the Fou-rier transform and characteristic functions are recalled. For this reason also proofsof the basic properties are given, although they can be found in several textbooks,for example in [35].1Parts of this chapter have been presented in [90] and will be published in [91].55



56 CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS3.1 A Survey on the Fourier Transformation3.1.1 Basics on the Fourier TransformationDe�nition 3.1 A function f : R ! R is called L1 , if1Z�1 jf(x)j dx <1 (3.1)The set of integrable functions is the domain of the Fourier transformation, whichis de�ned as follows.De�nition 3.2 Let f be L1 . Then the Fourier transform of f exists and is de�nedby: (Ff)(s) := 1Z�1 eisxf(x) dx (3.2)Lemma 3.3 Let f 2 L1. Then the Fourier transform of f is bounded:j(Ff)(s)j � 1Z�1 f(x) dx 8 s (3.3)Proof: j(Ff)(s)j = ������ 1Z�1 eisxf(x)dx������ � 1Z�1 jeisxjjf(x)jdx = 1Z�1 jf(x)jdx (3.4)
Lemma 3.4 Let f be L1 . Then its Fourier transform Ff is continuous.Proof:Let � > 0. Then holdsj(Ff)(s+ �)� (Ff)(s)j � ������ 1Z�1 f(x)(ei(s+�)x � eisx) dx������ (3.5)� 2 ZRn[� 1p� ; 1p� ] jf(x)j dx+p� 1p�Z� 1p� jf(x)j dx (3.6)since jeix � 1j � jxj for all x > 0. In the limit � ! 0, the last expression tends tozero because f is integrable.



CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 57Lemma 3.5 (Convolution Property) Let f; g be L1 and such, that the functionh(x) := 1Z�1 f(y)g(x� y) dy (3.7)is well de�ned and h 2 L1. Then holds:(Fh)(s) = (Ff)(s) � (Fg)(s) (3.8)Proof:(Fh)(s) = 1Z�1 dx eisx 1Z�1 dy f(y)g(x� y) = 1Z�1 dyf(y) 1Z�1 dxeisxg(x� y) (3.9)= 1Z�1 dyf(y)eisy(Fg)(s) = (Ff)(s) � (Fg)(s) (3.10)
Lemma 3.6 For all f; g 2 L1, the Parseval relation holds:1Z�1 g(s)e�its(Ff)(s) ds = 1Z�1 f(x)(Fg)(x� t) dx (3.11)Proof:Multiply the de�nition of the Fourier transform by g(s)e�its and integrate withrespect to s. Since f; g 2 L1 and their Fourier transforms are bounded, both integralsexists.The Parseval relation seems to be quite unimpressive, but it is a powerful tool toprove some results on the inverse of the Fourier transformation, which is studiednext.3.1.2 The Inverse of the Fourier TransformationLemma 3.7 Let f; g 2 L1. Then the Fourier transforms of f and g are equal if andonly if 1Z�1 jf(x)� g(x)j dx = 0 (3.12)Proof:By the Parseval relation holds for any h 2 L1:1Z�1 h(s)e�its(F(f � g))(s) ds = 1Z�1 (f(x)� g(x))(Fh)(x� t) dx (3.13)



58 CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONSIf f; g are equal with respect to the L1 norm, the right hand side is zero for all h,hence F(f � g) has a zero L1 norm. Because Ff and Fg are continuous, they areequal. On the other hand, if Ff � Fg, f � g must have a vanishing L1 norm.By this lemma it is obvious, that the Fourier transform is invertible. This statementsholds in general and in certain situations an explicit inversion formula can be given.This is the subject of the next theorem, which is the most important theorem in thecontext of the Fourier transform.Theorem 3.8 (Fourier inversion) Let the continuous function f be L1 and letits Fourier transform (Ff) be L1 too. Then holds:f(x) = 12� 1Z�1 e�isx(Ff)(s) ds (3.14)Proof:Let � > 0 and de�ne g(x) = �p2�e��2x22 , which is the density of the normal distribu-tion with mean 0 and variance 1=�2. This is an integrable function and its Fouriertransform is given by (Fg)(s) = e� s22�2 . Plug these two functions into the Parsevalrelation, divide by p2��2 and obtain:12� 1Z�1 e��2s22 e�its(Ff)(s) ds = 1Z�1 f(x) 1p2��2 e� (x�t)22�2 dx (3.15)Taking the limit � ! 0 yields the Fourier inversion formula, since lim�!0 e��2s22 = 1and on the right hand side, the integral of f with the normal density with mean tand vanishing variance �2 yields f(t).Remark 3.9 In this theorem, it was assumed that f is continuous. This conditionmay be relaxed and f may have a countable number of discontinuities, such that theleft and the right limit exists. Then holds if f and Ff are L1 :f(x�) + f(x+)2 = 12� 1Z�1 e�isx(Ff)(s) ds (3.16)Hence the Fourier inversion integral yields not the function f , but it returns a func-tion ~f such that the di�erence between f and ~f with respect to the L1{norm vanishesand that the function ~f ful�lls the Dirichlet conditions on any �nite interval.So the inversion of the Fourier transformation is { up to a factor and a sign { theFourier transformation itself, if the Fourier transform of f is integrable. But Ffmay not be integrable and in such situations the Fourier inversion integral does notexist. This problem is the mathematical center of this chapter.



CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 593.1.3 The Tail of a Fourier TransformLemma 3.10 (Riemann{Lebesgue) Let f 2 L1. Then holdslims!�1 1Z�1 eisxf(x) dx = 0 (3.17)Proof:Since f is L1 , there is for all � > 0 a �nite step function ~f , such that1Z�1 jf(x)� ~f(x)j dx < �; hence ������ 1Z�1 eisxf(x)dx� 1Z�1 eisx ~f(x)dx������ < � (3.18)and for each �nite step of ~f holds:lims!�1 xn+1Zxn ~fneisx dx = lims!�1 ~fn � 1iseisx�xn+1xn = 0 (3.19)
Theorem 3.11 Let f 2 L1. If f has a nth derivative f (n) and if f (n) is L1 , thenholds: lims!�1 jsjn(Ff)(s) = 0 (3.20)Proof:For n = 0 the statements holds due to the lemma of Riemann and Lebesgue (lem-ma 3.10). If f 0(x) is L1 , then an integration by part shows:(Ff)(s) = 1Z�1 eisxf(x)dx = �eisxis f(x)�1�1 � 1Z�1 1iseisxf 0(x)dx (3.21)= is 1Z�1 eisxf 0(x)dx (3.22)For n > 1 one has to perform the partial integration n times. Since R1�1 eisxf (n)dxvanished for s! �1 due to lemma 3.10, the assertion is established.Lemma 3.12 Let f be L1 , f 2 C2 and f 00 2 L1. Then Ff is integrable and thereis a �(s) 2 L1 such that f(x) = 1Z�1 eisx�(s) ds (3.23)Proof:By lemma 3.3 (Ff)(s) is bounded and it decays at least with s�2 for s ! �1 bytheorem 3.11. Hence (Ff)(s) is L1 and 2��(�s) = (Ff)(s) by theorem 3.8.



60 CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS3.2 Introduction to the Theory ofCharacteristic FunctionsThe characteristic function is a powerful tool in stochastics. This function existsfor any real{valued random variable X and there are several relations which arevery useful for computations in practice. Furthermore, the characteristic functioncontains all information about the distribution and in some cases, the density of Xcan be determined by Fourier inversion. Furthermore the characteristic function caneasily be used to determine the moments or the cumulants of a distribution.The main properties of characteristic functions are stated and some examples are gi-ven to illustrate these properties by some common distributions, which are describedin the appendix A.3.2.1 De�nition and Relation to Fourier TransformDe�nition 3.13 Let X be a real-valued random variable. Then the characteristicfunction of X is de�ned by �X(s) := E[eisX ] (3.24)where i denotes the imaginary unit.Note, that the characteristic function exists for any real{valued random variable.From the de�nition, one can directly obtain the properties, which are listed in fol-lowing lemma.Lemma 3.14 Let X; Y be two independent, real-valued random variables and �X ,�Y their characteristic functions. Then holds for all a; s 2 R:j�X(s)j � 1 (3.25)�X(�s) = �X(s) (3.26)�X+Y (s) = �X(s) � �Y (s) (3.27)�X+a(s) = eisa � �X(s) (3.28)�a�X(s) = �X(a � s) (3.29)The next lemma, which can directly be derived from the de�nition, provides therelation between the Fourier transform and the characteristic function.Lemma 3.15 Let f be a probability density of the real{valued random variable X,hence f(x) � 0 and R f(x)dx = 1. Then the characteristic function of X is given bythe Fourier transform of f : �X(s) = (Ff)(s) (3.30)Theorem 3.16 Two real{valued random variables X; Y have the same characteri-stic functions if and only if they have the same distribution.E[f(X)] = E[f(Y )] (3.31)



CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 61Proof:If X; Y have the same distribution, then E[eisX ] = E[eisY ], hence �X(s) = �Y (s).To show the other direction, one may de�ne for all � 2 R and � > 0:f�;�(x) := 11 + ex��� + e��x� 1�� (3.32)and f�;�(x) is bounded, L1 , C2 and f 00�;�(x) is L1 . Hence by lemma 3.12 there is a��;�(s) 2 L1 such that f�;�(x) = 1Z�1 ��;�(s)eisxds (3.33)Hence one obtainsE[f�;�(X)] = 1Z�1 ��;�(s)E[eisX ]ds = 1Z�1 ��;�(s)�X(s)ds (3.34)= 1Z�1 ��;�(s)�Y (s)ds = E[f�;�(Y )] (3.35)This holds for all � > 0. In the limit � ! 0 holdslim�!0 f�;�(x) = 8<: 1 x < �12 x = �0 x > � (3.36)and hence lim�!0E[f�;�(X)] = 12P [X < �] + 12P [X � �] (3.37)= 12P [Y < �] + 12P [Y � �] (3.38)Hence one might expect that there is an inverse of lemma 3.15 and one obtains itby lemma 3.4 and theorem 3.8:Theorem 3.17 Is the characteristic function �X of a random variable X integrable,then X has a bounded, continuous density f which is given byf(x) = 12� 1Z�1 e�isx�X(s) ds (3.39)This Fourier inversion theorem is very important. Assume, that a characteristicfunction �X(s) of a random variable X is given and that �X(s) 2 L1. Then thistheorem tells us not only, that X has a continuous density f(x), but it also gives aformula to compute the density.In the case that the characteristic function is not integrable, one is faced with theproblem of a Fourier inversion of a non{integrable function. Assume that the cha-racteristic function �X of a real{valued random variable X is given and that �X isnot integrable. Then the following question remains:



62 CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONSHow to obtain the distribution of X from its characteristic function?Three answers to this questions will be given in sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.Examples for the Decay Behaviour of Characteristic FunctionsSince the density of a random variable and the corresponding characteristic functionare related by a Fourier transformation, it is clear from 3.1.3 that the smoothnessof the distribution a�ects the tail behaviour of the characteristic function and viceversa. This relation will be illustrated by some well{known distributions.The density of the standard normal distribution is given by 1p2�e�x2=2 and all deri-vatives have the structure p(x)e�x2 , where p(x) denotes a polynomial in x. Henceall derivatives of the normal density are integrable and so lims!�1 jsjn�(s) = 0 forall n. This can also be seen from the characteristic function e�s2=2.An opposite example is the chi{square distribution with one degree of freedom.The density of this distribution is given by f(x) = e�x=2p2�x and is integrable. The�rst derivative of this density is given by f 0(x) = ex=2(1+x)2p2�x3 and this function is notintegrable, because of the x�3=2 behaviour near 0. The characteristic function of the�2(1) distribution is given by �(s) = 1p1�2is , hence �(�1) = 0 but lims!�1 jsj�(s)does not exist.In the previous example the density was not bounded, but one can also give anexample with an bounded density, where the characteristic function is not integrable.Consider for example the uniform distribution on [a; b] with a < b. The correspondingcharacteristic function is given by eisb�eisa(b�a)is and is obviously not L1 .3.2.2 The Characteristic Function and MomentsIf a distribution is studied, one is mostly interested in the moments and the absolutemoments of the random variable X, and if they exist they will be denoted bymn = E[Xn] Mn = E[ jXjn ] (3.40)The moments of a random variable X and its characteristic function are closelyrelated:Theorem 3.18 Let X be a real-valued random variable and �X its characteristicfunction. If the nth absolute moment Mn exists, then the characteristic function isn times continuous di�erentiable and is given by�(n)X (s) = inE[eisXXn] (3.41)Especially, �(n)X (0) = inmn, where mn denotes the nth moment of X.Proof:From the de�nition follows, that �(n)X (s) = E[eisX(iX)n] if the right hand side exists,and that is guaranteed by the existence of the nth absolute moment.



CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 63An example for a distribution where even the �rst moment does not exist and wherehence the characteristic function is not di�erentiable at 0 is given by the Cauchydistribution, which has the density f(x) = 1� 11+x2 . The corresponding characteristicfunction is �(s) = e�jsj, which is obviously not di�erentiable at s = 0.Lemma 3.19 For all x and n = 1; 2; : : : holds:�����eix � n�1Xk=0 (ix)kk! ����� � jxjnn! (3.42)Proof:De�ne the term within absolute signs by tn(x) = eix � n�1Pk=0 (ix)kk! . Then one can showthat tn+1(x) = i xZ0 tn(y)dy (3.43)and the lemma can be proved by induction. For n = 1 one obtainsjt1(x)j = ������i xZ0 eiydy������ � jxj (3.44)and if the lemma holds for n, one may conclude:jtn+1(x)j = ������ xZ0 tn(y)dy������ � jxjZ0 ynn! dy = jxjn+1(n+ 1)! (3.45)
Theorem 3.20 If all moments of the random variable X exists and if� := lim supn!1 nrMnn! = lim supn!1 en npMn <1 (3.46)then the characteristic function is analytical at s = 0 and the Taylor series�X(s) = 1Xn=0 mnn! (is)n (3.47)converges for jsj < 1� .Proof:The di�erence between the Taylor series and the characteristic function can beestimated by the help of lemma 3.19 and the Jensen inequality:������X(s)� n�1Xk=0 mkk! (is)k����� � E"eisX � n�1Xk=0 1k! (isX)k# � E � jsXjnn! � (3.48)



64 CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONSIn the limit n ! 1, the right hand side tends to zero for jsj < 1� , since bythe Cauchy{Hadamard theorem � is the radius of convergence of the power se-ries 1Pn=0 Mnsnn! . The equivalence of the two de�nitions of � follows from the Stirlingformula.Hence, if the moments do not increase too fast, the moments de�ne the characteristicfunction and hence the distribution uniquely. An example of a distribution, which isnot uniquely de�ned by its moments is the lognormal distribution, since the momentsof this distribution have the asymptotic behaviour of en2. Hence the characteristicfunction of the lognormal distribution is in�nite often continuous di�erentiable, butit is not analytical at 0.Remark 3.21 The criteria of the theorem which guarantees that the moments of arandom variable determine its distribution is suÆcient, suÆcient and necessary isthe Carleman's condition [17]: 1Xk=0 12kpM2k =1 (3.49)3.2.3 Relation to some Generating FunctionsThe Moment Generating FunctionIf the moment generating function of a random variable X exists, it is de�ned byMX(t) := E[etX ] (3.50)and the relation to the characteristic function is given byMX(t) = �X(�it) (3.51)The name of this function is based on the relationE[Xn] = dnMXdtn (0) (3.52)Note that the characteristic function exists for real arguments in general, but onlyif it can be continued on the imaginary axis, the moment generating function exist.The Cauchy distribution is an example where no moment generating function exists.The Cumulant Generating FunctionLet X be a real-valued random variable with existing moment generating functionMX(t). Then the cumulant generating function is de�ned byCX(t) := lnMX(t) = ln�X(�it) (3.53)If existing, the nth cumulant is de�ned by�n := dnCXdtn (0) (3.54)



CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 65and the following relation between the moments and the cumulants hold for all t:exp 1Xn=1 �n tnn!! = 1 + 1Xn=1mn tnn! (3.55)It will be shown in lemma 5.7 and remark 5.8 that this equation implies the followingrelation between the moments and the cumulants:mn = nXj=1 �n� 1j � 1�mn�j�j (3.56)The name \cumulant" is based on the following property. Let X1; : : :XN be inde-pendent random variables, then holds:�n NXj=1 Xj! = NXj=1 �n(Xj) (3.57)The �rst cumulant is the expectation, the second cumulant is the variance. For thehigher cumulants there is not such a clear interpretation.The Probability Generating FunctionLet X be a random variable with values in N . Then the probability generatingfunction is de�ned by GX(z) := E[zX ] (3.58)and this function exists at least for jzj < 1. The name of this function is based onthe relation P [X = n] = 1n! dnGXdzn (0) (3.59)The following relation to the characteristic function holds:�X(s) = GX(eis) (3.60)3.3 The Distribution Function by Fourier InversionIn the previous introduction to characteristic functions it is shown, that the charac-teristic function contains all information about the distribution of a random variable.If the characteristic function is integrable, the density can directly be obtained bythe Fourier inversion formula. But if the characteristic function is not integrable,the Fourier inversion integral does not exist. The following theorem provides a me-thod to obtain the distribution function under the condition that the characteristicfunction decays for large jsj like s�� with � > 0 and that the second moment of therandom variable exists.



66 CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONSTheorem 3.22 Let �X(s) be the characteristic function of the random variable Xsuch, that lims!�1 s��X(s) = 0 for a � > 0. Let further �X be two times di�eren-tiable at s = 0. Then the distribution function F (x) of the random variable X canbe obtained by F (x) = G(x)� 12� 1Z�1 �X(s)� �Y (s)is e�isx ds (3.61)where G is the distribution function of any random variable Y with characteristicfunction �Y such, that E[Y 2] exists and that �Y (s) decays with o(s��).The proof of this theorem is given below. The idea of this inversion theorem is toapproximate X by a random variable Y and to compute the di�erence of their dis-tributions by a Fourier integral. The decay properties of the characteristic functionsguarantee the the existence of the integral.For applications one chooses a common distribution for Y , for example the normaldistribution or the Gamma distribution. Since the integral yields the di�erence bet-ween the distributions F and G, the choice of the distribution G depends on how thedistribution of X will look like. Of course, it is favourable to choose the distributionof Y such that the �rst and the second moment of X and Y are equal.Remark 3.23 Even if E[X] does not exist, the theorem could be applied. But thenone has to �nd such a approximating distribution, that the integrand is integrableand bounded at s = 0. Possibly an approximation by the Cauchy distribution maywork.Remark 3.24 If one sets G(x) = F (x�h) in the theorem, hence �Y (s) = �X(s)eihs,then one obtainsF (x+ h)� F (x) = 12� 1Z�1 �X(s)1� e�ihsis e�isxds (3.62)which is the Levy inversion formula for continuous distribution functions.3.3.1 Proof of Theorem 3.22First, the integral in equation (3.61) is well de�ned. Since the second moment of Xand Y exist, the characteristic functions may be expanded near 0 by�X(s) = 1 + iE[X]s+O(s2) (3.63)�Y (s) = 1 + iE[Y ]s+O(s2) (3.64)therefore lims!0 �X(s)� �Y (s)is = E[X]� E[Y ] (3.65)and so the integrand is bounded. Since �X(s) and �Y (s) decay with 0(s�(1+�)) forlarge jsj, the fraction �X(s)��Y (s)is is an integrable function.



CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 67By de�nition of the characteristic function holds�X(s)� �Y (s) = 1Z�1 eisxd(F �G)(x) (3.66)= �eisx(F �G)(x)�1�1 � is 1Z�1 eisx(F (x)�G(x))dx (3.67)= �is 1Z�1 eisx(F (x)�G(x))dx (3.68)Hence �X(s)��Y (s)�is = (F(F�G))(s) and one may apply the Fourier inversion formula:F (x)�G(x) = � 12� 1Z�1 �X(s)� �Y (s)�is e�isx ds (3.69)3.4 Fourier Inversion for Non{DecayingCharacteristic FunctionsThe idea of this method is not to obtain the density or the distribution function ofX, but the integral of the distribution function. Even if the density is only de�nedin terms of Dirac Æ functions, this function will be continuous and hence it is a goodcandidate for numerical computations. In order to use this method, one needs toknow the expectation of the unknown distribution, since the idea is to approximatethe unknown distribution by a distribution with the same mean. Then the Fourierinversion can be done using the followingTheorem 3.25 Let F;G be the distribution functions of two random variables Xand Y which have both an existing third absolute moment. Let �X(s) and �Y (s)denote their characteristic functions and assume that E[X] = E[Y ]. Further de�neF̂ (x) := xZ�1 F (y) dy and Ĝ(x) := xZ�1 G(y) dy (3.70)Then the following inversion formula holds:F̂ (x) = Ĝ(x)� 12� 1Z�1 e�isx�X(s)� �Y (s)s2 ds (3.71)The proof of this theorem is given below. The application of this theorem is analogousto the use of theorem 3.22. Consider a random variableX with a given characteristicfunction �X(s) and expectation E[X], then one chooses another random variable Ywith the same mean. The usual distributions one chooses for Y are the normal orthe Gamma distribution, since these distribution have a closed form solution for thecharacteristic function and the integral of the distribution function, see appendix A.Of course, it is recommended again to �t also the variance of X and Y , if the secondmoment of X is known.



68 CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS3.4.1 Proof of Theorem 3.25Lemma 3.26 Let X; Y be two random variables with existing third absolute momentand E[X] = E[Y ]. Then the function�X(s)� �Y (s)s2 (3.72)is integrable.Proof:Since the third moments of X and Y exist, one may expand the characteristicfunctions at s = 0: �X(s) = 1 + iE[X]s� E[X2]s2 +O(s3) (3.73)�Y (s) = 1 + iE[Y ]s�E[Y 2]s2 +O(s3) (3.74)From E[X] = E[Y ], one obtains lims!0 �X(s)��Y (s)s2 = E[Y 2 � X2] and the functi-on �X(s)��Y (s)s2 is bounded. Since the absolute value of a characteristic function isbounded by 1, the function �X(s)��Y (s)s2 decays at least with s�2 for s! �1. Hence�X(s)��Y (s)s2 is integrable.Lemma 3.27 Let F and G be the distribution functions of X and Y , let F̂ and Ĝbe de�ned by (3.70) and let E[X] = E[Y ]. Then holds:limx!�1(F̂ � Ĝ)(x) = 0 (3.75)Proof:From the existence of the expectation one can conclude:1Zx y dF (y) = o(1) as x!1 (3.76)Since o(1) = 1Rx y dF (y) � x 1Rx dF (y) = x(1� F (x)) holds:F (x) = 1� o(1x) as x!1 (3.77)The same asymptotic behaviour also holds for G. Since both distributions have thesame mean, holds:0 = limx!1 xZ�1 y d(F �G)(y) (3.78)= limx!1 [y(F (y)�G(y))]x�1 � xZ�1 F (y)�G(y) dy (3.79)= limx!1x(F (x)�G(x))� (F̂ (x)� Ĝ(x)) (3.80)= limx!1 Ĝ(x)� F̂ (x) (3.81)The case x! �1 is trivial, since limx!�1 F̂ (x) = limx!�1 Ĝ(x) = 0.



CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 69Proof of Theorem 3.25:Let F;G ful�ll the conditions of the theorem. By de�nition of the characteristicfunction holds:�X(s)� �Y (s) = 1Z�1 eisx d(F �G)(x) (3.82)= �(F (x)�G(x))eisx�1�1 � is 1Z�1 (F (x)�G(x))eisxdx (3.83)Since limx!�1 F (x)�G(x) = 0 and eisx is bounded, one obtains:�X(s)� �Y (s) = �is 1Z�1 (F (x)�G(x))eisxdx (3.84)Another integration by parts yield together with lemma 3.27:�X(s)� �Y (s) = �is h�F̂ (x)� Ĝ(x)� eisxi1�1+(is)2 1Z�1 �F̂ (x)� Ĝ(x)� eisxdx (3.85)�X(s)� �Y (s)(is)2 = 1Z�1 �F̂ (x)� Ĝ(x)� eisxdx (3.86)So the function �X(s)��Y (s)(is)2 , which is integrable by lemma 3.26, is the Fourier trans-form of F̂ (x)� Ĝ(x). Hence the Fourier inversion formula (3.14) yieldsF̂ (x)� Ĝ(x) = 12� 1Z�1 �f (s)� �g(s)(is)2 e�isxds (3.87)
3.5 Fourier Inversion by Fast FourierTransformationLet �X(s) be the known characteristic function of a real-valued random variable X.Maybe, this random variable has no density, but let us assume that the distributionis \almost" continuous, that is, that X may be approximated by an random variablewhich has a density f . Further it is assumed, that f vanishes outside a given interval[a; b]. Then one may apply the following rule to obtain f :



70 CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONSLet �X(s) be the characteristic function a random{variableX, and assume that the distribution of X can approximate-ly be described by a density f which lives on a �nite interval[a; b]. Then f can be obtained by Fourier inversion of thecharacteristic function using the Fast Fourier Transforma-tion (FFT) algorithm.This verbal statement will now be explained and justi�ed. To describe the appro-ximating density f of a random variable X one may require, that the followingcondition holds for each g in a suitable class of functions G:Z f(x)g(x)dx = E[g(X)] (3.88)and a proper choice of G is given byG := fg(x) = eisxjs 2 Sg (3.89)where S is a �nite set of real numbers. Note, that the functions g are linear inde-pendent, which is necessary to expect a suitable approximation. The expectation in(3.88) for these functions g is the characteristic function evaluated at some pointss with s 2 S. Since the characteristic function is known, the density f is the onlyunknown in equation (3.88) and hence one can use this equation to determine f . Itis natural to expect that f will be a good approximation.Now the structure of the FFT algorithm will be used, which is described for examplein [68]. Since the unknown density f vanishes outside a given interval [a; b], itsFourier transform can be numerically computed by the following algorithm. Let Sbe the number of sample points (usually a power of 2) and de�ne �x := b�aS�1 and�s := 2�S�x . Further de�ne three S dimensional vectors and a S � S matrix M forj; k = 0; : : : S � 1 by: xk := a+ k�x (3.90)fk := f(xk) (3.91)sk := � k�s if k < S2(k � S)�s else (3.92)Mjk := exp�2�ijkS � (3.93)The set S is given by S := fskjk = 0; : : : S � 1g and the Fourier transform of f atthe points sk will be denoted by �k := �X(sk).The Fourier integral can be computed by the approximation1Z�1 eisxf(x)dx � �xeisa S�1Xk=0 eisk�xf(a+ k�x) (3.94)



CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 71Using the vector and matrix notations, this equation yields2:�k = �xeiask S�1Xj=0 Mkjfj (3.95)Having chosen a suitable interval [a; b] and the number of Fourier steps S, thedensity fk is the only unknown in equation (3.95). To determine fk one has to solvethe system of linear equations, which can be solved easily, since the inverse of Mjkis given by: M�1jk = 1S exp��2�ijkS � (3.96)A short calculation shows, that this is in fact the inverse:S�1Xk=0 MjkM�1kl = 1S S�1Xk=0 �e2�i j�lS �k = � 1 j = l1S 1�e2�i(j�l)1�e2�i(j�l)=S = 0 j 6= l (3.97)Hence the inversion formula based on the linear equations is given byfj = 1S�x S�1Xk=0 exp��2�ijkS � e�iask�k (3.98)Since M�1 has a quite similar structure as M , one can compute the matrix vectormultiplication by the FFT algorithm to save computation time. So even if the cha-racteristic function is not integrable, the Fourier inversion by FFT works, since thealgorithm does not compute an integral, but it solves a set of linear equations whichdescribe the Fourier transformation of the unknown density f .3.5.1 Smoothing the FFT ResultIn the most cases, one expects that the density f is a smooth function, but theresult of the FFT algorithm may have a sawtooth pattern. This pattern is in fact aperturbation with the so{called Nyquist critical frequency S2�s = ��x , which corre-sponds with the cut{o� of the domain of the characteristic function. To eliminatethis perturbation, one can apply the following algorithm, which performs a midpointinterpolation and so the number of sample points will be reduced by 1:Algorithm 3.28 (Elimination of a periodic perturbation) Let f be a densitysampled on equidistant points xk, k = 0; : : : ; S � 1. De�ne~fk := 12(f(xk) + f(xk�1)) k = 1; : : : ; S � 1 (3.99)Then ~f is a smooth version of the density f and ~f is sampled on the points xk� 12�xwith k = 1; : : : ; S � 1.2Using the special form of Mjk one can valuate the matrix vector product by O(S lnS) insteadof the usual O(S2) operations, which is the reason why this kind of Fourier transformation is called\Fast".



72 CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONSAnother smoothing technique is needed at some positions, where the density tendsto in�nity which can happen in two situations. Either the density may not exist ata certain point x because P [X = x] > 0, hence the density is a Dirac Æ functionat x. Or the density tends to in�nity at x although P [X = x] = 0, an example forsuch an density gives the �2 distribution with one degree of freedom. Then the FFTresult may be very oscillatory near x and for some k one may obtain fk < 0. But adensity must be non{negative! In such situations one the next trick will help:Algorithm 3.29 (Smoothing near singularities) Let f be a density sampled onequidistant points xk, k = 0; : : : ; S�1. If there are inner points such that the densityis negative, hence fk < 0 for a k in 1; : : : ; S�2, then perform the following algorithmfor each such k: left := (fk�1)+right := (fk+1)+fk�1 := fk�1 + leftleft+ rightfkfk+1 = fk+1 + rightleft+ rightfkfk := 0For applications in practice, these smoothing methods which have both the com-putational e�ort of O(S) are rather fast and hence it is recommended to smooth adensity by three steps:1. Apply the smoothing algorithm 3.28.2. Perform a second smoothing by algorithm 3.29 on the result.3. Finally apply the �rst smoothing algorithm (algorithm 3.28) again.Since the application of the �rst smoothing algorithm shifts the x-domain by 12�x,this three step algorithm e�ects a shift of the domain by �x.3.6 ConclusionIn the �rst part an introduction to two mathematical mappings have been given.The �rst mapping is the Fourier transform, which maps L1 {functions to functionsR ! C . The second mapping is the characteristic function, which maps real{valuedrandom variables also to functions R ! C . For random variables with a density,the relation between this two mappings is given by the fact, that the characteristicfunction is the Fourier transform of the density. And if the characteristic functionof a random variable is L1 , then this random variable has a density which can bedetermined by the Fourier inversion integral.In applications, the characteristic function of a random variable may not be inte-grable and hence the standard Fourier inversion integral does not exist. In suchsituations, three other methods have been provided to obtain the distribution ofa random variable from its characteristic function. One method is based on the



CHAPTER 3. F{INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 73well{known FFT algorithm. Since this algorithm is used in several applications, onemight expect that it is contained in the most implementations of a mathematicallibrary. Hence this method to invert a characteristic function could become quitepopular for practitioners.Two other methods are based on the theorems presented in 3.3 and 3.4. These aimto determine the di�erence between two distributions by Fourier inversion. Theiradvantage is, that they are independent of a certain Fourier transform algorithmand hence one may use more sophisticated integration methods than FFT for thevaluation of the integral, e.g [63, 64].The presented relations, ideas and Fourier inversion methods are valid in a generalcontext and can fruitfully be used whenever one has to determine the distribution ofa random variable from its characteristic function. In the second part of this thesisthese techniques are used to solve problems which occur in mathematical �nance.In chapter 4 the application of the Fourier inversion in the context of the DeltaGamma normal approximation is presented. In chapter 5 the Fourier inversion turnsout to provide a numerical stable algorithm for the CreditRisk+ model and for somegeneralizations of CreditRisk+. In both contexts, the Fourier inversion techniquespresented here are a key to solve mathematical challenging tasks in risk management.
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Chapter 4Assessment of Market Risk usingQuadratic ApproximationsIn 1995 the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision published its proposal formarket risk capital requirements [5]. Since these rules became e�ective, �nancialinstitutions are allowed to use internal models to measure their �nancial risk basedon market uctuations. In order to quantify this market risk, the so{called \Valueat Risk" (VaR) became the most important risk measure. This risk measure is alsoused for supervising purposes, because banks have to underlay their risk with equity,and the amount is principally determined by the VaR.The VaR of a portfolio is de�ned as a q quantile of the portfolio's pro�t and loss(P&L) over a certain time horizon T :De�nition 4.1 (Value at Risk) Let P&L be the random variable which states thepro�t and loss of a portfolio over an certain time horizon T . For a given quantile qthe VaR is de�ned by VaR := inffxjP [P&L � �x] < qg (4.1)Hence within the time T , usually ten trading days, this portfolio will not lose morethan the VaR with probability 1�q and a typical value for q is 1%. There is one verynice aspect of this risk measure from the supervision point of view. The reportedValue at Risk can be compared with the actual loss and the actual loss shouldexceed the reported Value at Risk only some rather few days a year. If it exceeds tooften, then it is quite obvious that there is something wrong with the Value at Riskcomputation.But on the other hand the Value at Risk gives no information, what happens if oneof the q worst scenarios occur. This is one criticism of the risk measure \Value atRisk" [54]. An axiomatic approach on risk measures is presented in [2] and a coherentmeasure of risk must ful�ll four axioms:De�nition 4.2 (coherent measure of risk) Let X and Y be two real{valued ran-dom variables over the same probability space 
. Then the mapping � from real{valued random variables on 
 to R is a coherent measure of risk if and only if�(X + Y ) � �(X) + �(Y ) (4.2)X � Y =) �(X) � �(Y ) (4.3)76



CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISK 77�(�X) = ��(X) 8 � � 0 (4.4)�(X + �) = �(X)� � (4.5)In this de�nition X and Y represent the pro�t and loss of two portfolios. The �rstcondition, the subadditivity of �, is the mathematical description of investmentdiversi�cation. If the outcome of the portfolio X is never better then the outcomeof the portfolio Y , then the monotonicity guarantees that X is rated to be morerisky than Y . The positive homogeneity of a coherent risk measure corresponds tothe scaling invariance of prices, which has been discussed in a di�erent context inchapter 1. The last relation is the so{called translation invariance, which says, thatadding a non{risky investment reduces the risk exactly by this amount. The mostpopular coherent risk measure is the worst conditional expectation (WCE). If oneconsiders market risk, the P&L is a continuously distributed random variable andthe WCE equals the Conditional Value at Risk, which is also called Tail ConditionalExpectation:De�nition 4.3 (Conditional Value at Risk) Let X be the pro�t and loss distri-bution of a portfolio with regard to a certain time horizon and let VaR be the Valueat Risk of the portfolio to a quantile q. Then the Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR)with respect to the quantile q is de�ned by:CVaR := E[XjX � �VaR] (4.6)The VaR gives the amount of money one will lose at least in the q worst cases, butthe CVaR gives the expectation of the loss in these scenarios, hence one gets animpression about the size of such losses.If one knows the distribution of a portfolio, then it is quite easy to determine theValue at Risk, the Conditional Value at Risk or any other risk measure. In orderto obtain the pro�t and loss distribution one has to introduce some assumptions onthe possible future behaviour of the underlying assets of the portfolio. In generalit is almost impractical to compute the P&L, because portfolios are very complexcomposed.One quite popular approach in practice to overcome this problem is the Delta Gam-ma normal method, which assumes that the change of a portfolio's worth can bedescribed by a quadratic form of normal distributed risk factors. There are sever-al numerical methods to compute the Value at Risk based on these assumptions,for example the Cornish{Fischer expansion or saddlepoint approaches [61]. Ano-ther technique is the Fourier inversion algorithm which is studied in this chapterand which has the advantage, that the whole pro�t and loss distribution will beobtained and not only the tail behaviour.In this chapter, the eÆcient implementation of the Fourier inversion algorithm forthe Delta Gamma normal approach is presented and the computational e�ort of thismethod is studied. This algorithm is not quite new, but usual descriptions of thisalgorithm do not care about some very important points. There are pitfalls in thisalgorithm and the motivation is to warn the reader and to provide ways to avoidthese traps. If one takes care of these points one will be rewarded by a fast andnumerical stable algorithm.



78 CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISKIt turns out, that the mathematical methods presented in the �rst part of this thesisare quite essential in this context. As the name of the method indicates, one has todetermine derivatives of the portfolio and in this respect, the relations presented inchapter 1 are quite useful. The key to reduce the computation time in practice isthe fast Cholesky decomposition algorithm introduced in chapter 2, which can alsodecompose rank{de�cient, semi{positive symmetric matrices. It will be shown, thatthe linear algebra operations in the Delta Gamma normal algorithm dominate thecomputation time and for large portfolios the computation time corresponds to thee�ort of two matrix multiplications. Finally one has to perform a Fourier inversionof a characteristic function, which may not be integrable. In this respect, the Fouriermethods presented in chapter 3 are quite advantageous.After the presentation of the algorithm in section 4.1, the Delta Gamma normalapproach will be discussed in detail. By the study of two examples it will be shown,that the usual way to obtain the quadratic approximation by Taylor expansion maybe quite good, but it can also be rather bad. An alternative way to obtain a quadra-tic approximation is suggested, which bases on a simple integration theorem. Alsothe normal distribution assumption will be discussed and the Delta Gamma tf isrecalled, which has been proposed by Glasserman, Heidelberger and Shahabuddin[43]. Their approach provides a �rst method for an eÆcient determination of theValue at Risk for large portfolios, where the risk factors are heavy{tailed distribu-ted. It turns out, that the developed optimization techniques for the Delta Gammanormal approach can also be applied on the Delta Gamma Student approach.4.1 The Fourier Inversion Algorithm forDelta Gamma NormalThe Delta Gamma normal approach to asses market risk is based on two assump-tions, which give the name to this approximation. The �rst assumption is, that theportfolio may be approximated by a quadratic form1 and the second one is, that therisk factors are assumed to be normal distributed. These approximations were �rst-ly suggested by Wilson [82] and a �rst reasonable numerical method to determinethe Value at Risk based on this approximation was presented by Fallon [34] usingCornish{Fischer expansions. For a comparison of several numerical approaches see[55].Here the Fourier inversion algorithm is presented which determines not only theValue at Risk of the portfolio but also the pro�t and loss distribution (P&L). Someaspects of this algorithm are studied in [56, 72, 83], but for an implementationin practice, there are several pitfalls in this algorithm. In this presentation of theFourier inversion algorithm each of these traps is indicated and a way to overcomepossible problems is given. Furthermore, the asymptotic computational e�ort for alarge number of risk factors N is analyzed.1Note that all �rst derivatives are called Delta and all second derivatives are called Gammaand the derivatives are taken with respect to all risk factors like prices, interest rates or impliedvolatilities. This nomination di�ers from the nomination in chapter 1, where Delta (Gamma) wasthe �rst (second) derivative with respect to the underlying asset price only.



CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISK 794.1.1 The Quadratic ApproximationThe change of a portfolio value, the so{called pro�t or loss over a �xed time horizonT is denoted by P&L. It is assumed, that the P&L may be modelled byP&L = �+�>X +X>�X (4.7)where X is a N dimensional normal distributed random variable with mean 0 andcovariance matrix � and the N �N matrix � is symmetric. � is a scalar and � isa N dimensional vector.How to obtain the Quadratic ApproximationA quite popular assumption in the practice of risk management is, that the un-derlying price processes like stock prices or foreign exchange rates are lognormaldistributed. Then the price process at a �xed time T are modelled bySiT = Si0 exp(X i) i = 1; : : : ; N (4.8)where X is multivariate normal distributed with mean � and covariance matrix �.Let P (t; s) : R � RN ! R denote the portfolio function, hence the value of theportfolio at a certain time t and a certain state s of the market. By a Taylor expansionof the portfolio function at the point (0; S0) one obtains:P (T; ST ) = P (0; S0) + @P@t T + NXi=1 @P@si (SiT � Si0)+ NXi;j=1 @P@si @P@sj (SiT � Si0)(SjT � Sj0) (4.9)Since T is small in practice, X i is in average of order O(pT ), one may approximateequation (4.8) bySiT = Si0�1 +X i + 12(X i)2�+ error, which is in average O(T 32 ) (4.10)Using this approximation, one obtains the quadratic approximation of the portfolio:P (T; ST ) = P (0; S0) + @P@t T + NXi=1 Si0@P@siX i + NXi;j=1Si0Sj0 @P@si @P@sjX iXj+12 NXi=1 Si0@P@si (X i)2 (4.11)In this representation the normal variable X has a mean �. By the transformationY = X � � one easily obtains a quadratic approximation of the portfolio where therandom variables are normal distributed with mean 0 and covariance �. Hence forthe further analysis it is assumed without loss of generality, that E[X] = 0.Note, that one needs to compute the derivatives of the portfolio. In this respect themethods presented in chapter 1 are very fruitful to save computation time, if one



80 CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISKproceeds to �nd a quadratic approximation on this way. However, the analysis of theDelta Gamma normal algorithm does not imply, that the quadratic approximation isbased on a Taylor expansion { any other reasonable quadratic approximation mayalso be used. See section 4.2 for a discussion of the Taylor approximation in thecontext of the Delta Gamma normal approach.Remark 4.4 There is often the opinion, that the Delta normal approximation is asgood as the Delta Gamma normal approximation, if the portfolio does not containany options. But one can easily see from the last term in equation (4.11), that thereis a di�erence to the Delta normal approximation, even if all second derivativesvanish.4.1.2 Decoupling of the Risk FactorsUsually the covariance matrix � is estimated from time series of perhaps 250 days.The number of risk factors is much bigger (perhaps about 1000), so the estimatedcovariance matrix will be singular. A fast algorithm to obtain the Cholesky decom-position even in this case is presented in chapter 2. Hence one �nds a permutationP and a lower triangular matrix C such that:� = P>CC>P (4.12)Now the relationX = P>CS holds in distribution, where S is a vector of iid. normaldistributed random numbers with mean 0 and variance 1. Hence the pro�t and lossmay be written in terms of S:P&L = �+�>P>CS + S>C>P�P>CS (4.13)= � + ~�>S + S>~�S (4.14)where ~� := C>P� (4.15)~� := C>P�P>C (4.16)For the analysis of the computational e�ort, let us de�ne a basic operation op consi-sting of one addition, one multiplication and the loop management. Recall that themultiplication of two N � N matrices costs N3 + O(N2) op by this convention. Itis known from chapter 2 that the Cholesky decomposition costs 16N3 + O(N2) op.After this decomposition one has to compute ~� and ~�. The e�ort of computing ~�and P�P> is of order O(N2), hence for the asymptotic computation time one onlyhas to consider the two matrix multiplications with C and C>. Since C is lowertriangular, the �rst matrix multiplication costs asymptotical 12N3 op. The secondmatrix multiplication is even cheaper, because one knows that the resulting matrixis symmetric and hence the computational e�ort is given by 13N3 op. So the totale�ort of this step of the algorithm amounts to 1 �N3 +O(N2) op.Remark 4.5 Do to the possible rank defect of the correlation matrix, one shall con-sider the case that the rank of the covariance matrix is M < N . In this situation the



CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISK 81generalized Cholesky decomposition introduced in chapter 2 helps to save a lot of com-putation time. The e�ort of the decomposition is again given by N3+O(N2) op, butsince C is a M �N matrix, the �rst matrix multiplication costs 12MN2 +O(N2) opand the second matrix multiplication e�orts asymptotically 12M2(N� 13M) op. Hencethe total e�ort is of order 16(N +M)3 � 13M3op. Note, that in all further computa-tions, the dimension of the problem is M (instead of N), hence the computationale�ort in the following steps is also reduced.4.1.3 Eigenvalue DecompositionFirst, a theoretical description is given, which tells what one has to do and afterwardssome hints are given on how to do it. Usual descriptions on the Delta Gamma normalapproximation do not handle this di�erence carefully enough. This is the reason whythe Fourier inversion algorithm of the Delta Gamma normal approach is sometimescalled slow.Let Q be an orthogonal N �N matrix such that the matrix � := Q>~�Q is diagonal.Recall that the columns of Q contain the eigenvectors of ~�. Let U be a vector withN iid N(0,1) distributed random numbers, then one may set S = QU since QU areagain iid N(0,1) distributed. Hence the pro�t and loss may be written:P&L = �+ b>U + U>�U where (4.17)b := Q> ~� (4.18)In practice, one might tend to calculate exactly this way. One takes some standardlinear algebra package and computes all eigenvalues and eigenvectors. But one onlyneeds the eigenvalues and this vector b. So computing all eigenvectors is too muchoverhead. To understand this, one has to take a closer look into the linear algebraalgorithms.How to perform the eigenvalue decompositionThe standard procedure to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetricmatrix is the so called QR{algorithm [68]. This algorithm can be split into two steps,�rst one has to perform the Householder reduction and then one has to iterate someGivens rotations. Both steps have the idea to de�ne in the ith step a matrix Qi andto compute Mi := Q>i Mi�1Qi and Ei := QiEi�1 (4.19)To initialize this algorithm, de�ne M0 = ~� and E0 = 1. One performs this algorithmuntil the matrix Mn is (almost) diagonal. The matrix En is an orthogonal matrixwhich columns contain the eigenvectors of M0.For the problem one is faced with in the context of the Delta Gamma approximation,it is enough to perform a similar, but signi�cant faster algorithm. De�ne M0 = ~�and b0 = ~�. Then choose the same orthogonal matrices Qi and computeMi := Q>i Mi�1Qi and bi := Qibi�1 (4.20)until Mn is numerically diagonal. The advantage of this algorithm is, that in eachstep only one matrix and one vector has to be updated instead of two matrices.



82 CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISKFor a more detailed analysis of the computation time it is important to analyze thetwo phases in the QR algorithm. At �rst, N � 2 Householder reductions have tobe performed. The costs to update the vector b at each step is given by O(N) opand negligible, since the e�ort for the whole Householder reduction of one matrix iswell{known and given by 1 �N3+O(N2) op. So the expense of the usual Householderreduction with updating the matrix E instead of updating only a vector b is givenby 2 � N3 + O(N2)op, and there is a bene�t of a factor two in this phase by usingthe idea of updating the vector only.The second phase of the QR algorithm consists of several Givens rotations until thematrix M is \diagonal enough". Therefore one cannot say how much rotations willbe made, but the number of rotations one needs is of order O(N). Updating thematrix Mi is with costs of O(N) op rather fast, since the matrix itself is tridiagonalafter the Householder reduction and updating the vector costs O(N)op too. So thesecond phase has a total computation time of O(N2)op. Updating the matrix Eiin the usual QR algorithm would cost O(N2) in each step and so the computationtime of the second phase in the usual QR algorithm would be of order O(N3)op,if one would determine all eigenvectors. So the idea of updating a vector only isvery pro�table in this phase, since the computation time of this algorithm is onlyquadratic in the number of risk factors. Hence the whole eigenvalue decompositionstep can be performed with N3 +O(N2) operations op.4.1.4 The Characteristic FunctionFrom equation (4.17) one obtainsP&L = �+ NXj=1 �bjUj + �jU2j � =: � + NXj=1 Yj (4.21)where �i are the diagonal elements of � and bi are the components of the vectorb. The Ui are iid. N(0,1) random numbers. In order to obtain the characteristicfunction of P&L, one may use the fact, that the addends Yi are independent. Forthis reason it is essential to know the characteristic function of Yi, which is a scaled,non{central chi{square distributed random variable with one degree of freedom.Lemma 4.6 Let U be univariate standard normal distributed. Then the characteri-stic function of Y := bU + �U2 is given by�Y (s) = 1p1� i2�s exp�� b2s22(1� i2�s)� (4.22)where the square root is taken such, that <p1� i2�s > 0 holds.Proof:Solving the corresponding integral by completion of the square yields:�Y (s) = E[eisbU+is�U2] = 1Z�1 eisbx+is�x2 1p2�e�x22 dx (4.23)



CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISK 83= 1p2� 1Z�1 exp��12(1� 2is�)(x� isb1� 2is�)2 � s2b22(1� 2is�)� dx (4.24)= exp�� s2b22(1� 2is�)� � 1p2� 1� isb1�2is�Z�1� isb1�2is� e� 12 (1�2is�)x2dx (4.25)= exp�� s2b22(1� 2is�)� � 1p1� 2is� (4.26)To show the last equality, substitute t = xp1�2is� where <p1� 2is� > 0. Then oneobtains an integral along a straight line parallel to the real axis. Due to the choiceof the sign of the square root, this integral is equal to the integral along the realaxis, which is well{known, since it is the integral over the normal density.Since the characteristic function of a sum of independent random numbers is givenby the product of the characteristic functions, one obtainsTheorem 4.7 The characteristic function of the P&L� � is given by�P&L��(s) = NYj=1 1p1� i2�js � exp � NXj=1 b2js22(1� i2�js)! (4.27)where <p1� i2�js > 0 for each j.Hence, after performing some numerical linear algebra operations to obtain thevalues bj and �j, one has a closed form solution for the characteristic function ofthe P&L distribution. Also the expectation and the variance of the change of theportfolio value are given by bj and �j:Theorem 4.8 The expectation and variance of the pro�t and loss distribution aregiven by: E[P&L] = � + NXj=1 �j (4.28)Var[P&L] = NXj=1 2�2j + b2j (4.29)Proof:Since P&L� � can be written as a sum of independent Yj, one obtains:E[P&L��] = E[ NXj=1 Yj] = NXj=1 E[Yj] (4.30)Var[P&L��] = Var[ NXj=1 Yj] = NXj=1 Var[Yj] (4.31)



84 CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISKDue to the representation Yj = bjU + �jU2 where U is N(0; 1) distributed, oneconcludes: E[Yj] = bjE[U ] + �jE[U2] = �j (4.32)E[Y 2j ] = b2jE[U2] + 2bj�jE[U3] + �2jE[U4] = b2j + 3�2j (4.33)Var[Yj] = E[Y 2j ]� E[Yj]2 = b2j + 2�2j (4.34)
On the numerical computation of the characteristic functionTo compute the characteristic function of the pro�t and loss without complex multi-plications, one can rewrite the representation given in theorem 4.7. First, the squareroot can be rewritten as an exponential:1p1� i2�js = exp��14 ln(1 + 4s2�2j) + i2 arctan(2�js)� (4.35)where the co{domain of the arctan is ] � �2 ; �2 [. On the other hand, the fraction inthe exponential may be rewritten asb2js22(1� i2�js) = b2js22(1 + 4�2js2) + i b2j�js31 + 4�2js2 (4.36)Hence one obtains the following representation of the characteristic function, whichcan be evaluated by only one evaluation using the complex numbers, namely thevaluation of the complex exponential function. All other operations are computationson R and hence easy to implement:�P&L = exp � NXj=1 14 ln(1 + 4s2�2j) + b2js22(1 + 4�2js2)!!�exp i NXj=1 12 arctan(2�js)� b2j�js31 + 4�2js2!� i�s! (4.37)4.1.5 Fourier InversionFrom chapter 3 one has the insight that any distribution is determined by its cha-racteristic function and also some methods to compute the distribution has beenprovided. Since the characteristic function of the P&L is known, the application ofthe Fourier inversion techniques presented in 3.3 and 3.5 turn out to be very fruitfulin the context of the Delta Gamma normal approximation.Comparison with normal distributionIn practical situations, the number of risk factors N is rather high and therefore it isreasonable to assume that there are many risk factors which signi�cantly contribute



CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISK 85to the P&L. With regard to the law of large numbers, one would then expect thatthe P&L is almost normal distributed.Hence if one would like to perform the Fourier inversion based on theorem 3.22,it is natural to choose the normal distribution as the comparing distribution. It isrecommended to �t the mean � and the variance �2 of this normal distribution tothe �rst to moments of the P&L:� = �+ NXj=1 �j and �2 = NXj=1 2�2j + b2j (4.38)Hence the distribution function of the P&L is given byFP&L(x) = N (x� �� )� 12� 1Z�1 �P&L(s)� ei�se� 12�2s2is e�isx ds (4.39)Since the integrand is bounded and decays at least with s� 32 , this integral alwaysexist and may be computed by any integration method. The Value at Risk (VaR)to a certain probability q can be obtained by a bisection algorithm, since it is theunique root of the equation FP&L(VaR) = q (4.40)Fast Fourier TransformationOne may also compute the density of the pro�t and loss distribution using themethod presented in 3.5. Hence one performs the Fast Fourier Transformation al-gorithm on the characteristic function �P&L. Since the mean � and the variance �2of the P&L are known, one has a good estimation of the sampling interval for thedensity. It is quite useful to choose the corresponding interval to be [����; �+��]and typical values for � lie round about 10.After the Fourier inversion the density fP&L of the pro�t and loss is given on anequidistant grid which corresponds to the interval [� � ��; � + ��]. To obtain theq{Value at Risk, one has to determine VaR such, thatVaRZ�1 fP&L(x)dx = q (4.41)This integration can be done by summing up the function values times the samplingdistance �x until the sum is q. This gives the the position of VaR. Since one hasthe density of the pro�t and loss distribution, one can also determine other riskmeasures, for example the conditional value at risk CVaR, which is given byCVaR = 1q VaRZ�1 xfP&L(x) dx (4.42)The computation time for the whole algorithm is summarized. For the linear algebraoperations (Decoupling of the risk factors, Eigenvalue decomposition) the computa-tional e�ort is at most 2N3 +O(N2) op, in the case that the covariance matrix has



86 CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISKfull rank. Let S be the number of sample points for the Fast Fourier Transformation,then the valuation of the characteristic function costs O(NS) operations and theFourier transformation costs O(S lnS). Hence the total costs are given byComp. Time = 2N3op:+O(N2)op:+O(NS)op:+O(S lnS)op: (4.43)So for usual applications N � 100 and S � 212 the linear algebra operations domi-nate the computation time. But if all presented improvements on the linear algebraoperations are taken into account, the computation time is given by the e�ort tomultiply two times two N �N matrices. Hence this algorithm is applicable even forvery large portfolios.4.2 Discussion of the Quadratic ApproximationIn the previous section an algorithm to determine the pro�t and loss distribution ofa portfolio over a certain time horizon has been presented. This algorithm is basedon the assumption, that the P&L can be written as a quadratic equation of normaldistributed random variables with a given covariance.The standard approach to obtain the quadratic approximation of the portfolio func-tion is to determine the Taylor polynomial of second degree at the actual state of themarket. One reason why this method is quite popular is, that one usually determinesthe �rst two derivatives of an instrument, if one computes its price, see the intro-duction of chapter 1. In general this is only an approximation which is quite good inthe neighbourhood of the current state of the market, but this approximation maybe rather bad far away.Two examples will be presented to underline this possible problem with the Taylorexpansion. There are portfolios for which this approximation is reliable, but one caneasily construct portfolios, for which the Taylor expansion yields dramatical wrongresults.4.2.1 Two ExamplesFirst Example: A Stock and long PutsLet us consider a portfolio which consists of:� 1 stock with today's spot price 100 EUR and a volatility of 30%.� 2 put options with a maturity of 3 months and a strike price of 90 EUR.� 2 put options with a maturity of 3 months and a strike price of 110 EUR.
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Figure 4.1: In the picture the payo� of the portfolio value, thequadratic approximation based on the �rst and second derivative,and the payo� of the portfolio in three months is plotted.For this portfolio, the Value at Risk for a time horizon of one month is determinedby the Delta normal approach, the Delta Gamma normal approach and the correctValue at Risk has been determined by an extensive Monte Carlo sampling, usingthe exact payo� function. The interest rate is assumed to be 0. The results are:Delta Gamma 1% VaR 5% VaRDelta normal -0.86 not used 20.2 EUR 15.1 EURDelta Gamma normal -0.86 0.085 8.1 EUR 8.0 EURMonte Carlo not used not used 7.8 EUR 7.7 EURTable 4.1: The Greeks and the Value at Risk of the �rst example, where thequadratic approximation is obtained by the Taylor approximation.In this example, one can see that the Delta Gamma normal approach is much betterthan the Delta normal approach. The results obtained by the Delta Gamma normalmethod are comparable to the Monte Carlo results.Second Example: Delta Hedged x3 shaped PortfolioNow the portfolio is changed a little bit. Instead of the long position of the put opti-ons with strike 90 EUR, this position becomes a short position, hence the portfoliois given by:� 1 stock with today's spot price 100 EUR and a volatility of 30%.� - 2 put options with a maturity of 3 months and a strike price of 90 EUR.� 2 put options with a maturity of 3 months and a strike price of 110 EUR.
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Figure 4.2: In the picture the payo� of the portfolio value, thequadratic approximation based on the �rst and second derivative,and the payo� of the portfolio in three months is plotted.Again the one month Value at Risk is determined by three methods:Delta Gamma 1% VaR 5% VaRDelta normal 0.01 not used 0.45 EUR 0.39 EURDelta Gamma normal 0.01 0.006 0.24 EUR 0.24 EURMonte Carlo not used not used 1.89 EUR 0.96 EURTable 4.2: The Greeks and the Value at Risk of the second example, wherethe quadratic approximation is obtained by the Taylor approximation.As one can see from �gure 4.2 or from the Greeks in the table, the portfolio is DeltaGamma hedged. Hence the methods which base on Taylor approximations of theportfolio cannot detect the risk, which obviously becomes present if the stock falls.So an improvement of the quadratic approximation is necessary.4.2.2 An Alternative Quadratic ApproximationThe second example illustrates that the Delta Gamma normal approach to determinethe Value at Risk can be rather bad. The problem is, that the Taylor expansion isthe best approximation in an small area around one point, but it can diverge a gooddeal from a global point of view. Hence one may not approximate the portfolio bythe Taylor polynomial of degree two, but by another quadratic form which �ts betterfrom a global point of view.For the whole section the term polynomial of degree n includes also polynomials withan smaller degree, hence the xn coeÆcient may be zero. With this convention, onecan prove theLemma 4.9 Let the three points (x1; y1), (x2; y2) and (x3; y3) be such that the con-dition x1 6= x2 6= x3 6= x1 holds. Then there is one and only one polynomial of degree2 which goes though these points and this polynomial is given byp(x) = y1 (x� x2)(x� x3)(x1 � x2)(x1 � x3) + y2 (x� x1)(x� x3)(x2 � x1)(x2 � x3) + y3 (x� x1)(x� x2)(x3 � x1)(x3 � x2)(4.44)



CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISK 89Proof:By construction of the polynomial holds p(xi) = yi for i = 1; 2; 3 and p(x) is apolynomial of degree 2. Any polynomial of degree 2 can uniquely be represented byax2+ bx+ c and the condition on a; b; c that this polynomial goes through the threepoints can be written as0@ x21 x1 1x22 x2 1x23 x3 1 1A0@ abc 1A = 0@ y1y2y3 1A (4.45)The determinant of the matrix is given by (x1 � x2)(x1 � x3)(x2 � x3) and is hencenot zero by assumption. So a; b; c are uniquely determined and p(x) is unique.Theorem 4.10 Let n�;�(x) be the normal density with mean � and variance �2 > 0,and let f be a polynomial of degree 5. De�ne p to be the polynomial of degree twowhich goes through the three points (xi; f(xi)) withx1 := �� �p3; x2 := �; x3 := �+ �p3 (4.46)Then holds: 1Z�1 f(x)n�;�(x)dx = 1Z�1 p(x)n�;�(x)dx (4.47)Proof:Without loss of generality one may assume that � = 0 and � = 1, because thesubstitution t = x��� yields again the integral of a polynomial times the normaldensity.Let pf(x) denote the polynomial of degree 2 with the condition pf (xi) = f(xi) fori = 1; 2; 3. From the construction of this polynomial it is clear, that the mappingf ! pf is linear. Since the integral is also linear, it is enough to show, that thetheorem holds for f(x) = xk with k = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5. For k = 0; 1; 2 the second orderpolynomial is the function itself and hence the theorem holds. The cases k = 3; 4; 5can easily be veri�ed:1Z�1 x3n0;1(x)dx = 0 = 1Z�1 3x n0;1(x)dx = 1Z�1 px3(x)n0;1(x)dx (4.48)1Z�1 x4n0;1(x)dx = 3 = 1Z�1 3x2 n0;1(x)dx = 1Z�1 px4(x)n0;1(x)dx (4.49)1Z�1 x5n0;1(x)dx = 0 = 1Z�1 9x n0;1(x)dx = 1Z�1 px5(x)n0;1(x)dx (4.50)



90 CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISKThis theorem provides a quadratic approximation of a polynomial of degree 5, suchthat the integral with respect to the normal density equals for the two functions.Even if the theorem does not hold for general functions (e.g. f(x) = x6), one cande�ne the quadratic approximation for any function, since p is given by three points.The integral of the approximation with respect to the normal density is exact forpolynomials of degree 5, hence one might expect that this quadratic approximationis more reasonable for a global approximation with respect to the normal densitythan the Taylor polynomial of second degree. So for quadratic approximations of aportfolio one should also consider this approximation instead of a Taylor expansion.In order to obtain this approximation one has to evaluate the portfolio for severalstates of the market, but the possibly better quadratic approximation justi�es thise�ort.From a quadratic approximation of a portfolio one can easily determine the �rst andthe second derivative of this polynomial and these derivatives are the Delta and theGamma of the portfolio for the quadratic approximation. With these Greeks onecan perform the Delta Gamma normal algorithm exactly on the same way describedbefore. Since stocks are usually assumed to be lognormal distributed, one can applythe idea of the theorem as follows. Let St be the actual stock price and T the timehorizon for the value at risk computation. Then de�ne the quadratic approximationas the function which coincides with the portfolio value at t+ T in the three pointsx1 = E[St+T ]e��p3T x2 = E[St+T ] x3 = E[St+T ]e+�p3T (4.51)Hence the idea of a more global approximation also applies for the lognormal dis-tribution.



CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISK 914.2.3 Revisiting the ExamplesTo illustrate the idea of the approximation based on three sample points, the two ex-amples from section 4.2.1 are computed again, but now the quadratic approximationis obtained by the technique described just before.The First ExampleThe quadratic approximation of the �rst portfolio is shown in the picture. Since thepayo� is x2 shaped, there is no big di�erence to the Taylor approximation:
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Figure 4.3: In the picture the value of the portfolio against thestock price is shown. Also the quadratic approximation based onthree sample points and the payo� in three months is shown.Again, the Value at Risk for a time horizon of one month is determined by theDelta normal approach, the Delta Gamma normal approach and the correct Valueat Risk has been determined by an extensive Monte Carlo sampling. The results arecomparable to the results obtained by the Taylor approximation of the portfolio:Delta Gamma 1% VaR 5% VaRDelta normal -0.90 not used 21.0 EUR 15.7 EURDelta Gamma normal -0.90 0.081 8.8 EUR 8.7 EURMonte Carlo not used not used 7.8 EUR 7.7 EURTable 4.3: The Greeks and the Value at Risk of the �rst example, wherethe quadratic approximation is obtained by the three suggested samplingpoints.



92 CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISKThe Second ExampleThe quadratic approximation of the second portfolio obtained from the three samplepoints looks quite di�erent from the second order Taylor approximation:
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Figure 4.4: In the picture the value of the second portfolio againstthe stock price is shown. Also the quadratic approximation basedon three sample points and the payo� in three months is shown.Again the 1 month Value at Risk can determined by three methods:Delta Gamma 1% VaR 5% VaRDelta normal 0.13 not used 2.9 EUR 2.1 EURDelta Gamma normal 0.13 0.006 1.4 EUR 1.3 EURMonte Carlo not used not used 1.9 EUR 0.96 EURTable 4.4: The Greeks and the Value at Risk of the second example, wherethe quadratic approximation is obtained by the three suggested samplingpoints.In this case, the Delta Gamma normal approach, where the quadratic approximationis based on three sampling points, yields a better result for the Value at Risk thanthe Taylor approximation, which is obvious if one compares table 4.2 with table 4.4.The reason for this improvement is that the x3 shaped portfolio payo� can at leastin some sense be approximated by a linear function.4.3 Discussion of the Normal DistributionAssumptionBeside the assumption that the portfolio may be approximated by a quadratic form,the Delta Gamma normal approach also presumes, that the (relative) returns of the�nancial underlyings are normal distributed. This distribution assumption will beanalysed in brief based on a time series of daily data from January 2001 to December2002 of the four underlyings� DAX (Deutscher Aktienindex),



CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISK 93� Dow Jones, more precisely the Dow Jones Industrial Average,� stock of the Deutsche Telekom AG (quoted at Xetra), and� the Euro US-$ exchange rate.Hence two asset indices, one single stock and one foreign exchange rate are studied.From the time series of each asset STi , a time series of returns Ri is introduced by:Ri := ln(STi+1)� ln(STi) (4.52)For each of the four series of returns the mean and the variance are determined bythe standard estimators:E[R] = 1N NXi=1 Ri (4.53)Var[R] = 1N � 10@ NXi=1 R2i � 1N  NXi=1 Ri!21A (4.54)Since in �nancial markets all terms are usually expressed on an annual basis, one mayintroduce the annualized mean by 250�E[R] and the volatilityp250 �Var[R]. Thenumber 250 represents the average number of trading days a year. A �rst comparisonbetween the empirical distribution of the Ri and the normal distribution with thesame mean and variance can be performed by printing quantile{quantile plots.
Figure 4.5: The QQ plot of the dai-ly DAX returns and the normal dis-tribution with an annualized mean of�40% and a volatility of 35%. Figure 4.6: The QQ plot of the dailyDow Jones Industrial Average returnsand the normal distribution with anannualized mean of �12% and a vola-tility of 23%.
Figure 4.7: The QQ plot of the Deut-sche Telekom stock returns and thenormal distribution with mean �46%and a volatility of 58%. Figure 4.8: The QQ plot of the EU-RO US-$ returns and the normal dis-tribution with an annualized mean of5% and a volatility of 10%.



94 CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISKThese four pictures show that the returns of the �nancial assets are almost normaldistributed. However, especially at the tails, the normal distribution assumption isviolated and distributions with heavy{tails seem to be more realistic.More detailed studies on the returns of �nancial data have been done and the pre-sence of heavy{tails has been con�rmed. Therefore the use of other than the normalor lognormal distributions in �nance are discussed, for example in [30] the class ofhyperbolic distributions in �nance is analyzed, and the impact of the hyperbolicdistribution assumption for Value at Risk computations is studied in [7]. In [31] alsothe �t of �nancial returns to generalized hyperbolic distributions has been studied.The modelling of a �nancial price process by a generalized inverse Gaussian di�usionand the impact of portfolio optimization is the subject of [33].There is also an approach which is independent from a certain distribution as-sumption. If one concentrates on the computation of the value at risk only, one isinterested in the tail of a distribution and the extreme value theory may be applied.An approach based on this idea is the peaks over threshold (POT) method, which isdescribed e.g. in [11, 58].Another very interesting approach using a fat tail distribution for risk managementis suggested by Glasserman, Heidelberger and Shahabuddin in [43], where the riskfactors are assumed to be multivariate student distributed. In this approach it is alsoassumed, that the portfolio may be written as a quadratic form of the risk factors.This method is shortly discussed, because the improving techniques for the DeltaGamma normal approach also apply in this setting.4.3.1 The Delta Gamma tf ApproachIn the Delta Gamma tf approach, the pro�t and loss is modelled byP&L = �+�X +X>�X (4.55)where �, � and � describe the quadratic form of the portfolio as in equation (4.7). Inthis setting X is multivariate tf(0;�) distributed. By a decoupling of the risk factorsusing the generalized non{square Cholesky decomposition algorithm presented inchapter 2, one can represent X in distribution byX = P>CSpY=f (4.56)where S is a vector of iid. distributed N(0,1) variables and Y is a random variable,which is independent from S and �2(f) distributed. Hence the pro�t and loss canbe written as P&L = �+r fY ~�>S + fY S>~�S (4.57)By exactly the same transformation described in the Eigenvalue Decomposition stepof the Delta Gamma normal algorithm one obtainsP&L = �+r fY b>U + fY U>�U (4.58)



CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISK 95where � is a diagonal matrix. Until here there is no essential di�erence to the DeltaGamma normal approach. Hence the computation time for the operations whichhave been performed is again given by 2N3+O(N2)op. Even if the following part todetermine the value at risk becomes more costly now, the Delta Gamma tf methodcan also be applied for very large portfolios.The addends in the sumP&L = �+ NXj=1 bjr fY Uj + fY �jU2j (4.59)are uncorrelated but they are dependent! Hence the trick that one can write thecharacteristic function as a product of the characteristic functions of each singleaddend does not work here. In this situation one may de�ne for each z 2 R therandom variable Zz byZz := Yf (P&L� z) = Yf (�� z) + NXj=1  sYf bjUj + �jU2j! (4.60)Since Y > 0 almost sure, one easily obtains the relation P [P&L � z] = P [Zz � 0].Hence the value at risk with respect to the quantile q of the portfolio is given bythe number z for which the relation P [Zz � 0] = q holds. This equation can benumerically solved by a bisection algorithm for example and one only needs analgorithm to compute P [Zz � 0].The computation of P [Zz � 0] can be done via the characteristic function of Zz,which is given by�Zz(s) = E[eisZz ] = E �E[eisZz jY ]� (4.61)= E" NYj=1 1p1� i2�js! exp �Y  i(z ��)sf + NXj=1 b2js22f(1� i2�js)!!#(4.62)This relation directly follows from the characteristic function of the Delta Gammanormal approach, see theorem 4.7. Since Y is �2(f) distributed, one obtains for theremaining expectation�Zz(s) =  NYj=1 1p1� i2�js! 1 + 2i(z � �)sf + NXj=1 b2js2f(1� i2�js)!� f2(4.63)By one of the Fourier inversion techniques discussed in chapter 3 one obtains thedistribution of Zz and hence one also knows P [Zz � 0]. Note that for the bisectionone has to evaluate the characteristic functions for several z, but the product andsum in the expression for �Zz do not contain z and hence the valuation of thecharacteristic function for several values of z can be done eÆciently.



96 CHAPTER 4. ASSESSMENT OF MARKET RISK4.4 ConclusionA very eÆcient algorithm to obtain the pro�t and loss distribution of a portfoliowithin the Delta Gamma normal approach has been presented. A careful analysisof the linear algebra operations and the use of the generalized non{square Choleskydecomposition algorithm show, that the computation time for large portfolios isequivalent with the time needed to multiply two times two N �N matrices, whereN denotes the number of risk factors.Another aspect of the presented algorithm is the Fourier inversion which is discussedin detail in chapter 3. The algorithm yields the whole pro�t and loss distribution andhence this method can be used to determine not only the value at risk, but almostall measures of risk, since these a usually some functionals of the distribution.In order to obtain the quadratic approximation of a portfolio, it is a very popularmethod in practice to take take Taylor expansions of the portfolio; but also an othermethod based on an integration theorem has been presented. There are even moreapproaches to determine the quadratic approximation [77], and a discussion of somemethods can be found in [62]. Two simple portfolios are studied and the secondexample was constructed in such a way, that its payo� is x3 shaped. For such aportfolio a Taylor based quadratic approximation is very bad and the approximationbased on three sampling points yields much better results. As a recommendation forrisk manager, one should run the Delta Gamma normal approach with both kinds ofquadratic approximations. A signi�cant di�erence in the results is a clear indicationthat the quadratic approximation of the portfolio is rather bad. A more carefullyanalysis of the risk of such a portfolio has to be performed, for example by MonteCarlo methods.In [43] the Delta Gamma tf approach was presented. It has been shown, that the op-timization methods introduced in the context of the Delta Gamma normal approachalso apply in this context. Hence there is a �rst heavy{tailed approach to assess themarket risk of large portfolios with almost closed form solutions. From the point ofview of a risk manager it could be rather interesting how much the value at risk orother risk ratios change, for either student distributed risk factors with f degrees offreedom or normal distributed risk factors, which is the special case for f !1. Dueto di�erent values of f one possibly obtains di�erent values for the value at risk orthe conditional value at risk and the size of these deviations is an indication, howbig the inuence of a wrong model for the risk computations will be.For real world portfolios Delta Gamma normal or Delta Gamma tf are only appro-ximations, and as it was shown in the second example for the normal case, thatthe value at risk computations may be rather wrong, if the portfolio cannot be ap-proximated by a quadratic form properly. For such portfolios Monte Carlo basedapproaches have been proposed. In order to use such methods eÆciently, it is veryuseful to have an approximative solution, which can be used for variance reduction[40, 41, 42]. In this context the presented fast and numerical stable algorithms area key for more improved techniques to assess market risk.



Chapter 5CreditRisk+ and an Extension toIncorporate Market Risk1A quite popular model to describe credit risk is CreditRisk+, which has been pre-sented by Credit Suisse First Boston in 1997 [19]. This is a two state model which isquite natural from point of view of a buy{and{hold investor who is only interestedin the states default and no default. In the original description it was assumed thateach loss given default is an integer multiple of a so-called basic loss unit and themathematical description of the model is based on probability generating functions.The �rst numerical method to handle this model was based on Panjer recursions,but these may be instable. Other techniques for the CreditRisk+ model have beendeveloped, e.g. the saddlepoint approximation [46] or the nested calculation [38]. Insection 5.2.1 the numerical stability of the nested calculation will be proven.The CreditRisk+ model will be described in terms of characteristic functions insteadof probability functions. Since the proper choice of the basic loss unit may be cru-cial, it is an advantage of this alternative presentation that no basic loss unit hasto be introduced. The result of this analysis is the characteristic function of the lossof a loan portfolio. In order to obtain the distribution of the credit loss, a Fouri-er inversion of the characteristic function has to be performed. The characteristicfunction is not integrable, but two of the techniques discussed in chapter 3 may beapplied to obtain the distribution of the credit loss. Hence an alternative algorithmis established, which can be used for eÆcient computations in the framework ofCreditRisk+.Since the result of this algorithm is the loss distribution, one can easily computesome functionals of the loss. For risk management purposes, the main functionalsare some risk measures like the Value at Risk or the Worst Conditional Expectation.But of course, almost any other functional can be determined if the distribution ofthe loan portfolio is known.In the CreditRisk+ model the sector variables are assumed to be independent Gam-ma distributed. From a practitioners point of view, this assumption is too rigorous,since one would like to introduce the sectors due to general classes of business andtypical sectors could be construction, banking, utility industry, transportation, etc.Also economic sectors like gross domestic product or the business activity of cer-tain countries or currency areas can be taken into account. Using such sectors, it is1Parts of this chapter have been presented in [86, 90] and will be published in [87, 91, 92].97



98 CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISKquite easy to estimate the sector aÆliations of each obligor, but these sectors areobviously not independent. One way to abstain from the independence assumptionis presented in [15] and this study showed that there is an e�ect of dependent sec-tor variables on the variance of the credit loss. A more general approach to handledependent sector variables will be presented in section 5.3. Since it is diÆcult ingeneral to describe the dependency of random variables completely, it is suggestedfor the application in practice to introduce dependent lognormal sector variables,because the dependency of lognormal random variables can easily be described bya covariance matrix. The resulting model is more complex and the valuation of thecharacteristic function of the credit loss can be done by Monte Carlo only, but thecomputational e�ort is tolerable.The CreditRisk+ model gives an answer to the question of the size of the losses atthe end of a �xed period, but one would like to analyse the process of the lossesduring this period. Therefore a model with lognormal sector processes is introducedin section 5.4. The description of the default events in this model arise quite naturalaccording to the CreditRisk+ model.With a model which allows a time continuous description of credit risk, one hasmade a large step to combine market and credit risk. The next step is done insection 5.5, where a a portfolio valuation in a combined model is introduced. In thismodel, the credit spreads are modelled by the sector processes. The pro�t and lossdistribution of this portfolio can be obtained with the same techniques presentedin the previous sections. One can consider two special cases of this model. First, ifthere is no market risk one obtains the model presented in section 5.4. In the specialcase, that the portfolio contains no credit risk, one gets the well known Delta normalapproach to determine market risk, hence a link between credit risk and market riskhas been established.5.1 The CreditRisk+ ModelIn this section the CreditRisk+ model introduced by Credit Suisse First Boston in1997 [19] is presented. Usually the descriptions of this model are based on probabilitygenerating functions and therefore the introduction of a basic loss unit is necessary.As it is explained in chapter 3, the characteristic function is a general tool to de-scribe real{valued random distributions. So the CreditRisk+ model is presented interms of characteristic functions and no basic loss unit has to be introduced. Also aspeci�c risk sector, the so{called \idiosyncratic risk", is introduced as proposed inthe CreditRisk+ manual [19][A 12.3].5.1.1 Introduction of the ModelThe aim of the following analysis is to characterize the losses which may occur in aloan portfolio with N obligors. The credit loss of the portfolio is given byX := NXj=1 IjLj (5.1)



CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK 99where Lj denotes the loss if the jth obligor defaults. Lj is the so{called loss givendefault and it assumed, that Lj is deterministic. Ij is the default indicator of thejth obligor, where Ij = 1 indicates the default of the obligor and Ij = 0 its survivalat some �xed time horizon T .To model the default events, the time of default of obligor j is given by Y j and Y jis exponential distributed with intensity �j 2. These exponential random variablesare for given �j independent, henceIj = � 1 if Y j � T0 else (5.2)The reliability of obligor j is described by a rating parameter pj and it will be shownin lemma 5.2, that pj is { at least in approximation for small pj { the probabilitythat the obligor j will default within one year.In order to model dependencies between the obligors, K sectors are introduced.The aÆliation of each obligor to these sectors is given by ajk for (k = 1; : : :K)and aj0 denotes the so{called idiosyncratic risk. These aÆliations have to ful�ll theconditions: ajk � 0 8 j = 1; : : : ; N ; k = 0; : : :K (5.3)KXk=0 ajk = 1 8 j = 1; : : : ; N (5.4)The sectors in this model are described by independent Gamma distributed randomvariables Rk with expectation 1 and variance �2k. The parameter �k > 0 is thevolatility of the kth sector. With these ingredients, the default intensity of the jthobligor is de�ned by �j := pj  aj0 + KXk=1 ajkRk! =: pj~�j (5.5)Remark 5.1 By de�nition, the following statements hold:~�j > 0 almost sure (5.6)E[~�j] = 1 (5.7)Lemma 5.2 For small pj, the one year default probability is given by pj:P [Y j � 1] = pj +O �(pj)2� (5.8)Proof:The default probability of obligor j conditioned on the state of the sector variablesR is given by: P [Y j � 1jR] = 1� e��j = 1� e�pj~�j (5.9)One can take the expectation over R and expand the exponential function:P [Y j � 1] = E[P [Y j � 1jR]] = E[1� e�pj~�j ] (5.10)= pjE[~�j] +O �(pj)2� = pj +O �(pj)2� (5.11)2To de�ne the exponential distribution it is assumed that �j > 0. But all following computationsgo through, if one de�nes Ij = 0 if �j = 0.



100 CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISKRemark 5.3 For a bank, typical values are N � 10; 000 or even bigger, K <� 100and the losses given default Lj can range from a few hundred Euro for credit cardexposure up to more than a billion Euro for large company loans. A typical value forthe time horizon T in this context is 1 year.Assumption 5.4 In the whole chapter it is assumed, that the rating parameters pjare small. Hence there is a low probability for each obligor to default within one year.5.1.2 The Characteristic Function of the Loss DistributionLemma 5.5 For all x � 0 and s 2 R holds:����eis(1� e�x) + e�x�� �e�x(1�eis)���� � 3x2 (5.12)Proof:Fix s 2 R and de�ne the functionfs(x) := eis(1� e�x) + e�x � e�x(1�eis) (5.13)fs(x) is two times continuous di�erentiable; the �rst two derivatives are given by:f 0s(x) = eise�x � e�x + (1� eis)e�x(1�eis) (5.14)f 00s (x) = �eise�x + e�x � (1� eis)2e�x(1�eis) (5.15)Since fs(0) = 0, f 0s(0) = 0 and jf 00s (x)j � 6 for all x � 0, one obtains the statementof the lemma by the Taylor theorem.This lemma will be used to compute the characteristic function of X using theassumption that the annual default probabilities of each obligor are small. Thecharacteristic function of X conditioned on R is given by:�XjR(s) = NYj=1�LjIj jR(s) = NYj=1�Ij jR(Ljs) (5.16)For the characteristic function of Ij conditioned on R one obtains:�Ij jR(s) = E[eisIj jR] = TZ0 eis1�je��j tdt+ 1ZT eis0�je��j tdt (5.17)= eis(1� e��jT ) + e��jT (5.18)Since �jT is proportional to pj and hence small, one may approximate by lemma 5.5:�Ij jR(s) � exp ��jT (eis � 1)� (5.19)This is the characteristic function of the Poisson distribution. Let f j(s) denote theerror of this approximation, then this error is bounded by jf j(s)j � 3(�jT )2. Onethus obtains together with (5.5) and (5.16):�XjR(s) = exp NXj=1 pj  aj0 + KXk=1 ajkRk!T (eiLjs � 1)!+ F (s) (5.20)



CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK 101The error term F (s) comes from the products of the characteristic functions�Ij jR(s), each with an bounded error f j(s). Since characteristic functions are boun-ded by 1, the overall error F (s) of the conditioned characteristic function �XjR(s)is bounded by powers of (�jT )2. The conditioning on R will be solved by takingthe expectation and terms of order O((pj)2) will be neglected3. Recall, that Rk areindependent gamma distributed with mean 1 and variance �2k, hence:�X(s) = E ��XjR(s)� (5.21)= E"exp NXj=1 pj  aj0 + KXk=1 ajkRk!T (eiLjs � 1)!# (5.22)= e NPj=1 aj0pjT (eiLjs�1)E"exp KXk=1 Rk NXj=1 pjajkT (eiLjs � 1)!# (5.23)= e NPj=1 aj0pjT (eiLjs�1) KYk=1E"exp NXj=1 pjajkT (eiLjs � 1)Rk!# (5.24)By well known properties of the gamma distribution one obtains�X(s) = exp NXj=1 aj0pjT (eiLjs � 1)! KYk=10BBB@ 11 + �2k NPj=1 pjajkT (1� eiLjs)1CCCA 1�2k(5.25)Using the main branch of the logarithm, one can rewrite the characteristic function:�X(s) = exp NXj=1 aj0pjT (eiLjs � 1)� KXk=1 1�2k ln"1 + �2kT NXj=1 ajkpj(1� eiLjs)#!(5.26)Remark on Independent Random Loss Given DefaultsIn the CreditRisk+ model, the loss given defaults are deterministic. Under the as-sumption, that the default probabilities are small, which is made anyway, one caneasily include stochastic, but independent random Lj. Neglecting all terms of orderO((�j)2), one obtains from (5.19) the characteristic function of the loss of the jthobligor conditioned on the sector variables and the loss given default:�LjIj jR(s) = exp ��jT (eiLjs � 1)� � 1 + �jT (eiLjs � 1) (5.27)Taking the expectation over the j loss given default yields:�LjIj jR(s) = E[1 + �jT (eiLjs � 1)jR] = 1 + �jT (�Lj (s)� 1) (5.28)� exp ��jT (�Lj (s)� 1)� (5.29)3The error analysis holds for any distribution of R as long as all moments of R exist. In thecase of the Gamma distribution, one can show more easily, that the error is of order O((pj)2).However, for generalizations of the CreditRisk+ model it is useful to have an error analysis whichis independent of certain properties of the distribution.



102 CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISKand �Lj (s) denotes the characteristic function of the j loss given default. Using thisapproximation in the calculations of the CreditRisk+ model, one thus obtains thefollowing approximation of the characteristic function for the credit loss X withindependent stochastic loss given defaults:�X(s) = exp NXj=1 aj0pjT (�Lj (s)� 1)� KXk=1 1�2k ln"1 + �2kT NXj=1 ajkpj(1� �Lj (s))#! (5.30)Of course, one can apply the Fourier inversion methods presented in chapter 3 onthis characteristic function. But in the following it is assumed that the loss givendefaults are deterministic.5.1.3 The First Moments of the Credit LossThe cumulant generating function CX(s) of a random variable X is de�ned byCX(s) := lnE[esX ], if this expectation exists and then holds the general relationshipC(s) = ln�(�is) between the cumulant generation function and the characteristicfunction. Hence, the cumulant generating function of the credit loss is given by:CX(s) = NXj=1 aj0pjT (eLjs � 1)� KXk=1 1�2k ln"1 + �2kT NXj=1 ajkpj(1� eLjs)#(5.31)The cumulant generating function can be used to prove theLemma 5.6 The �rst two moments of X are given by:E[X] = T NXj=1 pjLj (5.32)Var[X] = T NXj=1 pj(Lj)2 + T 2 KXk=1 �2k NXj=1 ajkpjLj!2 (5.33)E[X2] = T NXj=1 pj(Lj)2 + T 2 KXk=1 �2k NXj=1 ajkpjLj!2 + T 2 NXj=1 pjLj!2(5.34)Proof:Compute the �rst and second derivative of CX(s) to determine the �rst two cumu-lants of X:C 0(s) = T NXj=1 aj0pjeLjsLj + KXk=1 T NPj=1 ajkpjeLjsLj1 + �2kT NPj=1 ajkpj(1� eLjs) (5.35)



CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK 103C 00(s) = T NXj=1 aj0pjeLjs(Lj)2 + KXk=1 T NPj=1 ajkpjeLjs(Lj)21 + �2kT NPj=1 ajkpj(1� eLjs)+ KXk=1 �2k T NPj=1 ajkpjeLjsLj!2 1 + �2kT NPj=1 ajkpj(1� eLjs)!2 (5.36)Note, that the �rst cumulant is the expectation and the second cumulant is thevariance. So the valuation of these expressions at s = 0 yields:E[X] = T NXj=1 aj0pjLj + T NXj=1 KXk=1 ajkpjLj = T NXj=1 pjLj (5.37)Var[X] = T NXj=1 pj(Lj)2 + T 2 KXk=1 �2k NXj=1 ajkpjLj!2 (5.38)E[X2] = Var[X] +E[X]2 (5.39)Using the same idea one can of course also compute the next cumulants, but theirexplicit knowledge is not so important for the following analysis. Note, that theintroduction of the idiosyncratic risk does not e�ect the mean of X, but there is aninuence on the variance of the resulting distribution; it reduces the variance.5.2 Obtaining the Credit Loss DistributionThere are at least two possibilities to obtain the distribution of X. The �rst methodis based on nested calculations proposed by Giese [38]. This approach is based oncalculations using the probability generating function and hence a basic loss unithas to be introduced. Giese claimed, that the nested calculation method is numericalstable, but a proof of the stability remained to be done and is presented below.The second way to obtain the distribution is to perform a Fourier inversion on thecharacteristic function based on the methods presented in chapter 3. The advantageof this technique is, that no basic loss unit has to be introduced.5.2.1 Series Expansion of the Probability GeneratingFunction4The nested calculation method is based on probability generating functions andhence the credit loss has to take values in N . Therefore a basic loss unit � is intro-duced and each loss given default Lj is expressed by integer multiples lj of the basic4The numerical stability of the nested calculation has been obtained together with HermannHaaf and John Schoenmakers in [86] and will also be published in [87].



104 CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISKloss unit �: Lj = lj� lj = 1; 2; : : : (5.40)Then the credit loss of the loan portfolio takes values which are integer multiplesof � and hence the probability generating function GX(z) of X exists. Due to therelation GX(z) = �X(�i ln z) one obtains:GX=�(z) = exp NXj=1 aj0pjT (zlj � 1)� KXk=1 1�2k ln"1 + �2kT NXj=1 ajkpj(1� zlj )#!(5.41)The idea of the nested calculation approach is to �nd the series expansion of GX=�(z)at z = 0, since this expansion has the structureGX=�(z) = 1Xn=0 P [X = n�] zn (5.42)Thus the series expansion of GX=� gives the (discrete) distribution of the credit loss.Before the steps of the nested calculation algorithm are presented, one lemma hasto be introduced, which is important for the algorithm.Lemma 5.7 Let the following the power series converge for jzj < � with � > 0:M(z) := 1Xj=0 mjzj (5.43)C(z) := 1Xj=0 �jzj (5.44)Let further hold M(z) = exp(C(z)) for all jzj < �. Then holds:m0 = exp(�0) (5.45)mn = nXk=1 knmn�k�k n = 1; 2; : : : (5.46)And the inverse relations are given by�0 = ln(m0) (5.47)�n = 1m0  mn � n�1Xk=1 knmn�k�k! (5.48)Proof:The relation m0 = exp(�0) follows directly from M(0) = exp(C(0)). For all n holds:M (n)(0) = n!mn and C(n)(0) = n! �n (5.49)



CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK 105On the other hand, for n � 1 one obtains:Mn(z) = dndzn exp(C(z)) = � ddz�n�1M(z) � C 0(z) (5.50)By the product rule of Leibniz one obtains:Mn(z) = n�1Xk=0 �n� 1k �M(z)(n�1�k)(z)C(1+k)(z) (5.51)Evaluation at z = 0 yields the second assertion, since the faculties cancel out. Theinverse relations are just the inverse of the �rst two equations.Remark 5.8 This lemma also proves the well{known relation between momentsand cumulants. Let X be a random variable such that all moments exist and let themoments ful�ll the Carleman condition. Then the moment generating function andthe cumulant generating function are analytical at z = 0 and their series expansionsare given byMX(z) = 1 + 1Xn=1 mnn! zn and CX(z) = 1Xn=1 �nn! zn (5.52)where mn denotes the nth moment and �n the nth cumulant. Due to the generalrelation MX(z) = exp(CX(z)) one may apply the previous lemma and obtains:mn = nXj=1 �n� 1j � 1�mn�j�j (5.53)The Nested Calculation AlgorithmThe algorithm aims to determine a series expansion. For the algorithmic implemen-tation one has to �x a number M , which is the number of coeÆcients to determine.So the relations P (z) = exp(Q(z)) or Q(z) = ln(P (z)) between two polynomials Pand Q are valid up to terms of order O(zM ). In applications, a conservative upperbound forM is given by the biggest possible loss measured in basic loss units, henceM =PNj=1 lj. If one is only interested in the losses up to a certain quantile q, thereis also the possibility for an adaptive choice of M5. The algorithm consists of foursteps, which are shortly presented and analyzed:1. Step: First de�ne polynomials P1;k(z) byP1;k(z) := 1� �2k NXj=1 ajkpjT (zlj � 1) (5.54)P1;k(z) is a polynomial and its computation costs O(KN) operations. Notethat the z0 coeÆcient is larger then 1 and that all other coeÆcients are less orequal than zero, since lj � 1.5Therefore �rst choose M = 1, perform the 4 steps and store the intermediate results, thenincrease M by 1 and perform the 4 steps again until M�1Pn=0 P [X = n�] > q



106 CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK2. Step: Compute P2;k(z) = ln(P1;k(z)) using lemma 5.7. The corresponding equa-tions for the coeÆcients are�0 = ln(m0) (5.55)�n = 1m0  mn � n�1Xj=1 �jn��jmn�j!) (5.56)The post{condition of the �rst step states m0 � 1 and mn < 0 for n > 0and hence one obtains the inequalities �0 > 0 and �n � 0 for n > 0. Thiscomputation is numerical stable, because in equation (5.56) only non{positivevalues are added up and so there is no cancelling e�ect in the numerics. Thenumber of operations one needs to perform this step is given by O(KM2).3. Step: Determine P3(z) := NXj=1 aj0pjT (zlj � 1)� KXk=1 1�2kP2;k(z) (5.57)Now the term which describes the idiosyncratic risk is added to the negativesum of polynomials computed in the second step. Let �n denote the zn coeÆ-cients of P3(z) now, then one obtains the inequalities �0 < 0 and �n � 0. Notethat only summations of numbers with the same sign have to be computedand hence no canceling e�ects occur. The computational e�ort of this step isgiven by O(N +KM).4. Step: At last, determine the polynomial expression for GX(z) = exp(P3(z))using lemma 5.7. Let mn denote now the coeÆcients in the power series forGX(z), which can be obtained by the relationsm0 = exp(�0) (5.58)mn = nXk=1 knmn�k�k (5.59)Since �0 � 0 and �n � 0 of all n > 0, one easily obtains that m0 � 0,and that mn can be computed by a sum of positive numbers, which is againnumerical stable. For the computation of this last step one has to performO(M2) operations.Recall that the mn from step 4 are the result of the whole computation, sincemn = P [X = n�]. The analysis of each step of this algorithm shows, that there isnever a summation of two numbers with opposite sign. Hence the algorithm is nu-merical stable, but the stability of this algorithm is closely related with the structureof the probability generating function, hence this algorithm could fail if its idea isapplied on other probability generating functions.The total computational e�ort of this algorithm is given by O(KM2 + KN). Inpractice, especially for homogeneous portfolios, M has to be chosen of order O(N)and hence for large loan portfolios this algorithm is quadratic in the number ofobligors.



CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK 1075.2.2 The Credit Loss Distribution by Fourier InversionAnother technique to obtain the distribution of the credit loss is based on Fourierinversion, which has been studied in chapter 3. Again one obtains a numerical stablealgorithm to determine the whole distribution. The advantage of this approach isthat no arti�cial basic loss unit has to be introduced and that the numerical stabilityof these methods do not depend on a special structure of the characteristic functionand can therefore also be used for generalizations of the CreditRisk+ model. Thereare two algorithms available, one based on theorem 3.25 and the other is based onthe general remarks on the Fast Fourier Transformation stated in section 3.5.Fourier Inversion using Theorem 3.25The theorem 3.25 exactly applies for the situation one is faced with in the contextof the CreditRisk+ model. It can be used to determine the distribution of a real-valued random variable X if the characteristic function and the �rst two momentsare given. For an eÆcient use of that theorem it is necessary to �nd an approximativedistribution with the same mean and variance.The approximative distribution must have three moments and the �rst two momentshave to be adjusted to the expectation and the variance of the credit loss X, whichare given by lemma 5.6. Since X is a non-negative random variable, the compara-tive distribution shall live on R+ . Examples of such distributions are the lognormaldistribution or the gamma distribution and their generalizations.In [16] the limit of a large loan portfolio is studied. It turned out, that the limitdistribution is of the credit loss X in CreditRisk+ is the gamma distribution. Sincethe number of obligors is usually high, an approximation by the gamma distributionis reasonable. Additionally, all expressions which occur in the application of theGamma distribution in theorem 3.25 can be expressed by closed form solutions.Therefore the approximation of X by the Gamma distribution is recommended.Since the expectation and the variance of the credit loss X are known by lemma 5.6,the parameters � and a of the Gamma distribution with the same �rst two momentscan be determined by� = E[X]Var[X] a = E[X]2Var[X] (5.60)Let F (x) denote the distribution function of X and F̂ the integral of the distributionfunction. Then theorem 3.25 yields the equationF̂ (x) = xP (a; �x)� a�P (a+ 1; �x)� 12� 1Z�1 e�isx�X(s)� �a(��is)as2 ds (5.61)where � denotes the Gamma function and P denotes the incomplete gamma function(see e.g. [1, 68]). Due to the special choice of � and a, the integrand is zero for s! 0.Hence the integral is well de�ned and converges, because the integrand decays withs�2 as s ! �1. In opposite to the FFT method, this integral may be evaluatedby any integration method and hence one is independent of a certain integrationalgorithm. So there is the advantage that one can use more sophisticated integration



108 CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISKtools which may have a better rate of convergence. Hence the computation time willbe reduced if the integration algorithm requires a smaller number of sample points.The function F̂ is continuous and so the numerical valuation of F̂ will be stable. Toobtain the distribution function of X, di�erentiate F̂ (x) with respect to x.Remark 5.9 Of course, one can also use other densities for the approximation thanthe Gamma distribution. But since X � 0 by de�nition, one should concentrate ondistributions on R+ . So the lognormal distribution or the generalized gamma distri-bution (without shift and �tted to the �rst three moments) will also work, but thehandling of these distributions is more expensive. The advantage in using such dis-tribution could be, that the valuation of the Fourier integral becomes more accurate,or faster if a smaller number of sample points suÆces.Fourier Inversion by FFTAlthough the credit loss is a discrete random variable, it is obvious that there is anapproximative density for this distribution if the number of obligors is large. Thisdensity can be determined using the FFT algorithm.The loss of a loan portfolio lies naturally between 0, the case that no obligor defaults,and PNj=1 Lj, which correspond to the worst case that all obligors default. Hencethe density f lives on [0;PNj=1 Lj]. Let S be the number of sample points, then thedistances between two adjacent sampling points are given by:�x = 1S � 1 NXj=1 Lj and �s = 2�S�x (5.62)The choice of S depends on the accuracy one needs for further computations usingthe density. If g is a smooth function, more precisely if the �rst derivative of g isbounded, the error of the expectation of g(X) is of order �x:�����E[g(X)]� S�1Xk=0 g(k�x)f(k�x)����� = O(�x) (5.63)In practice, S will be taken as a power of 2, hence S = 2n and typical values for nlie round about 10. If a proper value of S has been chosen, one has to evaluate thecharacteristic function at sj = (j � S2 )�s, since these values are the input for theFFT algorithm.The formula (5.26) is numerical more stable than the representation (5.25), sinceone has to evaluate a sum of complex numbers, each with negative real part insteadof a product of complex numbers. As it is shown in 3.5, the Fourier inversion of thisfunction using the FFT algorithm yields the density of X.In order to save computation time, one should recall that �X(�s) = �X(s). The ef-fort to compute the characteristic function at all sample points is given by O(SNK)and the Fourier inversion by FFT costs O(S lnS) operations. So the overall compu-tation time is given byComputational E�ort = O(SKN + S lnS) (5.64)Hence for large loan portfolios this Fourier inversion method is faster then the nestedcalculation approach.



CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK 1095.3 Lognormal or other Sector VariablesIn the CreditRisk+ model the sector variables Rk are assumed to be independentgamma distributed. The reason for this assumption is based on the simple calcu-lations resulting from this supposition and not on statistical evidence. Hence onemay suggest another distribution for the sector variables and one suggestion is touse dependent lognormal sectors. The advantage of this choice is, that the depen-dence of the sectors can easily be described by a correlation matrix. To estimatethese correlations one can use as a �rst approximation the correlations between thecorresponding asset indices. On the other hand, the characteristic function of thecredit loss can not be obtained by a closed form solution any more, but it can benumerically computed by a Monte Carlo method.To show, that the changeover from the Gamma distribution to the lognormal distri-bution has no dramatic impact on the distribution, the case of independent lognor-mal sector variables is shortly discussed. In this case, the di�erence between thismodel and the CreditRisk+ model is rather small, because the gamma distributionand the lognormal distribution each with mean 1 and variance �2 look quite similar.It will be shown in 5.3.2, that the expectation and the variance of the credit loss arealso equal in this situation.
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Figure 1: The lognormal den-sity (solid) and the density ofthe gamma distribution (dashed);Both with mean 1 and � = 0:3. 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
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Figure 2: The lognormal den-sity (solid) and the density ofthe gamma distribution (dashed);Both with mean 1 and � = 0:5.However, the computations in this section are valid for any jointly distributed sectorvariables Rk { as long as all pairwise covariances exist. The basic idea is to integratein the space of the characteristic functions by Monte Carlo and to perform a Fourierinversion afterwards. A related numerical treatment is also suggested in [59] andMerino and Nyfeler illustrate there the numerical stability of such an approachexemplarily.5.3.1 Introduction of the ModelThis model is similar to the CreditRisk+ model presented in section 5.1, but nowthe sector variables are dependent distributed, such that Cov[Rk; Rl] exists andE[Rk] = 1 holds. Since the other ingredients of the model are unchanged, one caninherit the characteristic function of the credit losses conditioned on R, see (5.20):�XjR(s) = exp NXj=1 pjT  aj0 + KXk=1 ajkRk! (eiLjs � 1)! (5.65)



110 CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISKIn order to obtain the characteristic function of the credit loss X one has to takethe expectation over R. One approach to solve this problem is to use a Monte Carlomethod to compute the characteristic function of X. But before the Monte Carloapproach is studied, the mean and the variance of X under dependent sector varia-bles will be determined. Since there is no closed form solution for the characteristicfunction �X(s) one has to change the way to get the moments: Invert the order ofdi�erentiation and integration.5.3.2 The First Moments of the Credit LossTheorem 5.10 The �rst two moments of X are given by:E[X] = T NXj=1 pjLj (5.66)E[X2] = T NXj=1 pj(Lj)2 + T 2 " NXj=1 pjLj#2+T 2 NXj;n=1 pjLjpnLn KXk;l=1 ajkanl Cov[Rk; Rl] (5.67)Var[X] = T NXj=1 pj(Lj)2 + T 2 NXj;n=1 pjLjpnLn KXk;l=1ajkanl Cov[Rk; Rl] (5.68)Proof:In general holds: �X(s) = E[�XjR(s)] (5.69)To determine the nth moment one needs to compute:E[Xn] = lims!0 1in dndsnE[�XjR(s)] (5.70)In fact, there are three limits in this expression: the expectation (integration), adi�erentiation and the valuation at one point. From (5.65) it is clear, that �XjR(s)is analytical and that it may written as a power series in s. Since power seriesconverge on a compact interval uniformly, the exchange of the limits is allowed:E[Xn] = E[lims!0 1in dndsn�XjR(s)] (5.71)The �rst two derivatives of �XjR(s) are�0XjR(s) = �XjR(s) � NXj=1 pjT  aj0 + KXk=1 ajkRk! eiLjs(iLj) (5.72)�00XjR(s) = �XjR(s) � NXj=1 pjT  aj0 + KXk=1 ajkRk! eiLjs(iLj)2 (5.73)+�XjR(s) � " NXj=1 pjT  aj0 + KXk=1 ajkRk! eiLjs(iLj)#2 (5.74)



CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK 111Valuation at s = 0 yields:1i�0XjR(0) = T NXj=1 pjLj(aj0 + KXk=1 ajkRk) (5.75)1i2�00XjR(0) = T NXj=1 pj(Lj)2(aj0 + KXk=1 ajkRk) + "T NXj=1 pjLj(aj0 + KXk=1 ajkRk)#2(5.76)Take the expectation over R and recall that E[Rk] = 1. To simplify the expressions,the relation aj0 + KPk=1 ajk = 1 has been used:E[X] = T NXj=1 pjLj (5.77)E[X2] = T NXj=1 pj(Lj)2 + T 2 " NXj=1 pjLj#2+T 2 NXj;n=1 pjLjpnLn KXk;l=1 ajkanl Cov[Rk; Rl] (5.78)
Remark 5.11 Note that in the case of uncorrelated sector variables the �rst twomoments are identical to the moments in the CreditRisk+ model, since the varianceof the random variables Rk is given by �2k = Cov[Rk; Rk].5.3.3 The Characteristic Function by a Monte CarloApproachFrom equation (5.65) the characteristic function of X conditioned on R is knownand hence the characteristic function of X can be written as an expectation:�X(s) = E[�XjR(s)] (5.79)= e NPj=1 pjTaj0(eiLjs�1)!E"exp KXk=1 Rk NXj=1 Tpjajk(eiLjs � 1)!# (5.80)= exp (�0(s)) E"exp KXk=1 Rk�k(s)!# where (5.81)�k(s) := NXj=1 Tpjajk(eiLjs � 1) for k = 0; : : :K (5.82)First one has to decide, for which s one wants to compute the characteristic function�X(s) and S denotes the number of sample points. Since the functions �k(s) are



112 CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISKdeterministic functions, this functions can be valuated before starting the MonteCarlo loop for each regarded s. The advantage of this organisation of the MonteCarlo procedure is, that each diced tuple of R can be used for each s to compute theexpectation, hence the computation time for generation of the random numbers isindependent of S. In the case that Rk are dependent lognormal distributed, the e�ortto dice one sample is given by O(K2), however, the same e�ort will mostly hold forother multivariate distributions. If M is the number of Monte Carlo iterations, thecomputational e�ort of this method is given by:O(KNS)| {z }Computing �k+O(MK2)| {z }Dicing Rk + O(MSK)| {z }Valuation of the Monte Carlo sum (5.83)Note, that in practice N and M are larger than K;S and that the computationale�ort does not contain a term NM . So the e�ort of this Monte Carlo method istolerable, in contrast to a direct simulation. A direct Monte Carlo approach onthe model for X would e�ort for each Monte Carlo simulation �rst to sample thesector variables R, then compute the default intensities and sample the time ofdefault of each obligor. Hence the direct simulation approach is not feasible due toa computational e�ort of O(KMN).The proposed algorithm admits two possibilities for parallel computing. The �rstpossibility is the usual Monte Carlo parallelism of valuating the expression parallelfor several diced random numbers. Second, one can also compute the expression foreach s independently for a �xed dice of random numbers R. Since one is interested inan expectation and not in the simulation of a stochastic process, it may be favourableto use Quasi-Monte-Carlo, due to a potentially much better convergence.Since the �rst two moments of X are known and a numerical algorithm to obtainthe characteristic function of X is established, one can compute the distribution ofX by one of the Fourier inversion techniques presented in section 5.2.2.5.4 A Time{continuous ModelIn the previous models the distribution of the loss for a �xed date T was studied. Inthis part, a model is introduced, which allows the credit risk analysis in continuoustime. This model is abutted to the model with dependent sector variables; but todescribe the sectors continuous time processes are involved rather than discreterandom variables.5.4.1 Introduction of the ModelLet us �x a time horizon T1 > 1 and introduce K sector processes Rkt on t 2 [0; T1]which are assumed to be geometric Brownian motions with:Rk0 = 1 (5.84)E[Rkt ] = 1 (5.85)Cov[lnRkt ; lnRlt] = Cklt (5.86)



CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK 113As before, consider sector aÆliations ajk, such that the following relations hold:ajk � 0 8 j = 1; : : : ; N ; k = 0; : : : ; K (5.87)KXk=0 ajk = 1 8 j = 1; : : : ; N (5.88)Again there is a rating parameter pj for each obligor, which is the probability thatthe jth obligor defaults within one year and it is assumed that pj is rather small.For the interpretation of pj as the annual default probability, the proof of lemma 5.2holds. In contrast to the previous models, the default intensity becomes a stochasticprocess now: �jt := pj  aj0 + KXk=1 ajkRkt! =: pj~�jt (5.89)The default event of the jth obligor is denoted by T j and T j is exponentially dis-tributed with the intensity process �jt . Also the processes Ijt are introduced:Ijt := � 0 if t < T j1 if t � T j (5.90)Conditioned on R, these processes are independent from the sector processes andP [T j < t] = P [It = 1] = 1� exp0@� tZ0 �sds1A (5.91)If the jth obligor defaults, the loss due to this default is given by Lj and hence theprocess of cumulated defaults is given byXt := NXj=1 LjIjt (5.92)Remark 5.12 (Default indicator and Poisson process) Let Yt be a Poissonprocess with time dependent default intensity �t � 0, that is a process with rightcontinuous paths and existing left limits such that for all t > s � 0 holds:Y0 = 0 (5.93)Yt � Ys 2 N (5.94)P [Yt � Ys = n] = 1n! 0@ tZs �udu1An � exp0@� tZs �udu1A (5.95)Yt � Ys is independent of Y[0;s] (5.96)Then the following relation holds for the default indicator processIt = � 0 if Yt = 01 if Yt > 0 (5.97)



114 CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK5.4.2 The Characteristic Function by Monte CarloLetRt be the natural �ltration induced by the processes Rk. If one de�nes the sectorvariables in section 5.3 to be 1t R t0 Rk� d� , one obtains the characteristic function ofXt conditioned on Rt:�XtjR(s) = exp0@ NXj=1(eiLjs � 1)pj(aj0t + KXk=1 ajk tZ0 Rk�d�)1A (5.98)Since the sector processes Rkt are not independent, the expectation to get the cha-racteristic function �Xt(s) can be valuated by Monte Carlo only:�Xt(s) = E[�XtjR(s)] (5.99)= exp NXj=1(eiLjs � 1)pjaj0t!E24exp0@ KXk=1 NXj=1(eiLjs � 1)pjajk tZ0 Rk�d�1A35= exp(�0(s)t) E24exp0@ KXk=1 �k(s) tZ0 Rk�d�1A35 where (5.100)�k(s) := NXj=1(eiLjs � 1)pjajk for k = 0; : : :K (5.101)Let S be the set of values of s for which one wants to valuate the characteristicfunction. Then it is possible to compute the expressions �k(s) s 2 S before startingthe Monte Carlo procedure. For each Monte Carlo iteration one has to sample therandom numbers Ik � tZ0 Rk�d� (5.102)with dependent geometric Brownian motions Rk� . Using one draw of Ik one computesKPk=1 exp(�k(s)Ik) for each s 2 S and the total cost of this Monte Carlo method iscomparable with the method in section 5.3.3. There is only a larger e�ort in dicing Ik,since one has to sample paths and to integrate them instead of dicing one lognormalrandom number, but the asymptotic costs are again given by (5.83).Remark 5.13 To sample Ik one can proceed as follows. Let B be the Cholesky de-composition of the log{covariance matrix C and W lt independent Brownian motions.Then Rkt is given by Rkt = exp KXl=1 BklW lt � 12Ckkt! (5.103)To compute the integral one divides the interval [0; t] into D intervals of equal lengthand computes the integral by the approximationIk � t2D DXj=1(Rk(j�1)tD +RkjtD ) (5.104)



CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK 115There is a lot of literature on the properties of the integral of the geometric Brownianmotion, see for example [28, 29, 36, 85].In order to obtain the distribution of X one can use the Fourier inversion techniquespresented in section 5.2.2. Usually one would use the FFT based method in thiscontext, since then the set S is clearly given by the discretization of the characteristicfunction. To use the Fourier inversion method based on theorem 3.25 one needs toknow the �rst two moments of X, which will be computed now to round o� thediscussion.5.4.3 Expectation and Variance of the Credit Loss ProcessLemma 5.14 Let Rkt and Rlt be two geometric Brownian motions such that(lnRkt + 12Ckkt) and (lnRlt + 12Cllt) are normal distributed with mean 0 and cova-riance Cklt. Then holds:E[24 tZ0 Rk�d�35 = t (5.105)E24 tZ0 Rk�d� tZ0 Rl�d�35 = 2(Ckl)2 �eCklt � 1� Cklt� (5.106)Proof:To prove the �rst equation, one only has to use Fubini's theorem. For the secondstatement, let � � �:E[Rk�Rl�] = E[Rk�Rl� Rl�Rl� ] = E[Rk�Rl� ] = exp(Ckl�) (5.107)Hence, E24 tZ0 Rk�d� tZ0 Rl�d�35 = tZ0 d� tZ0 d�E �Rk�Rl�� (5.108)= 2 tZ0 d� tZ� d�eCkl� = 2 tZ0 d�eCkl� (t� �) (5.109)= 2(Ckl)2 �eCklt � 1� Cklt� (5.110)This lemma and theorem 5.10 prove theTheorem 5.15 The expectation and variance of Xt are given byE[Xt] = t NXj=1 pjLj (5.111)Var[Xt] = t NXj=1 pj(Lj)2 + NXj;n=1 pjLjpnLn KXk;l=1 ajkanl �2(eCklt � 1� Cklt)(Ckl)2 � t2�(5.112)



116 CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK5.5 Combining Market Risk and Credit RiskUp to now only credit risk has been analyzed in this paper. In this section theprevious model will be extended in such a way, that it incorporates market risk.The idea of the approach presented here di�ers from other models, which combinemarket and credit risk (see e.g. [27]). It starts from the CreditRisk+ model which iswiden in such a way, that when there is no credit risk one obtains the well knownDelta normal approach to assess market risk.Whenever one talks about market risk, there is a portfolio depending on market riskfactors and one has the possibility to evaluate a portfolio for a given state of thesefactors. Here a model of a portfolio which combines market risk and credit risk isintroduced. Finally, the computation of the pro�t and loss distribution ( P&L ) ofthis portfolio is aspired and an approximative solution of this task can be given.In addition to the assumption that default probabilities are small, it is also assumed{ according to the Delta normal model { that the e�ect of the (normal distribu-ted) market uctuations may be linearized. An algorithm to compute the P&Lis presented which is based on these assumptions. The computational e�ort of thisalgorithm is tolerable for a medium number of obligors and the Monte Carlo part isindependent of the number of market risk factors.5.5.1 A Portfolio with Market Risk and Credit RiskThe credit risk driving factors are the default indicators Ijt and the sector processesRkt of the credit risk model presented in section 5.4. Due to changes of the sectorprocesses Rkt , the obligors default intensities alter and this e�ects the probability ofdefault of each obligor. In fact, this is the so{called spread risk, which is modelledby the sector processes in this way.Additional to the sector variables, there are market risk factors M lt , l = 1; : : : ; ~K.Examples of market risk factors are returns of stock prices, foreign exchange ratesor interest rates. Let M lt are dependent Brownian motions with drift 0 and di�erentvolatilities. To describe the dependencies between Rkt and M lt a covariance matrixC of the following structure is introduced:C = � C1 C2>C2 C3 � (5.113)C1 is a K � K matrix, C3 is a ~K � ~K matrix and C2 is a ~K �K matrix and theentries of these matrices are given byC1kl = 1tCov(lnRkt ; lnRlt) (5.114)C2kl = 1tCov(Mkt ; lnRlt) (5.115)C3kl = 1tCov(Mkt ;M lt) (5.116)Let N j(Mt; t) denote the nominal amount of the jth obligor at time t, discountedby the risk free interest rate. For simplicity, let us assume that there is only oneand �xed settlement date T j for each obligor. The probability, that the jth obligor



CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK 117survives up to T j under the condition that no default has occured up to time t isgiven by P [IjT j = 0jIjt = 0]. These are functions of the state of the sector processes:qj(r; t) := P [IjT j = 0jRt = r ^ Ijt = 0] (5.117)= E24exp0@�pj T jZt (aj0 + KXk=1 ajkRk� )d�1A������Rkt = rk35 (5.118)Since any claim fraught with credit risk is discounted by this probability, the valueprocess of the portfolio can be written:Vt = NXj=1 N j(Mt; t)qj(Rt; t)(1� Ijt ) (5.119)5.5.2 Obtaining an Approximative Pro�t and LossDistributionBesides the assumption that pj is small, also the following linearization is used:Assumption 5.16 (Delta Approach) Let us assume, that the nominal functionsmay be approximated by linear functions:N j(Mt; t) � N j(M0; 0) + @N j@t (M0; 0)t+ @N j@Mt (M0; 0) �Mt (5.120)=: 0N j (t)+ �N j �Mt (5.121)Using this assumption, the value process is given by:Vt = NXj=1( 0N j (t)+ �N j �Mt) qj(Rt; t) (1� Ijt ) (5.122)In the next step the dependence between Mt and Rt will be analyzed. Let B be theCholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix C, with the structure:C = � C1 C2>C2 C3 � = � B1 0B2 B3 �� B1 0B2 B3 �> = BB> (5.123)Then the usual method to sample lnRt and Mt is to choose two vectors W 1t ;W 2t ofindependent Brownian motions and to use the transformation� lnRkt + 12CkktMt � = � B1 0B2 B3 �� W 1tW 2t � (5.124)Hence the state of the sector process is given byRkt = exp�(B1W 1t )k � 12C1kkt� (5.125)



118 CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISKand Mt can be expressed by Mt = B2W 1t +B3W 2t (5.126)Hence, the portfolio has the representationVt = NXj=1 qj(Rt; t)(1� Ijt ) 0N j (t) +B2> �N j �W 1t +B3> �N j �W 2t ! (5.127)The P&L may be determined by Fourier inversion of the characteristic function ofVt. A �rst step to compute the characteristic function is to determine the characte-ristic function conditioned on the state of Rt and It:�Vtj(Rt;It)(s) = E[eisVtjRt; It] (5.128)= exp is NXj=1 qj(Rt; t)(1� Ijt )( 0N j (t)+ �N j �B2W 1t )!�exp0@�12s2 ���������� NXj=1 qj(Rt; t)(1� Ijt )B3> �N j����������2 t1A (5.129)As in the whole paper, the default probability for each obligor is assumed to berather small. Hence by lemma 5.5 one may approximate:qj(r; t) � exp �pj(T j � t)(aj0 + KXk=1 ajkrk)! (5.130)The characteristic function of Vt can now be evaluated by a Monte Carlo methodusing the representation �Vt(s) = E ��Vtj(Rt;It)(s)� (5.131)For one Monte Carlo sample one has to sample the pathsW 1t of independent Browni-an motions. By equation (5.125) one can determine Rkt and then by equation (5.130)one obtains qj(Rt; t). Then for each obligor, one has to sample the binary randomvariableIjt = 8>><>>: 0 with probability 1� exp��pj tR0 (aj0 + KPk=1 ajkRk� )d��1 with probability exp��pj tR0 (aj0 + KPk=1 ajkRk� )d�� (5.132)Of course, with one sample of It and Rt one can evaluate the expression under theexpectation for several s. If one proceeds so, the numerical e�ort of this method isobviously of order O(M � (K + N + N � K + S)) where M denotes the number ofMonte Carlo valuations and S is the number of sample points of �Vt(s). Hence thismethod can be used in practice if the number of obligors is not too big; but sincethe e�ort is independent of the number of market risk factors ~K, this approach canbe applied even for large ~K. In order to obtain the density of the portfolios pro�tand loss distribution one can use the Fourier inversion technique based on the FastFourier Transformation described in sections 3.5 and 5.2.2.



CHAPTER 5. CREDITRISK+ AND AN EXTENSION TO MARKET RISK 1195.6 Conclusion andProspects on further ResearchThe CreditRisk+ model has been presented in terms of characteristic functions in-stead of the usual approach by probability generating functions. One advantage ofthis description is, that no basic loss unit has to be introduced, since the properchoice of the basic loss unit may be critical, if the loss given defaults have di�erentorders of magnitude.There are two approaches to determine the credit loss distribution. One method isthe new recursion scheme nested calculation proposed by Giese [38]. Now a proofof the numerical stability of this algorithm has been established. But one has tointroduce a basic loss unit, since this method is based on the probability generatingfunction. Another approach is the Fourier inversion of the characteristic functionbased on the general results concerning the Fourier inversion of characteristic func-tions presented in chapter 3. These general techniques can successfully be applied inthe context of CreditRisk+. The Fourier inversion method to obtain the distributionof the credit loss is also numerical stable and it is faster than the nested calculationscheme for portfolios with a large number of obligors.All computations in the context of the CreditRisk+ model or its generalizations baseon the assumption, that the default probability of each obligors is small. In practice,there are less credit{worthy obligors and hence a generalization of CreditRisk+ fornon{investment grade obligors is a challenging task for future research.The presented generalization of the CreditRisk+ model combines market and creditrisk. In the special case, that there is only one obligor who never defaults, the pre-vious analysis of the P&L distribution gives the so{called \Delta normal" approach,which is the most simple and well known idea to deal with market risk alone. Inthe case, that there is no market risk, the model conforms with the credit risk mo-del presented in section 5.4. This underlines that the presented model is a naturalgeneralization to describe market risk and credit risk.In order to �nd other and more general models which combine market risk andcredit risk it is necessary to �nd other credit risk models which allow the handlingof a stochastic loss given default. The �rst approach is to assume, that the sec-tor variables and the loss given defaults are independent, as it is discussed in theremark on independent random loss given defaults in section 5.1.2. This approachhas been analyzed by B�urgisser, Kurth and Wagner [16]. They also give a remarkhow to overcome this assumption, but a deeper analysis remains to be done. In [27]another approach is presented to model market and credit risk. DuÆe and Pan splitthe portfolio into a value component and a default component and they treat eachcomponent separately.But for applications in risk management it seems to be necessary to model depen-dencies between the sectors and the loss given default. For example, assume thatyou hold put options on the stock of a bank which are sold by this bank. In thecase of default of this bank the stock will fall, but your (theoretical) win on theputs is worthless since the bank is unable to pay them out. The model presented insection 5.5 provides a �rst approach to deal with such situations, which may be abasis for further research on more realistic but still eÆcient methods.
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Appendix AProperties of common continuousDistributionsThe basic properties of some common distributions are recalled for the convenienceof the reader. This appendix covers the distributions which are relevant for thepresent work. There are lots of distributions which are surely also common, butwhich are not used in the previous chapters and which are therefore not collectedhere. Since the presented results are well{known, the proofs are omitted and can befound in several textbooks.The properties analyzed for a random variableX, which is usually de�ned by its den-sity �(x), are its expectation E[X], its variance Var[X] and its skewness Skew[X].Also the higher moments E[Xn] and the absolute moments E[ jXjn ] are studied. Thedistribution function P [X � x0] and the characteristic function �X(s) are also given.If some expressions have no closed solution or became to ugly, their presentation hasbeen omitted.An algorithm to sample a random variable according to each distribution is given.These algorithms assume, that one can sample the uniform distribution on [0; 1] oron another closed interval. Some of these algorithms use the sampling of anotherdistribution than the uniform, but then one can �nd an algorithm to sample thisother distribution also in this appendix.A.1 The normal distribution N(�; �2)De�nition A.1 The standard normal density and its distribution function are de-�ned by: n(x) := 1p2�e� 12x2 (A.1)N (x) := xZ�1 n(t)dt (A.2)De�nition A.2 The density of the normal distribution is given by�N(�;�2)(x) := 1p2��2 e� (x��)22�2 = 1�n(x� �� ) � > 0 (A.3)122



APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONS 123A random number X with this density is called N(�; �2) distributed and the para-meters � and � have a clear interpretation:Lemma A.3 Let X be a N(�; �2) distributed random number. Then holds:E[X] = � (A.4)Var[X] = �2 (A.5)Skew[X] = E[�X � �� �3] = 0 (A.6)E[X2] = �2 + �2 (A.7)E[(X � �)n] = � (n� 1)!! �n if n even10 if n odd (A.8)E[ jX � �jn ] = p2np� �(n+ 12 )�n (A.9)P [X � x0] = N (x0 � �� ) (A.10)Ĝ(x) := xZ�1 N (y � �� )dy = (x� �)N (x� �� ) + �p2�e� (x��)22�2 (A.11)�X(s) = exp�i�s� �2s22 � (A.12)�X2(s) = 1p1� 2�2is exp�i�2s+ �2�2s22(1� 2�2is)� (A.13)In the last equation the square root has to be taken such, that <p1� 2�2is > 0.Hence �X2(s) is continuous with �X2(0) = 1.Lemma A.4 Let X1 � N(�1; �21) and X2 � N(�2; �22) be independent. Then holds(X1 +X2) � N(�1 + �2 ; �21 + �22) (A.14)Lemma A.5 Let U1 and U2 be independent uniform distributed on [-1,1] and suchthat U21 + U22 � 1. ThenX1 := U1s�2ln(U21 + U22 )U21 + U22 and X2 := U2s�2ln(U21 + U22 )U21 + U22 (A.15)are independent N(0; 1) distributed. If X is N(0; 1) distributed, thenY := �+ �X (A.16)is N(�; �2) distributed.1!! denotes the double factorial with (�1)!! = 1!! = 1 and (2n+ 1)!! = (2n+ 1) � (2n� 1)!!.



124 APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONSA.2 The lognormal distribution Ln(�; �2)De�nition A.6 A non{negative random variable X is lognormal distributed, insigns X � Ln(�; �2), if its density is given by:�Ln(�;�)(x;�; �2) := 1p2��2 1x exp��(ln(x)� �)22�2 � x; � > 0 (A.17)The name of the lognormal distribution is based on the fact, that the logarithm ofa lognormal distribution is normal distributed:Lemma A.7 Let X be Ln(�; �2) distributed. Then the following statements hold:ln(X) � N(�; �2) (A.18)E[X] = exp��+ �22 � (A.19)Var[X] = e2�+2�2 � e2�+�2 (A.20)E[Xn] = exp�n�+ n2�22 � (A.21)P [X � x0] = N � ln(x0)� �� � (A.22)There is no closed form solution for the characteristic function E[eisX ], which isin�nitely often di�erentiable but not analytical at s = 0.Lemma A.8 Let N be a normal distributed random number with mean � and va-riance �2. Then the variable X := exp(N) (A.23)is Ln(�; �) distributed.A.3 The Chi{square distributionA.3.1 The central �2 distribution �2(f)De�nition A.9 A non{negative random variable X is called chi{square distributedwith f > 0 degrees of freedom, X � �2(f), if its density is given by��2(f)(x) := x f2�12 f2�(f2 )e�x2 x � 0 (A.24)Some properties of this distribution are listed below.



APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONS 125Lemma A.10 Let X be �2(f) distributed. Then holds:E[X] = f (A.25)Var[X] = 2f (A.26)Skew[X] = 2p2pf (A.27)E[Xn] = 2n�(f2 + n)�(f2 ) = n�1Yj=0(f + 2j) (A.28)P [X � x0] = P (f2 ; x02 ) (A.29)E[e��X ] = 1p1 + 2�f <� > �12 (A.30)��2(f)(s) = 1p1� 2isf (A.31)P (a; x) denotes the incomplete gamma function. This notation agrees with the no-tation in [1, 68] where numerical algorithms and some properties of P can be found.The square root in the expression for the characteristic function has to be taken such,that <p1� 2is > 0 holds.Lemma A.11 Let Ni, i = 1; : : : ; f be independent standard normal distributed,hence Ni � N(0; 1) and de�ne X := fXi=1 N2i (A.32)Then X is �2(f) distributed.Using this lemma, one can easily simulate �2(f) distributed random numbers. Notethat �2(2) is an exponential distribution with intensity 12 (see A.5). Based on thisidea, the next lemma provides a more eÆcient way to generate �2 distributed randomnumbers with an even degree of freedom:Lemma A.12 Let f = 2k with k 2 N. Let Ui with i = 1; : : : k be independentrandom numbers, uniform distributed on ]0; 1]. Then�2 kXi=1 ln(Ui) (A.33)is a �2(f) distributed random number.A.3.2 The non{central �2 distribution �2(f; �)De�nition A.13 Let Nj with j = 1; : : : f be independent standard normal randomvariables and de�ne X by X := fXj=1(Nj + �j)2 (A.34)



126 APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONSThe distribution of X is the non{central �2 distribution, X � �2(f; �) where fdenotes the degrees of freedom and the non{centrality parameter � � 0 is de�ned by� := fXj=1 �2j (A.35)Obviously, the non{central �2 distribution is a generalization of the central �2 dis-tribution and the relation �2(f) = �2(f; 0) holds. The de�nition of �2(f; �) providesa method to sample random numbers with this distribution; the main properties arelisted in the next lemma.Lemma A.14 Let X � �2(f; �). Then holds:E[X] = f + � (A.36)Var[X] = 2f + 4� (A.37)Skew[X] = f + 3�qf2 + �3 (A.38)��2(f;�)(s) = 1p1� 2isf exp�i�s+ �s22(1� 2is)� (A.39)��2(f;�)(x) = e��2 1Xj=0 (�=2)jj! x f2+j�1e�x22 f2+j�1�(f2 + j) x � 0 (A.40)P [X � x0] = e��2 1Xj=0 (�=2)jj! P �x02 ; f + 2j2 � x0 � 0 (A.41)A.4 The Cauchy distribution C(�; �)De�nition A.15 The density of the Cauchy distribution with location parameter �and scaling parameter � > 0 is given by:�C(�;�)(x) := 1�� � 11 + �x��� �2 (A.42)Lemma A.16 Let X be C(�; �) distributed. Then holds:P [X � x0] = 12 + 1� arctan(x0 � �� ) (A.43)�C(�;�)(s) = ei�s��jsj (A.44)The density is symmetric about � and decays so slowly that the moments of X donot exist and the characteristic function is not di�erentiable at s = 0.This distribution is often used as comparing density to generate random numberswith respect to an other density by the rejection algorithm (see A.6.1). The reasonwhy the Cauchy distribution is quite popular in this context is, that it ful�lls twoessential requirements. First, since the distribution is heavy tailed, a small multipleof the Cauchy distribution will dominate the other distribution. On the other hand,one needs to simulate random numbers with respect to the comparing density, forexample C(�; �) distributed numbers, which can be done easily:



APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONS 127Lemma A.17 Let U be a uniform distributed random number on [0; 1]. ThenX := �+ � tan(�U) (A.45)is C(�; �) distributed.A.5 The exponential distribution E(�)De�nition A.18 The density of the exponential distribution with intensity � > 0is given by �E(�)(x) := �e��x x � 0 (A.46)Lemma A.19 Let X be an exponential distributed random number with intensity�. Then the following relations hold:E[X] = 1� (A.47)Var[X] = 1�2 (A.48)Skew[X] = 2 (A.49)E[Xn] = n!�n (A.50)�X(s) = ��� is (A.51)P [X � T ] = 1� e��T T � 0 (A.52)The next lemma is provides a way to generate E(�) distributed random numbers.Lemma A.20 Let U be a uniform distributed random number on ]0; 1[. Then thevariable X := �1� ln(U) (A.53)is exponentially distributed with intensity �.A.6 The Gamma distribution �(�; a)De�nition A.21 The density of the gamma distribution is given by:��(�;a)(x) := ��(a) (�x)a�1 e��x �; a > 0 x � 0 (A.54)The gamma distribution is a generalization of the exponential distribution, whichwill be obtained for a = 1. For � = 12 the Gamma distribution is a special case ofthe �2 distribution, because �2(f) = �(12 ; f2 ).



128 APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONSLemma A.22 Let X be a �(�; a) distributed. Then holds:E[X] = a� (A.55)Var[X] = a�2 (A.56)Skew[X] = 2pa (A.57)E[Xn] = a � (a + 1) � : : : � (a+ n)�n (A.58)E[e��X ] = �a(�+ �)a (A.59)�X(s) = �a(�� is)a (A.60)P [X < x0] = P (a; �x) x0 � 0 (A.61)Ĝ(x) := xZ0 P (a; �y)dy = xP (a; �x)� a�P (a+ 1; �x) (A.62)P denotes the incomplete gamma function (see A.3.1).Remark A.23 There exists a gamma distribution for any mean � and positivevariance �2, and the corresponding parameters a and � are given bya = �2�2 � = ��2 (A.63)The next lemma helps to generate �(�; a) distributed random numbers:Lemma A.24 Let Y be �(1; a) distributed and de�neX := Y� (A.64)Then X is �(�; a) distributed.Hence, in order to sample �(�; a) distributed random numbers it is enough to providean algorithm to sample �(1; a). To generate such random numbers, one may use theso{called \rejection method". This general method and its application to �(1; a) willbe presented now.A.6.1 The Rejection method and how to sample �(1; a)The rejection method is a general method to sample random numbers with respectto a given density �(x). As precondition, one has to �nd an integrable function g(x)which ful�lls the two conditions:1. It must hold �(x) � g(x) for all x.2. One has to know, how to sample random numbers with respect to the density~g := g(x)R g(x)dx (A.65)



APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONS 129If such a g has been found, the rejection algorithm is quite simple:Algorithm A.25 (Rejection{algorithm)1. Sample a ~g distributed number X.2. Sample (independent) a uniform [0,1] distributed number U .3. If �(X) � Ug(X) then return X, otherwise go to step 1 again.The computation time of this algorithm is given by the product of the time neededto generate one sample of X and U and the average number of loop passages, whichis given by: E �Samples of ~gSamples of �� = Z g(x)dx (A.66)How to simulate �(1; a) for a > 1Due to the second condition on g(x), there are only a few functions used in practice.Quite popular is the choice based on the Cauchy distribution, henceg(x) = c1 + �x��� �2 (A.67)and ~g(x) is given by the density of C(�; �). For the Gamma distribution with � = 1and a > 1 one can set the parameters of the function g to� = a� 1 (A.68)� = p2a� 1 (A.69)c = e1�a(a� 1)(a�1)�(a) (A.70)and then ��(1;a) is dominated by g and one can easily sample Cauchy C(�; �) distri-buted random numbers, see lemma A.17. The average number of iterations is givenby �p2a� 1e1�a(a� 1)a�1=�[a] < �.How to simulate �(1; a) for 0 < a � 1The same idea, but another g can be used to sample �(1; a) with 0 < a � 1. Thedensity ��(a;1) is in this case bounded byg(x) = 1�(a) �� xa�1 if 0 < x < 1e1�x if x � 1 (A.71)Normalization yields: ~g(x) = aa + 1 �� xa�1 if 0 < x < 1e1�x if x � 1 (A.72)



130 APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONSThe distribution function and its inverse are given by~G(x) = � 1(a+1)xa if 0 < x < 11� aa+1e1�x if x � 1 (A.73)~G�1(u) = � ((a+ 1)u) 1a if u � 11+a1� ln �(1� u)a+1a � if u > 11+a (A.74)To sample ~g distributed numbers one only has to apply ~G�1 on uniform [0; 1] dis-tributed random numbers. Hence one can use the rejection algorithm again and inthis case the average number of iterations is given by (a+1)a�(a) � 2.A.6.2 The generalized Gamma distribution �(�; a; x0; �)De�nition A.26 The density of the generalized Gamma distribution �(�; a; x0; �)with �; a; � > 0 and x0 2 R is given by��(�;a;x0;�)(x) := ���(a)[�(x� x0)] a��1e�[�(x�x0)] 1� x � x0 (A.75)The special case �(�; a; x0; 1) is called the shifted Gamma distribution.The following relation to the Gamma distribution shows that the generalized Gammadistribution is in fact a generalization of the Gamma distribution and provides alsoa method to sample �(�; a; x0; �) distributed random numbers.Lemma A.27 Let Y be �(1; a) distributed and de�neX := 1�Y � + x0 (A.76)with �; � > 0. Then X is �(�; a; x0; �) distributed.Obviously, the relation �(�; a; 1; 0) = �(�; a) holds. The main properties of thegeneralized Gamma distribution are:Lemma A.28 Let X be �(�; a; x0; �) distributed. Then holds:E[X] = x0 + �(a+ �)��(a) (A.77)Var[X] = 1�2 ��(a+ 2�)�(a) � �(a+ �)2�(a)2 � (A.78)E[(X � x0)n] = �(a+ n�)�n�(a) (A.79)P [X � x] = P �a; [�(x� x0)] 1�� x � x0 (A.80)There is no closed form solution for the characteristic function in general, in the spe-cial case of the shifted Gamma distribution, hence � = 1, the characteristic functionis given by: ��(�;a;x0 ;1) = �aeisx0(�� is)a (A.81)



APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONS 131A.7 The Student distribution tf(�; �2)De�nition A.29 Let X be a real-valued random variable with the density�tf (�;�2)(x) = 1p�f�2 �(f+12 )�(f2 ) �1 + (x� �)2f �2 �� f+12 (A.82)where �; f > 0. Then X is Student distributed, X � tf(�; �2).Note, that this de�nition incorporates a location parameter � and a scaling parame-ter �. In several textbooks these parameters are not given and that density can beobtained by setting � = 0 and � = 1. The Cauchy distribution is a special case ofthe Student distribution, which is obtained in the case f = 1. The main propertiesof this distribution are listed below.Lemma A.30 Let X be tf(�; �2) distributed. Then holds:E[X] = � if f > 1 (A.83)Var[X] = �2 ff � 2 if f > 2 (A.84)Skew[X] = 0 if f > 3 (A.85)E[(X � �)n] = ( �npfn2p� �( f�n2 )�(n+12 )�( f2 ) if n even0 else if f > n (A.86)E[jX � �jn] = �npfnp� �(f�n2 )�(n+12 )�(f2 ) if f > n (A.87)�X(s) = 2ei�s�(f2 ) �pf�jsj2 � f2 K f2 (pf�jsj) (A.88)where K�(x) denotes the modi�ed Bessel function of the third kind2.Lemma A.31 Let f > 1 and de�ne~� := �r2f �(f2 )�(f�12 ) (A.89)Let N � N(~�; �2) and X � �2(f) where N and X are independent. Then therandom variable T := NpX=f (A.90)is Student distributed, T � tf(�; �2).2This denotation follows [1]. K�(x) is sometimes called the modi�ed Bessel function of thesecond kind. The di�erence in the nomination depends on whether there is a distinction in positiveand negative orders of the modi�ed Bessel function of the �rst kind (into �rst and second kind) ornot.



132 APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONSTo sample tf(�; �2) distributed random numbers for f � 1 one can use either thelast lemma or the rejection algorithm (see A.6.1) with the Cauchy distribution ascomparing distribution:Lemma A.32 Let f � 1, � > 0 and � 2 R. Then holds for all x 2 R:�tf (�;�2)(x) � p� �(f+12 )�(f2 ) �C(�;�pf)(x) (A.91)If one samples tf(�; �2) distributed random variables with f > 1 using the rejectionmethod based on this lemma, the average number of iterations is bounded byp� �(f+12 )�(f2 ) �r�f2 � 1:253pf (A.92)A.8 The multivariate normal distribution Nd(�;�)De�nition A.33 Let � be a d dimensional vector and � a symmetric semi{positived�d matrix. De�ne a d�d matrix A such that � = AA> holds and a d dimensionalvector Y with independent N(0; 1) distributed components. Then the vector X de�nedby X := �+ AY (A.93)is multivariate normal distributed, X � Nd(�;�).For the existence of the Cholesky decompositionAA> of the matrix � and an eÆcientalgorithm to obtain A see chapter 2. This de�nition of the multivariate normal distri-bution provides also an algorithm do sample Nd(�;�) distributed random numbers.The vector � is the mean and the matrix � is the covariance of the distribution:Lemma A.34 Let X � Nd(�;�). Then holds:E[Xk] = �k (A.94)Cov(Xk; Xl) = E[(Xk � �k)(Xl � �l)] = �kl (A.95)Lemma A.35 If the symmetric matrix � is positive, the multivariate normal dis-tribution Nd(�;�) has a density which is given by:�Nd(�;�)(x) = 1p2�d 1pj�j exp��12(x� �)>��1(x� �)� (A.96)Lemma A.36 Let X be Nd(�;AA>) distributed and V 2 Rd . Then holds:E �eisV �X� = eisV ��� 12 s2jjA>V jj2 (A.97)



APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONS 133A.8.1 The bivariate normal distribution N2(�;�)A special case of the multivariate normal distribution is the bivariate normal distri-bution, hence d = 2. In this case, the dependence between the two normal variablesis described by one real number, the correlation �.De�nition A.37 The standard bivariate normal density and distribution functionsare de�ned by: n2(x; y; �) := 12�p1� �2 exp��x2 � 2�xy + y22(1� �2) � (A.98)N2(x; y; �) := Z x�1 Z y�1 n2(u; v; �) du dv (A.99)In [53] a numerical algorithm to compute the function N2 is presented and a sourcecode for this function is available at http://www.MathFinance.de/frontoffice.html. An example where this function occurs in the pricing formula of an optionis given by the Rainbow option example in 1.4.1.Lemma A.38 Let � = � �21 �1�2��1�2� �22 � with �1; �2 > 0 and j�j < 1. Then thedensity of N2(�;�) is given by�N2(�;�)(x1; x2) = n2(x1 � �1�1 ; x2 � �2�2 ; �) (A.100)Lemma A.39 Let X1 � N(�1; �21), X2 � N(�2; �22) and the correlation between X1and X2 is given by �. Then holds:(X1 +X2) � N ��1 + �2 ; �21 + 2�1�2� + �22� (A.101)A.9 Multivariate lognormal distribution Ln(�;�)De�nition A.40 Let � be a semi{positive d� d matrix and � 2 Rd . Let further Nbe Nd(�;�) distributed and de�neXk := exp(Nk) k = 1; : : : ; d (A.102)Then X is multivariate lognormal distributed, X � Ln(�;�).This distribution is very important in �nancial mathematics, since it is a quiteusual assumption, that stocks or foreign exchange rates are dependent lognormaldistributed. For a discussion of this assumption see 4.3. In chapter 5 the lognormaldistribution with mean 1 is also suggested to describe the sector variables in theCreditRisk+ model.Lemma A.41 Let X � Ln(�;�). Then holds:E[Xk] = exp��k + 12�kk� (A.103)E[XkXl] = exp��k + �l + 12(�kk + 2�kl + �ll)� (A.104)Cov(Xk; Xl) = exp��k + �l + 12(�kk + �ll)�� exp(�kl)� 1� (A.105)



134 APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONSA.10 The multivariate Student distribution tf(~�;�)De�nition A.42 Let ~� be a d dimensional vector, � a semi{positive d� d matrixand f > 0. De�ne N � Nd(~�;�) and X � �2(f) independent from N . Then the ddimensional random variable Y := 1pX=f N (A.106)is multivariate Student distributed, Y � tf (~�;�).Lemma A.43 Let X be tf(~�;�) distributed. Then holds:E[Xk] = ~�krf2 �(f�12 )�(f2 ) if f > 1 (A.107)E[XkXl] = ff � 2 (�kl + ~�k~�l) if f > 2 (A.108)
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